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) Foreword
. Mathematics education is continually being reviewed at every level to keep instruction

responsive and current. Resulting changes in mathematics education are based on
developments in theories of learning, findings redacting instruction in the classroom, public
opinion andmost importantly, file evolving process of mathematics itself. .

The Georgia Department of Education appointed a comii,iitee to study various aspects of
mathematics at the secondary school level and to prepare guidelines for mathematics cur- ,

riculum planning and assessment. This guide, Mathematics for Georgia Secondary Schools, is
the committee's final product. oe

SO

We appreciate the time and effort the committee members spent and commend them for
this excellent publication. We are confident the guidelines presented here will help improve
mathematics education in the secondary schools throughout the state.
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Introduction
The purpose of this guide, Mathematics for Georgia Secondary Schools, is to, help those

who are concerned with improving mathematics education in Georgia Schools. The format of
the guide is intended to make planning a new mathematics curri ulum easier at the local level ,
yet leaving the designers free to develop courses which are their students.

The committee members and writers who developed this guide have drawn information
from successf I practices presently in use and significant trends in mathematics education
literature reco mended by consultants.

Designers oK mathematics curriculum for the 1980s must critically consider the target
population for whom they are planning their abilities, interests, present' and future needs.
They must provide a program, for all students which is broad enough in scope to furnish
students with a solid base of essential mathematics skills. The program should be long-range,
aimed at developing skills which will be useful for many years to come. The writers of this
guide hay.e attempted to provide direction and information to aid schools in equipping
students with those skills in mathematics which will enable them to become productive
members of society and to pursue their personal gcial.s.

We hope that this guide will be usefidin reviewing, strengthening or developing the local
mathematics curriculum and will lead to improved instruction for students in Georgia schools.

vii

4

Lucille G. Jordan
Associlde State Superintendent
Office of Instructional Services

R. Scott Bradshaw, Director
Division of Curriculum Services
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Developing a Secondary School
Mathematics Curriculum Guide

A major goal of secondary schOols is to prepare students to function in modem society. Tot\
fulfill this goal, members, of the school system and representatives of the community must plan
carefully. This curriculum guide, Mathematics for Georgia Secondary Schools, was designed
to help those involved in planning a mathematics curriculum for a local school system, local
school or Individual classroom.

We assume that a local curricu planning committee with members from all subject areas
has been established and has en put to the leaders of mathematics curriculum develop-
ment. The committee '(or an ndivi ual teacher) planning or revising a mathematics curriculum
should develop steps or to s to follow and designate people responsible for the tasks with
associated time frames. A rriculum cannot be developed quickly. Adequate time must be
given for study and discussion of trends and issues in mathematics ways studentsleam and
strategies of teaching.

Suggested steps for develqping a secondary ;a-b/wl vathernatics curriculum are presented
on the following pages. Some of these tasks ina9vieed revising to accontmcidate the local
situation. Time frames are not included since time neZded for.these tasks will vary from school
system to school'syste 111 . r

A
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Steps for Developing
a Secondary School Mathematics Cutriculum

Tisk
1. Formulate mathematics curriculum committee

composed of
local curriculum director

local mathematics t upervisor or designated
Mathematics curriculum leader
representatives from mathematics teachers in
elementary, Middle andsecondary schools
media specialist

, representatives from other curriculum areas (to
be called on. as needs arise)

"guidance counselor (to be involved ,
periodically),

Responsibility of
Curriculum leaders,
general and _
matheinatid

2. Develop goals of mathematics learning. Mathematics cur-
Study general and mathematics goals of local riculum committee
and state educational agncies'and state and.
national professional mathematics organiza-
tions.
Study (or ormulate) philosophy of school sys-
tem regarding general edubation and
mathematics education. b

Consider local student present and future
needs.

. 3. Reshew.state and local high school graduation
requirements and statewide Criterion- Referenced
Test objectives.

A

4. Study materials and provide suffidient time to
discuss finding,s.regarding such questions as the
following.

HoU., do students learn mathematics? How do
students learn mathematics as a language? As
a science? As a collection of skills? As an'art?
What are students' present attitudes toward
mathematics? What,changes in attitudes and

''appreCiations do you4.yish a modified mathe-
, matics program to attain?

AreIhere specific mathematical needs for your
cpmmunity? Are there particular needp in
careers typically pursued by your students?
Do all present courses include sufficient oppor-
tunities for problem solving and evaluation of
problem solving?

2 -

C't
z.;7

12

s.
Mathematics curri-
culum committee

Subcommittees of
mathematics Curri-
culum committee

Resources in
Mathematicsfor .
Georgia 'Secondary.
Schools

Goals, Problem Solv-
ing, Points of View,
Resources,
Appendices

Problem Solving,
Strategies, Evaluating,
Points of View,'Ob-
jectives, References,
Appendices

1



Alk What strategies of teaching should be ern:
ployed? Are a variety of strategies used in
teaching each course?
What major topics of mathematics should be
addressed in the curriculum? Where should
these be aFldressed?

Note: Keep notes on readings to help in writ-
ing courses, especially activities and refer-

. ences, These findings should provide 'a frame-
Wbrk within which the curriculum can be built.

5. Develop student objectives for mathematics
edutation and indicate those essential skills _

expected of graduating seniors, whether they
enter the world of work or postsecondary
schools.

6.13eview existing curriculum to find out if essential
skills are included in appropriate courses. Indi-
cate those missing from curriculum.

7. RevieW existing curriculum in-terms of stated
goals, objectives and local studentneeds. Indi-
cate inconsistencies.

Mathematics curd- Goals, Problem Solv-
culum committee ing, Points of View,
and consultants 4 Objectives, Appen-

dices, Resources

Members of mathe-
matics curriculum
committee

Members of mathe:
-matics curriculum ,

committee

8. List course! to fulfill needs of local students. Subcomnittgesand
Some may be mini-courses linked together for = the committee of
one quarter,.one semester or one yearaccord- the whole of the
ing to school size and Organization. mathematics Curti-

culiim committee

, .
Examples: geniral mathematics (a collection of
mini-courses); laboratory mathematics; personal
finance; courses built around applications
mathematical modeling, consumer mathematics,
mathematics of traveling to foreign countries;

used in sports; ieries of.algebra
ometry courses. appropriate for local

trigonometry as mini-course (one course
might be for those entering technical-school); .

comPuterliteracy and other computer courses;
history of mathematics; probability and statistics
(various levels); language and mathematics; in-
troduction to logic; number theory, coin-'
binatorics; int erdisciplinary mathematics and in-

- dimendeni study '

' 9 .Write tentative course plans using information
and writings from previous steps. Plans should
Include

mathem
courses;
student

title succinctly reflecting natute of course;
course description -::*brief narrative to be in-

decHn-course-catalcig;

F

Subcommittee of'
Mathematics curt-
Culum'cornmittee

Strategies, Points of
View, Sample
Courses, Appendices,

Problem Solving,
Strategies, Evaluating,
Points of View, Ob.
Jectives, Sample
Courses, Resources,
Appendices, Careers
in Mathematics

1
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course objectives each containing condition,
task, level of, acceptability and each keyed to
student competency(ies) reqUired for 'gradua-
tion;
Co LIM content outline of topics;
instructional activities relating to objectives;
procedures far evaluating courses represent-
ing methods of assessing student achievement
of objectives;
resources including print and nonprint
media, equipment and human resources help-
ful in achieving student objectives. (

10. Review tentative course offeringi and respond to- Subcommittees and
the following questions. the committee of the

. whole of the mathe-
Have appropriate offerings been providedsfor matics curriculum
all levels of students? committee, curricu-
Can appropriate courses be scheduled each
quarter or semester for all students?
Have courses been identified which match
minimum requirements for graduation? Do
these courses include the competencies re-
quired for graduation?
Are courses planned to allow for as much
flexibility in scheduling as possible?
Are 'course objectives stated so that evaluation
of student attainment can be measured?
Do the courses provide, opportunities for a
variety of strategies including discovery ap-
proach, small group or individual activities,
observation, exploration, investigation, inquiry,
organization of ideas, organization of data
applications to other disciplines, reinforce-

.
ment?
How can the level of Widen% involvement bet.
increased?
Are student activities.appropriate with respect
to, needs, abikes and interests? -
Based on present inventory are all needed
materials on hand? If not, list missing materials
and rank them froth most to least needed.

11. Revise the tentative courses on the basis of
responses to task 10 above.

12, Develop a plan to fieldtest the program.

e

13. Select schools and teachers to field-test the
Program;

4

14 -D-4

lum committee, ad-
ditional mathematics
teachers and consul-
tant(s)

Subcommittees of
mathematics curricu-
lum committee'

Subcommittee of
mathematics curri-
culum committee-

Administrators, math-
ematics curriculum
leader

, ,

Problem Solving,
Strategies, Evalu-
ating, Points of View,
Objectives, Course of
Study, Resources,
Appendices, Careers
in Mathematics

4 4

4
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14.Vield-test the.program.; keep notes regarding
changes needed in the prograrli.

.

15. Review/revise curriculum; use questions in pre-
vious steps to develop plan for review/revision.

16. Plan for evaluation of mathematics curriculum.
s.

17. Formulate and, implement staff development:
plan.

-
18. IMplement the nothematics curriculum plan.

4 Sti

19. Evaluate the mathematiceetfrriculum each year. Appropriate adm inis- Evaluating

?,

Designated iSersonnel

Mathematics curricu-
lum committee as a
whole

Subcommittee , Evaluating, Objectives

Subcominittee of
mafheimatics curricul-
urn committee, math-,
ematics curriculum
leader, appropriate
administrators and all

'of mathematicsstaff

Appropriate adminis-
tratorsAnd.all of
mathematics staff

trators, mathematics,
curriculum leader and.

. . designated staff mem-
bers..

20. Review findings of evaluation each year and
plan revision where needed.

4
P.

4
stf

b
Iri

Designated personnel
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, Goals of
Miithematics Learning

&

In 1979 Shirley Hill, president of the Natibnal Council of Teachers of Mathematics, presented a
challenging essay on how teachers should react, as professionals, to forces attempting to narrow
the mathematics curriculum through demandi for highe; test scores and accountability. She
pointed out that the quality of educ:ationtould decline even as Stores on ,minimal competency ex-
ams Improved if;for example, these gains in scores were at the expense of long-term retention
and application. With fegard to the second NationatAssessment of Edycation Progress she.stated,
"R Its remain gOod in whole numbers computation, bufperforniagce in applying these skills to ,mu ep, nonroutine or eveniairly routine problem solving was dismal." She concluded that the
public in general and parents in particular must be alerted to the danger of developing a genera-
lion of test passers who cannot use or apply assiduously drilled low-level skills. What is ttie role of
prbfessionals in combating this possibility? Hill stated, "First; we must not compromise, our goals
and objectives for mathematics learning. We have a good idia of the abilities that our students will
needa decade or so hlrice; we can predict that much of what has been basic will become ob-
solete. We know the necessity for problem- lying and application abilities and the limitation of a
'curriculum dominated by computational s s. We know the hazards of concentrating on low-level
skills and minimums."

Hill's statement raises a crucial point for those engagestin design of mathematics curriculum,
That is, what should be the goals of mathematics learning? One possible response is provided in
the following paragraphs.

A conference on basic mathematical skills andlearning held in 1975 in Euclid, Ohio, and
known as the Euclid Conference, addresse this major concern of identifying goals. The results of
this conference have had a significant influence on the mathematics ethication comniunity.lhe
conference participants identified three goal categories.

General goals indicate those advantages that grow with an increasing understanding of
mathematics.

Basic goals are the mathematics needed by workers, consumers and citizens.

Further desirable goals are those that will meet the needs of Students whose vocational re-
quirements and interestrgo beybnd the basic goals.

«

The following sections will clarify the interitof the three goal areas.

General Goals

The ptirpose of teaching mathematits is to prepare students for litiing as consumers and citizens,
inaugtuate education for various productive occupations and aidstudents in developing worthy
and satisfying livei: The purpose Of mathematic) education is to provide experiences which
enhance students'merceptions, aid them in constructive reasoning antbring insight to a variety of
situations and problems. Additionally, experiencesIntathematics should be such that students
feel confident in situations where reasoning and quantitative thinking are needed. Students should
develop.a les.el of self-confidence, needed.to function effectively in a society in which heavy use is
made of mathematics and mathematical concepts. Mathematics programs must include those
-mathematical tooli that are useful and are needed to cope with realistic problems.

'G-1
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Basic Gaga

. D '

The Euclid Conference report (Euclid Conf., 1975., pp. 7=20) identified 10 baiic goals.

1. Appropriate computational skills. The automation of arithmetic during the past half cen--
. tury has, strongly affected educational needs" (Euclid Conf., 1'975, p. 17). The advent of the

hand-held calculator has had enormous effects on society and is a complex issue for mathematics
education. The Euclid Conference participants charged mathematics educators to find,the best .
combination of skills and understandings so that a student might be able to develop a needed A.

algorithm and make use of time-saving devices such as hand-held calculators.
, , ' . k

2. Links between mathematickl ideas and real-world a-attic:ins. Students should be able to
relate mathematical propertiei to real-worldsituations. this involves expressing a situation in terms
of -mathematics as well as manipulating the mathematics to arrive at a conclusion. To gain some
insight into the original situation students must be able to translate conclusions (or results or solu- '
tions) into the terms o ithe original Situations.

7--

3. Estimation and/approximation. These skills are basic to dealing with quantitative ideas.
Students must carry Out rapid, approximate calculations and acquire awarenesses of the notions of
error and precision.

4. Org tion and interprefatioq of numerical data, including using graphs. Students
need to be le to use numerical data to up charts, tables and graphs. They must be able to
read such display,and draw pertinent conclUsions.

5..M urement,Including seliction of -relevant attributes, selection of degree of precision,
selectio of approppte instrument, techniques:of using measuring instruments and tech-
niques f conversion among units within a,system. Often, 'y. ematicians and mathematics
educa rs consider meagurement a legitirriatelopic of science. Weyer, the importance of
me rement is not bib/question: Students should be able to measure length, distance, weight,
vo me, temperature, time, area and perhaps angles as well.

6. Alertness to reasonableness of results. Students must learn to inspect results, conclusions
and. solutions for reasOnablenesS of answers in terms of the original situation.

7. Qualitative ondetOanding.of and drawing inferences from functions and.rates of change.
The concept of how one quantity May depend on another is necessary to understand and inter-
pret situations. Understanding the relationships among quantities as represented in terms of tables
and graphs is necessary"..

, ,
8, Notions of probability. Forecasts and predictions are based pn the notions of probability

which frequently arise in problem-solving situations. '

9. Computer uses: Capabilities and limitations (gained through direct experiences). The im-
pact of the development of the computer affects all aspects of_ our society. All citizens must
understand what computers can and cannot do and, in particular, that the performance of com-
puteri is governed by people.

10. Problem Solving. Problem solving is the unifying goal interrelating not only these 11) basic
goals but also interrelating the general, basic and further desirable goals.s,

18..
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Further Desirable Goals I*

The basic goals presented in the preceding section stress the relationship between mathematics
and the real world. It is also desirable that students know about the discipline of mAhematics.and
its internal considerations. The Euclid Conference report (Euclid Conf., 1975, pp. 20-21) cites the
following as five further desirable goals.

1. Recognition that mathematics is a construct. Mathematics is a product of inquiring minds
and a reflection of the progress of humanity. Students should understand that while mathemati-
cians determine assumptions upon which mathematics is based, this determination is not
capricious and is in fact an attempt to develop mathematical structure which are internally consis-
tent.

2. Ability to reason abstractly. Students should understand the nature of argument (or proof)
and should be able to make judgments about the reasonableness of various arguments. Fields
other than mathematics make use of the ability to construct such logical arguments.

3. Enrichment of the students' world. Students' lives are enriched by knowledge' of the con-
tributions to culture that mathematicians have made through the mathematics that they have
developed. tik

Mathematics can be an aid to insight a way of looking at events and phenomena that
brings increased appreciation, understanding and creativity. Developing such styles of
perceptibn is, or should be, part of what it means to become educated (Euclid Conf., 1975,
p. 21).

4. Acquaintance with the natural notations of mathematics. As mathematicians have
developed mathematics over the centuries they have arrived at generally accepted ways of com-
municating mathematical ideas. Examples of symbols and rules relating the use of these symbols
are the Hindu-Arabic notation, including use'of the numerabfor zero and the use of exponents.
These notations have greatly aided the communication of mathematical thought.

5. Mathematical modeling. A mathematical model is an approximate translation of a real-
world situation into mathematical terms. It is through this modeling process that mathematics is
most elegantly and usefully 'applied to the changing needs of the world.

A pi me example of the influence of the above 'goals is that both the National Council of Super- .

visors of Mathematics and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics endatied, in a one-to-
one fashion, the Euclid Conference's second category of 10 basic skill areas. With regard to pro- ..--
blem solving, which these groups placed first on their list of basic goals, the following strongly
asserted statement was made.-

Learning to solve problems is 'lie principal reason for studying mathematics. Problem solving
is- the process- of-applying previously acquired knowledge to new and unfamiliar situations. Solvz
ing word problems in textsis one form of problem solving, but students also Should be faced
with nontextbook problems. Problem-sblving strategies involvingposing questions, analyzing
situations, translating results, illustrating results, drawing diagrams, and using trial and error. In
solving problemsestuderits need to be able'to apply the'rules °LW& necessary to arrive at valid
conclusions. They, must be ableo determine which facts are relevant. They should be unfearful
of arriving at tentative conclusions and they must be willing to subject these conclusions t6

rutiny. (NCTM and NCSM position papers, "Basic Skills", The Arithmetic Teacher; Volume
45, NO. 1, Oct. 1977, pi 20).

G-3
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C.

t
Even a cursory examination of the above goal statements shows that there is clear call for

engaging students in problem solving and-applications.

for example, to realize the two basic goals of problem solving and links between mathematical
idiCand real-world puations the remaining eight basic goals all must play their part. For certainly
such proces.les as estimating, approximating, graphing, measuring, drawing inferences and assess -
ing reasonable resctltvall come into play in applying mathematics.

The next section specifies a theme for mathematics instruction using the ideas,and goals of this
section as a rationale for its selection. 0"-
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Stressing,
Problem .Solving
and Applicitions,

This section of the guide presents a theme which may provide mathematics teachers with their
most challenging and exciting opportunity to make teaching more-effective and 'to improve curri-
culum. This theme, centers arouni teachers trying to make mathematics increasingly useful to

I those who learn it. How can ibis be done? The claim is that if teachers make gieateeprovision for
stressing problem solving and applications in theirteaching approaches, them students will have a
greater likelihood of obtaining a worthwhile awareness and appreciation for_both the sp t and
uses of mathematics. In particular, this sktion attempts to show that there exists a v of situa-
tions and problems that have. the potential to engage students' interests. Alscbthis se, qn ill try
to show that much of the fairly standard material currently in secdndary programs provtdes a tool
kit which when properly guided by an enthusiaitic and knowledgable teactier can powerful-
ly aid students in tackling real problem situations of concern to the student or future adult.

What Is problem solving?

Research on problem solving rests on the assumption that most mathematical activity isproblem
solving,. that effective teaching of mathematics is associated with having student* develop and use
problem 'solving 'techniques.

Based on seminal ideas of Karl Duncker (1945), John F. Lucas (1974 'stated thk, in"...general, a -
problem situation exists when one possesses certain given information and a goal but lacks a con-
nection between the two.. A solution of the problem results when an indiVidual eAablislies a mean-
ingfut connection between. information and goal. The tent problem soloing implies more than
seeking a solution. In fact; the process of solving a problem involves an active search for a-suitable
method for dealing with the problem and subsequent application of that method. Prior ex-
perience may provide appropriate methods, pfocedures and plans.. However?for Many
mathematiCal problems an individual must construct and test a variety of plans before one iskund
to be adequate for the problem situation at hand. Consideration o( such plans leads many re-
searchers to the notion of heuristics or maxims which are examined next.

o
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Pro m:Solying Maxims
t,

One of the most thoughtful and thorough treatments concerning the teaching of problem solving
has been developed by T., J. Cooney, E. J. Davis and IC B..1-lenderson in their text Dynamics of
Teaching Secondary.School. Mathematics (Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1975, pp. 24)-
291). 'These authors present maxims which students can use in their problem solving activities,
Theybelieve, along with George Polyi, that if students become aware of the maxims and learn to
incorporate the maxims into their problem-solving behavior then students will become more effte-.
five problem solvers. The teacher should serve as a ritodel by using the following maxims when
teaching students to solee problems.

Make lure students understand the problem.
-4_,

Do the students understand the meaning of terms used in the 4,roblem? What ambiguoui
terms need clarifying or Illustrating? - a

Do the students identify all relevant given conditions and information?
N,

Do the students determine what they are being asked to find? Would a,solution tt) the
problem t the form of a number, a set_Of numbers, an equation, a graph, a pattern or
whatsma ematical object? How can such a solution be generated? .

or' Can students restate tge problemin their own words? Would a sketch be helpful in ex-
',plahaing the Pioblern? Cooney, Davis and Henderson conclude, "If students can indicate.
they know the meaning of all the terms stated in a problem and can identify the given in-
formation and the nature of the required' solution and additionally can express the prob-.
lem in their own words, then the teacher has a substantial basis for assuming that the pro-'
blem ikt..inderstood" (Cooney, et al, 1975, p. 248):

Help students gather revant ideas to akisist in creating a plan.

Whst infonnation.can be derived from the given conditions? What relations or implications.
can be deduced from the given conditions or from the assumed type of solution? Should
more brain storming take place? What subset of generated information is most likely to be
relevant? Are students-being encouraged to generate novel plans for attacking the prob-
lem? Can more than one plan be devised? Has there been an attempt to form a plan by
deriving information from joint consideration of the given and the sought after solution to
the problem? Are slower students being brought into the planning stage? Is the,teacher
telling too much? Would a different or more elaborate sketch be helpful?

; .
- Can students gain infolmationAy solving an analogous problem? Can students invert from

a problem involving an ellipse it one involving a circle and then after gathering some
ideas and cues to solution invert back to the ellipse problem? .

o

Is it possible to try smaller values of some variable in order to see a pattern? (this is one of
the most powetful techniques in proem solving!) Can the pattern be verified?

'4

Should students attempt a different approach after they become blocked or discouraged?
Are they in a mind set which needs breaking? What would, be a different perspective for
considering a particular problem? Is an approach being abandoned too soon? (Most
challenging problems required persistence as weU as insight.)

Provide an atmosphere conducive for students to Iplve problems.

Are the students receiving positiye cues from the teacher? Are they being encouraged to
continue their approaches? Are teachers squelching approaches too much?

23 P-2
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Are students being given sufficient time to deal with a problem? Should more time be pro-
vided for ideas to incubate'

Are students being taught guessing? (Polya has stressed this point as being crucial.) Is the
teacher encquraging.and rewarding students who make conje res? Is the teacher helping
Students to test their conjectures? Are teachers being honest th regard to their own false
starts? Is there enough emphasis on the inductive made?

Are Itudents being made'aware that there are usually many ways to solve a problem? Are
they being encouraged to seek alternate solutions? Are students or the teacher solving the
proklems? Is there adequate discussion of the processes involved in the solution stage?

After a solution is obtained encourage them to look back and reflect on the probleni
and the means used to soli the problem.

Does the solution make sense? What other means could be used to verify the solution?

Does the conclusion obtained really solve the problem? Should the problem be refor-
mulated and the problem-solvin94cle be repeated?

k/ at insights about the original problem and related problems are provided by the solu-
tion?

What are other ways to solve the problem? What occurs if you focus on some other
feature of the problem? Does that suggest a different approach?

If the problem was sold inductively can a deductive solution be determined (and vice
versa)?

What 'subproblems were suggegted and dealt with in obtaining the solution?

What new problems can now be generated? What if some aspect of the problem were
changed?

How can the problem and solution be "applied and to what? What occupations might en-
counter such a problem? ,,

What would be different if a cakulator or computer was available?

Have there been sufficient classroom discussions about the critical role of employing max-
inns in dealing with problems?

What questions or remarks from Students could be exploited by the teacher to help
students seek solutions or formulate new problems?

Were the students having fun in their, problem-solving activity?

Are students aware that the maxims used in the mathematic classroom apply to almost
any challenging life-situation they may encounter?

1 The net section provides a very complete treatment of just one problem atkEl illustrates how many
of the maxims identified above can be applied.
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7

Problem Solving
in a General

Mathematics Classioorh

To see that problem-solving maxims can be used at all levels of instruction, consider the follow-
ing situation which involved the purchase of pizza by students in a general mathematics claissroohl.
They determined, after a rather heated debate, that both the Pizza Palace and the Pizza Parlor
restaurants had the best tasting pizzas. The following problem was nextlexamined.

Problem

Did the Pizza Palace or the Pizza Parlor offer the best buy on pizza?

Understanding the Problem
Yg

It was pointed out that the word best in the above problem had to be clarified. In a brainstorm-
ing session many consideratipns were identified and discussed by the students. Ainong the con-
siderations listed were the following. (1) price, (2) size of pizia (LeKlitameter measured in inches),
(3) number of slices for a given size of pizza, (4)%thickness, (5) cost for vdrious types of topping .

(e.g. pepperoni, mushroom, Italian sausage, onion; green pepnr, anchovy, shrimp), (6) number
of toppings, (7) distance to restaurants and (8) carry-out charge.' But which of these should the,
class focus on? .6

It was decided that to determine the best buy between the two'restaurants data must be
g'athered to find out the cost per square inch for different sizes of pizza and different number of
toppings. Also, toppings which cost extra, such as shrimp, were to be ignored.: .

ek

Creating a Plan p.

To begin to determine cost per square inch it was decided to gather prices for a small pizza, a
medium pizza anca large pizza at both restaurants. The mediurrrand large pizzas at both
restaurants-were, respectively, 13'inches and 15 inches in diameter. However the small at the Piz-
za Parlor had a nine-inch diameter whereas the small at the Pizza Palace had a 10-inch diameter.

Sinte the area A of a circle is =2 and r = d/2, students saw that,the formula

A w
Ord?

2 4
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Could be used to deterMine the total area of a pizza for a,given diameter:Then the various
could be ccimpaied by computing Cost/Area for each given diameter. In additi to size, students
>kriew that the cost depended on the number of toppings requested. Letting t denote the number
of toppings students decided to find costs for values of t ranging from t 0through t 4.

'Thus the plan for determining which restaurant had the best buy on pizza called for comparing
each restaurant's cost per square inch of pizza with respect to a and number of toppings.

01

. Carrying Out the Plan

Students' brought the following information back to cliss.

No. of

Topings 9 inch

Pizza Parlor

Size

13 inch 15 Welt .

0
1

2
3
4

No. of

Toppings

, '$3.25'
$3.75
$4.25
$4.75
$5.25

10 inch

,t )

'

Pizza Palace

$5.00
$5.70
$6.40
$7.10,
$7.80 .

P
$ 6.40
f7.30
$ 8.20
$ 9.10
$10.00.

.

15 inch

./

Size

13 inch"

fe,

0 $2.95 - $4.30
1 $3.90 $5.25

# 2 $4.45 $5.85
3 $4.85 $6.40

ci 4 $5.25 $6.65

$5.65
$6.70
$7.30
$7.95
$8.30

To compare the two restaurants with respect to 13-inch pizzas with four toppings one calculates
that a 13-inch pizza hasan approximate area of 133 square inches.

.44 A 424- 12°11 " 133.
4

Then for the Pizza 11(arlor the cost per square inch of a 13-inch pizza with four toppings is
$7.80/133 in s $ .06fin? e

' A

e

Using a,hand-held calculator students fouhd the following cost per.square inch for the two
restaurants.

P-5 .



No. of
toppings

9 inch ,
(64 sq. in-)

0 $ .05
1 $ .06
2 $ .07
3 - , $ .07
4 _ $ .08

No. of
toppings

U

. 10 inch
(79 sq. in.)

Pizza Parlor

Diameter (area)

13 inch - 15 inch
(133. sq. in.) (177 sq. in.)

$ .04 $ .04
$ .04 $ .04 ."

$ .05 $ .05
$ .05 $ .05
$ .06 $ .06

Pizza Palace

Diameter (area)

13 inch,
(133 sq. in.)

15 inch
(177 sq. in.)

'0 1 .04 $ .03- $ .03
1 $ .05 $ .04 $ .04
2 $ .06 t $ .04 $ .04
3 $ .06 $ .05 $ .04
4 $ .07 $ .05 $ .05

Examinatioh of the above two tables showed that the Pizza Palace appeared to offer the better
buy since in each case the cost per square inch to the buyer was less than or equal to the cor-
responding figure at the Pizza Parlor. However, the costs per.square inch values were found to be
misleading. For example, the cost a 15'inch pizza with one topping was estimated at four cents
per square inch - at both restaurants - even though the parlor'charged $ .60 more than the
Palace for this, particular pizza.

The overall conclusion was that the approach used, LeArtromparing. costs per square inch, pro-
vided some interestingilInformation but did not give.a.precise answer to which pizza was the best
buy. Also, foepizzas of the same size and number of toppings one need only use,the price list to
compare the two restaurants. Students did note that the worst buy was the Pizza Parlor's nine-inch
pizza with four toppings. This pizza costs eight'cents per square inch - the highest such cost.. Overall, the students became more aware of comparison shopping and had enjoyed working with
the problem.

Among the\suggestions made why .the cost per square inch approach was not effective were the
following. ,(1) ihe assumption that pizzas aro circles, (2) errors made in apprqximating diameters .

and areas,and'(3).round-off errors.
. .

One-person thought that thickness should have been used. Then the model for a pizza would
be a"cylinder and one would estimate cost per cubic inch.

Manyltudents noted that thePizza Parlor's price list had many regularities. Foriexample, each
additional topping forthe nine-inch pizza Cost 50 cents. Also for the 13-inch and 15-inch pizzas



additional toppings cost, respectively, 70 cents and 90 cents. (No such pattern was found for the
'Pizza Palace.)

When the Pizza Parlo r's prices were given to an algebra class they found if they doubled the
price of a nine-inch pizza, denoated by P,, and then subtracted multiples of 10 cents they could
prcilict the price of the 15 inch pizza (denoted by Po). The formula they obtained was

P1s P, .10 (t + 1) where t no. of toppings.

Also they found the price of 13-inch 'pizza (P13) depended on P, and t. In fact

P13 2 P, .30 (t + 5),

One group examined P13 and P13 above and then conjectured if the Parlor sold a 14-inch pizza its
price would be

P14 ' 2 P, .20 (t + 4).

They obtained this equation. for Pii4 by adding P13 to one half the difference of P15 and P13. Note
the value of P, used in the above formulas depends on the value of t being used. For example, to'
find the cost of a 14-inch pizza with three toppings, substitute the price of a nine-inch pizza for
t 3. Then

P14 2 P, .20 (t + 4)

2, (4.75) .20 (7)
ti

9.50 1.40 $8.10.

One nice feature of this conjectured formula for Pi4 was that each topping cost a fixed price of
80 cents.

The teacher asked what. graphs could be constructed to help determine the price of a giant
17-inch pizza. Many different linear graphs were presented. One nonlinear graph appeared to in-
dicate that a zero-inch pizza would, surprisingly, have a positive cost. This led to a ussion'of
fixed costs. In summary, qtestions inVolving the term best offered a fruitful area f r involving
students with reallworld problem-solving experiences.

at
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An Analysis of a
,Rate of Change Problem

A

Situation -

.The following details,how one person approached and solved a rate pf change problem.
Because many teachers do not regularly teach this topic it is hoped that the problem presented will
encourage them to do so.

, Before reading the solution one should attempt to solve the problem. While making this attempt
ths reader is urged to keep track of those strategies which occur at various stages in the process of
solving theproblem. Of course, a variety of strategies are possible for any problem. But it may
prove instructive to compare your approach with the heuristics and strategies identified in the

'discussion which follows. . ,

The gs pf a right triangle are initially five inches and 12 inches long. If the short leg is increas-
ing un ormly at the rate of one inch per second and the long leg is decreasing atthe rate of two

,inch per second, how fast is the area changing when the triangle is isosceles?

Understanding the Problem

What is given? A rightliangle whose legs are initially five inches and 12 inches long. The shorter
leg it creasing at the rate of one inch per second and the longer leg is decreasing at the rate of
tin:, inches per second.

Draw a diagram; introduce suitable notation. The lengths of the regs are varying, so let y represent
the length of the shorterjeg and let x represent the length of the longer leg.

Initially, y a.. 5 and

I

(1 in./iec.) y

t

4%6
eq.

%

t-

*
%.- %, ..

.. %.
%. ....

%.,.

.. %.
%..

.01

.1

(2 in./sec.)
Figuie 1.
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e the tides of change are specified in length per unit of time, we are alko given,

Creating a Plan

What is required? The rate of chatge of the area of the triangle at the moment when the triangle
is isosceles. Since area is changing with respect to time, let A represent the area of the triangle.
We want, D,A when x y, and where D,A denotes the derivative of area A with respect to time
t. One way to begin devising a plan is by reasoning analytically,. Problem solving involves making
a connection between what is given and what is reqttired. Suppose we already have the rated
DA, Dey and Dix related in some way, perhaps by an equation. Can we find some equation
which may have led to this relationship?lEvidently, we need some connection between A, x and y
so that we could differentiate with respect to time and produce,the relationship involving
derivatives: (This is the method,often tried for problems involving rates of change.) Is there any
relationship betvieen A, x and`' which can be seen? We are given a right triangle and we want to
know something about its area. Since y is the length of its height, x is the length of its bake and
th area' of an9 triangle.is one half the 'height times the base (recall this resulefrom priorex-
perience and use it now), this is the relationship we want

D,y 1 inch per second,.

D,x 2 inches per second.

A -1 xy.
2

Carrying, out the First Plan.
C

Differentiating with respect to t (area, side x and side y are all changing with respect to time,
hence are functions of t, and it makes sense to differentiatewith respect to t, we have

1D,A
2

(xD,y yDfx).

Now we have produced the connection planned for earlier; that is, we have connected the known
rates Dey and D,x with the unknown rate D.A. Are wedone? Can we directly find out what D,A
is? The terms x and y are also involved in the equation. What can we do with them? Perhaps we
should -check back to see if we have used all the available, information. Checking, we find that we
have not used the original values of x and y, nor have we used the, fact that we want D,A when
the triangle is isosceles; i.e., when x y.

So, it appears that we are confronted with a new problem. We have D, A-related to Diy and D,x
(D,A is the general derivatives of area with respect to time) we want a specific value of DA when .x

y. If we, knew the specific values of x and y when the triangle is'isoicelq, we could immediate-
ly find D,A at that time by making replacetitehts in the equation we already-have (analytic reason-
ing). flow can we obtain these values? Well, we cannofjust replace x by 12 and y by 5.(the,
values) because the triangle is not isosceles in the beginning. What is really happening here? Since
one side of the triengleis increasing and the other decreasing, we can think of the triangle as hav-
ing sides that act Wite elastic or springs, where someone is stretching the short side at a certain rate
(one inch per second) and compressing the long side at a certain rate (two inches per second). At
some particular instant the sides are equal. Before that x is longer anciNy, is shorter; after that ins-
tant x is shorter and y is longer. If we can find out at what time or t (in'econds) the sides are
equal; we might be able to find the lengths at that instant, and thereby solve the problem,

30



Carrying out the Second Plan

To carry out this pl4n, we might try sclne approximations. Initially, when t 0 secondi, x
12 inches and y 5 inches. When t'm 1 second, x 10 inches and y 6 iriches, since x is
'decreasing at a rate of.Lwo inches per second, and y Is increasing at a rate of one inch per se-
cond. We would continue this, but perhaps we can generalize. After t seconds, the vertical side is
of length y -** 6 + it (the it is a rate times time, hence a distance); and the other side acts
similarly (only decreases) so it is of lengtha, 12 2t. Now, we wanted to find the specific

$ value of t when the sides are equal, so the problem reduceso that of finding t under the condi-
tion, 6.

from this

therefore,

5 + t

3t

t

12 2t,

7;

1 seconds
3

Finally, we can now carry out the total plan. Since we knOw t when the triangle is isosceles, we c.on
find lc and y at this instant. We have,

7 2
3
2y 1-5 t

3
5 + -- inches,

and x 12 2t 12 2 (2-) =
3

232 filches.

1Since We have.: D,A
2

[xDsy + yD,x],

and we were given 13,y 1, 13,x 2,
and we found x y

3
(when the triangle is isosceles),

then

Looking Bade

D,A (*) (1) (139 (-2)]

2[1223

11 square inches per second.
3

There arefiliiny ways of 'checking thfi'result First, is this result reasonable? The 11/3 implies
that the area decreasing with respect to,.tiTe.'We can check several instances to see if this is
true.

6

At t 0; A 30 square inches.

At t 1, A 30 square inches.

Aft - 2, A = 28 square in es:

. At t 2- , A - 26.9 square inches:
3

6
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At 3, A 24 square inches.

So, at t 7/3, the area is decreasing with respect to time, and the rate of decrease does appear
to be about foup'square inches per second.

Next, did we use all the information? Yes, the given rates Dix and D,y were used to obtain the
relationship,

1D,A
2

(xD,y yD,x].

With the initial values y 5 and x 12, together with the condition that the triangle be isosceles
at some instant, we generated a method to find the'specific values of x and y at that instant. Try a
test of dimensions. In the expression,

2
1 IxD,y + yD,x],

1/2 is dimensionless, x is in inches, and D,y is in inches. per second., So we obtain square inches
per second-for the dimensions of xD,y. By symmetry yD,x is also in square inches per second, so
that the result D,A should be in square inches per second and it is.

In addition to checking the result, 'we can apply varioustechniques to check the equations we
have used to see if they really represent the situation described in the problem. One method for
doing this, is inves-dgating any symnietry in the data of the probtem. Since x and y correspond to
the lengths of sides of a right triangle, either could have been used to represent the height or the
length of the (lase: So, the roles of x and y are interchangeable. Is this symmetry (interchange-
ability) reflected in the equations? Yes, since in both ,

A xy

1Sand D,A
2 1xD,y + yD,x]

the roles of x and y are symmetric.

Anothet check of the equations can be done by investigating special cases. Suppose we hold
one side -fated and let the other change. For example, if x were constant at 12 inches, and y were
increaiing at the rate of one inch per second we would expect the atett) increase, and

,
1D,A ..

22
10 + yD,y. + 0] ..

2
(1)] .. ,6 square inches/second supports this expectation.,..)

On the other hand, if y were fixed at 5 inches and x were decreasing at the rate of 2 inches per
second, then since y is constant, D,y .. 6, and

. ,

2
1 1D,A .. 2 [0 + yD,x] - (5(,-2)]. .... 5 square inches /second.2

. . '.. ,

Since the original area of the triangle was 30 square inches, it should take six seconds for the
triangle to collapse and it does, since x is originally 12 inches long and is decreasing at the rate
of two inches per second (the valueltx is zero in six seconds).

cfr

ti

. .. ,

It Checking the result or steps of the solution, there are other ways of lookingitack at
the problem. We can vary the solution process 'by condensing it (to.ite it at a glance) of by at-
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tempting to solve like problem in another way., For example;a condensation might go as follows.
Given a right triangle with legs, to find the rate of.change of its area (under special conditions),

(1) use thearea formula.
(2) differentiate with respect to time to produce a relationship between derivatives.
(3) find the particular time-value for which the, special.conditions hold.
(4) use the values of time to determine the lengths of legs wider the special conditions.
(5) evaluatethe derivative of area with respect to time.

In the problem just solved, area was a function of three variables, namely, t, x and y. Can we
solve the problem in another way? Perhaps we can express A as a function of t alone. Since both
legs are changing with respect to time, let t represent tifie ihseconds. Then, at any time t, the
side lengths are 5 + t and 12 - 2t (using the given rates, 1 and 2). In particular, when the
triangle is isosceles, we have,

5 + t = 12 - 2t
.

7t = seconds.

1
Now, A =

2
(5 + t) (12 - 2t)

= (60 + 2t T 2t2)

= 30 -I-. t - t2.

The last equation expresses A as a function of the single variable t. Therefore,

( D,A = 1 - 2'.

And when t .. 7/3, D,A .. 1 - 2 17/3] -11/3 square inches per second. (We might note
that this alternate solution did not require implicit differentiation.)

Finally, we can look-back at the problem to extend to analogous problenis that which we
learned; thit is, we can -try to vary the problem, inventing a new problem-analogous to his one
For example, we could take the case where both sides are increasing and try to find the Mlle
when the longer side is four times as long as the shorter. Another variation arises by dropping the
condition that the triangle be a right triangle; or we could invent a new problem by analogy to a
physical situation. The following prdblem is an example. Suppose one plane is 500 miles north of
Chicago and traveling northward at a uniform rate of 100 miles per hour Another planecis 1200
miles east.of Chicago and flying westward at 200 miles per hour. How fast is the distance betweeh
the two 'Planes changing,When they are equidistant from Chicago?
'Another extension of the problem (by analogy to three dimensions) gives rise to the next pro-

blem. Three edges t, y and z of a tetrahedron are perpendicular to each other and changing in
length, Suppose the initial leniths,are x s 5 inchet, y = 12 inches and z = 17 inches. if these
sides are Changing at the rate.oI one inch per second, inches per second, and -3 inches
per second respectively, what isearate ofchange of volume when 'the three perpendiculir faces

rare affisoscales right triangles?
.,

.

The foregoing solution was intended to demonstrate, by means of an example, the _nature and
application of maxims (or heuristics) employed in- solving a rateof change problem.

piy,

'3 3
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'An Example of
Mathematical Modeling

in a Secondary Classroom

The following is a first example of how one teacher, Paul Foerster, presents applicitions in a
realistic way. such a process involves models. A model is something that mimics relevant features
of a situation that is being studied. For example, a plant collection, a road map, a geological melt,
a topographical map are all models that mimic different aspects of a portion of the earth's surface.
Theultimate test of a model is how well it performs when it is applied to the situation and pro- .
blemit was constructed to handle. A person on a h sing trip mlijht use each of the above maps
for different purposes.

Here we are concerned primarily with mithem tical models, that is, models that mimic reality
by 'using the language of mathematics. The folio ng example illustrates important components of
the multistage process of mathematical modelin The emphasis is not on, given a problem
solve it, but rather on given a situation stud, it.

Teenage drivers (especially boys) are charged considerably more for automobile insurance than
adult drivers.

Till topic is almost guaranteed to arouse considerable student interest and discussion. In a
;brainstorming atmosphere many statements lor claims) will be made and numerous questions
'asked. From this cloudy, fuzzy, ill-formed situation it is possible to geneiate some fairly precise
problems. Examples of such problems might include the following. .

1. Are young people really such dangerous drivers?

2. What happens to rates after an accident occurs?

- 3. Do students who take driver education courses have fewer accidents thin other students?

(

4. Do high school drop-outs have more accidents4than high school graduates? S.
5, How do,the insurance rates of parents differ if they include a teenager in their automobile

'insurance policy?

Do middle-aged drivers have lewei.accidents than other age groups?

7. How are automobile insurance rates determined?'

8. Where would one find some data about age of driver versus number of wrecks?

(Discussion of particular Strategies for formulating well-posed problems will be presented in
subsequent sections. Also, itillte discussion to follow much of the language used follows that used

, by D. Kerr Jr. and D. Maki in Chapter 1 of Applications in School Mathematics, 1979 Yearbook,
National; Council of Teachers of Mathematics, edited by S. S. Sharon and R. Reys. The purpose
In using their terms is4, help teachers'flnd an easily obtained reference.)
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' Devising a,well-formed problem from the cloudy situation is perhaps the most significant stage ih
the modeling process. Kerr and Maki,(1979) stress that much modification and simplification go
into obtaining a written description of a reasonably precise and succinct problem which they call .

a real model. For Kerr and Makf, a Ileal model is a problem expressed in realworld terms (hence,
the modifier real) but is still a moder because not all aspects of the original situation are likely to be
incorporated into the problem statement. Let us assume that after many considerations (and trade
offs among these considerations) of the-situation, the following problem is formulated.

Rfal Problem or Real Model: "Does the likelihood of having a car wreck depend on the age of
the driver.and do younger drivers have more idents?"

This problem does not include the mention of money or amount of insurance rate whichswas in
the original situation but it clearly relates to that topic. Kerr and Maki state, "After a realmodel
has been formed, the words and concepts of the real model are replaced with mathematical sym-
bols andsexpressions. The structure that results is a mathematical model. The mathematical model
deals with mathematical objecis (such as sets; numbers, geometric shapes-and function's) and wit
expressions that relate these objects to each other (for exampW, equatibns, graphs, transforma-
tions and tables)" (p. 1-2).

To mathematize the above problem, students' might be asked to sketch a reasonable graph of
how the number of wreck's (vertical axis) relates to age of the driver (horizontal axis). Let us
assume that after discussion the following graph ispresented.

.
Number

of
Wrecks

Minimum
Driving Aga

Figure 2.

Age

The graph looks like a parabola. Assume, therefore, that a quadratic function will serve
reasonable mathematical model.

Let t - age of driver in years:
.

Let W numb4r of wreckVper IN, million km.

as a

Appropriate units can be determined by seeking out data and noting the units employed in report-
ing values of W. Thus, the general equation is the folloiving.

W at2 + bt + c.

To find a, b and c one needs three ordered pairs. Asstime that the following data has been ob-
. A

talned.
r 4
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Data:

Substitute data into W = a32 + bt + c.

t
'

'71

20
30
40,,

440
280
200

,
Solving this system gives

400a + 20b44.2C = ,440,

900a f 30b c = 280,

1600a + 40b + c = 200.

a = 0.4, b = 36; c a. 1000.

Therefore, the particular equation is

itV 0.412 36t + 1000.

The mathematical model is ready to be used in the.next stage of the modeling process.

Conclusions

After a mathematical,nrodel is con
determine conclusions based on the
situation and problem to determine
is not useful, then the stage of the
tht.ogri& stages many es until

Let us apply the e ation

a

<a.

cted,.one applies mathematical tools and techniques to
odel. Next, one testi these conclusions with the real world

the model is providing useful information. lethe information
eling process must be reconsidered. Often one must cycle
acceptable model (if one exists) is found.

-

W = 0.4t2 36t +, 1000.. 0:.,

3to arrive at conclusions for the follavAng three questions.
1.' M ..,...

,.
1. According to the model, whctis safer, a 16-year-old driver or a 70-year-old driver?

If 116,` then w = 526.4'

If t = 70, then,W 4401;
a

i.
Conclusion: 70-year-old drivers appear to be safer.

2. What age is safest according to the model?
The vertex of the parabola- is at (h,k)

where h
2a 0.8

= 45

Conclusion:45 year olds appear to be safest.

41
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3. An insurance agency decided to insure licensed drivers up to the age where the accident rate
reaches 830 per million km. What ages would they insure? This problem calls for determining a
domain for the quadratic equation

0.4t2 36t + 1000 830,'

t2 90t + 425 0,

(t 5) (t 85) 0,

t 5 or t 85.

Butethis problem specifies licensed drivers. Therefore only one solution of the two positive solu-
tions applies. Conclusion: Doniain is 16 s t s 85.

At this stage students should discuss how well the conclusions of the mathematical model il-
luminate the original situation. What prActions can be made based on the model and conclu-
sions? For example, how many wrecks will even the safest drivers be likely to have?

=A).

Questions about data should be discussed. Examples: How old? How reliable? In particular,
how were values of t and W determined? How do other available values fit with the assumption of
a quadratic function? Does The model reflect national/trends? Would data on state, county, city or
school locale be more important, in determiriing charges for car insurance? What function other
than a quadratic might serve as a mathematical model? Should the model be reconstructed based
on a different problem which better addresses the original situation? What other related
phenomena would likely be modeled using a quadratic equation? For example, how is the
average amountpaid per accident by insurance companies related to age of driver? Can any deci-
sions or recommendations be forthcoming from this modeling exercise? For example, should
students take driver edueation courses?

A host of other related questiond can be raised. A career question might be: What is an ac-
tuary? Mathematical questions can'be asked Oaut the formula for the x-coordinate of the vertex
of y gi*2 bx c. For example, what happens when you overage the. two values of x ob-
tained in applying the quadratic formula? What does the axis of symmetry lie halfway between?
What foAhula yields the y-intercept of the vertex?

Many believe that applied mathematics is the art of model building. Clearly this mode of apply-
ing mathematics is quite involved. Further, the traditional vehicle which claims to present applica-
tions in mathematics, namely, the wpd problem of the mathematics textbook provides.liyle ex-
posure to the model building art.

In general, a teal application typically begins with a cloudy or ill-formed situation arising from
some problem in the real world. Figure 3 presents a matte' of the multistage modeling process and

. .

indicates that the first stage is recognition Of-some real-whrld situation.

ob:

37
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Figure 3. Mathematical model building for the classroom.

After deciding to deal with this ckiudy situation, one proceeds to formulate a real-world pro-
blem. Such a formulation is usually the crux of the modeling process. A problem which one can
reasonably deal with is only obtained after many simplifications and trade offs. Thus, the goal at
this stag, is to construct a reasonably precise (usually written) problem which incorporates those
elementk of the original situation which require investigation. As stated earlier the problem con-
stitutes a real model; real In that It is usually stated in real-world terms, and model In that not all
aspects of the original real-world situation are incorporated,inta the problem.

Replacing the words in the problem or real model Mai mathematical symbols and 'expressions
fleads to the mathematical model. This model often involves equations, inequations, relations,
graphs and so forth which interrelate mathematical objects.(such as sets, numbers, functions,
geometric shapes). 1

Figure 3 shows that after the mathematical model is constructed, one employs mathematical
techniques in order to arrive at conclusions based on the model. Applying mathematics to-the
model may involve such processes as making deductions, solving equations, estimating
parameters, evaluating relationships, analyzing data, simulating processes and making computa-
tions.

The conclusions obtained from these mathematical tools and techniques are then tested and
compared with the real world to see if the model is providing useful information or insight into the
'original situation. If it is determined that the model is not yielding useful information then each
stage of the Modeling process must be reexamined to obtain a viable conclusion. Perhaps the pro-.

blem needs to be reformulated or a different mathematical model may be constructed. One Tight
obtafn a different conclusion if a different approach is used at the solution stage.

ur
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In real applications it Is often necessary to cycle through the
c.-

entire process many times before
na acceptable model is obtained. - 4.

In classroom settings another step is often aceVed to the model-building proCess. Kerr and Maki,
state, "In this step the real model is further si4ified and put into a setting that will be interesting
and comprehensible to students and that will require the mathematics that the teacher wishes,to
apply. This step results in what we call the clag.srpom model" (Kerr and Maki, p. 2). The example
presented earlier concerning accidents and.age of driver illustrates such a classroom model. The
next section presents a collection of classroom. models that illustrate the modeling process.

,.
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Kirchhoffs Laws
..

.

An instance where determining a solution to a system of linear equations leads to solving an im-
portant applied problem. occurs in the analysis of an electrical network.

_/.0e

Situation

Yr
In the construction of eleclrical circuits it is often necessary to connect several resistances and to

analyze the current flow. -

Problem

Twd laws frequently used in the analysis of electrical circuits are Kirchhoffs laws.

1". The algebraic sum of all the currents meeting at a junction is zero. (In other words, all the
,current flowing into a junction must flow out of it.)

2. The algebraic sum of the R, (R denotes resistance, i current) around any closed path is
equal to the algebraic sum of the voltage in Ow path.

Consider the circuit in Figure 4 where the batleries

(denoted' "11--- are & volts and 16 volts; the resistances (denoted are one 1 ohm, one
4 ohm and two 2 ohm.. How does one determine the cutlents it, 12 and 13 which are indicated in
the circuit?

Mathe Model

e the current entering each battery will be the same as the current leaving it.

P-19
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iy ,

Applying Kirchhoff's first law to each ji.inctiOn,
-..-

JunctiorkB + 12 13 0,

Junction C

Applev Kirchhoff's second law to various paths,

Pith ABCA . 24 + ii, + 24 8,

Path DBCD . .44 + 14 16.

+42 0.

The problem.thus reduces to solving the system of linear equations.

42 13 0, .

13 - 8,

16.

Conclusion

The solution of the'above system Is 4 1, 4 3 and 4 4. The units here are amperes.
The solution is unique, as is to be expected in the analysis of such a situation. A negative current
would imply that the flow was actually inthe direction opposite to the one initially assumed. Of *
course, in practice, eleCtrica1, networks can involve.many resistances and the problem involves

. solving a large system of linear equations.

Was it noticed that the applying Kirchhoffilaws lead to' Having four equations in three/
unknowns? However, the system was such that a unique solution was obtained. Is this an unusual
or usual happening when applying Kirchhoff's latvs? Who was G. R. Kirchhoff? (He published his
laws in 1847 while at the University' of Konigsberg and,invented the concept of tree which is so
important in network analysis.) .

4
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Traffic Flow
During Peak Periods

The concepts and tools of network analysis have, been found to be very useful in such arebs as
information geory, operations research, management science and computer science. The follow-
ing situation deals with an atrplication of network ideas in the study of transportation systems. The
conclusion shows how a systim of linebr equations with many solutions often arises in real-world
problems.

Situation

How can one carry out an analysis of traffic flow through a road network during peak periods?

Problem

To simplify the situation assume that,all the streets are one-way, and the streets form a grid (or
rectangular) pattern. To be definite, consider the city road network in Figure 5. The arrows in-
dicate the direction of traffic flow. The figure also shows the traffic flow in cars per hotir for the
peak evening period. Foi example,

400

200

200r.

A x,

100

BI x3

100

Va.

800
Figure 5. .
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400 plus 200 cars tier hour enter junction A. Our task is to construct a mathematical model that
describes the traffic flow in all branches. It is reasonable to assume that all traffic entering a junc-
tion museleive that junction if there is no congistion.

Mathematical Model

-.4t
Let x1, . . x, denote the traffic flow along the various branches. Thus x1 is'number of cars

per hour that travel from junction A to junction B during the peak period. (See Figure 5.) The
assumption that all traffic entering a junction must leave that-junction is called the conservation
flow, constraint. (Compare it with the first of Kirchhoff's networks.) This constraint leads to the
following system of linear equations. ""111

Junction A

Junction B

Junction C

Junction

Jutiction E

Junction F

Xs

Xs

X2

x3

X3

+ X3

x4

X4 + X3

+ xs

9
X7

+ X7

600

100

500

200

= 800

600

., The first equation above is easily obtained after students note that x1 and x5 flow away from .

jurfCtion A while 400 + 200 = 600 cars flow into junction A. Therefore, by the conservation flow
constraint x1 + x3 = 600. The equation for junction E derives from 800 + x3 = x4 +

Conclusions

Even if students do not know a method for dealing with large numbers of equations Isuch- as
Gaussian elimpation), it is quiteeasy using substitution and addition/subtraction techniques
to express, say, each of x1, x2, x3, x., and x3 in terms of x, and xl. (Again, a main point of this
problem is to indicate that solutions to systems 9f equations which model the real world are not
always unique.)

By adding the second equation (junction B) to the third equation `(junction C) we have

x14= 600 Xs + X7.

From the third equation we see

X2 n. 500 + x,.

From the fourth equation we obtain

x3 n. .1-200 + x7.

From the fifth equation we have

X4 800 + x,
a. 800 (.7200 + x7)

600 X. + X7.

P-22
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From `the sixth equation we obtain

x2 600

us 600 = (600 ?c, + x7)

Xs.

In summ ary, we have th following.
x1 + k7 + 600 0*

X2 Xs + 509

.X.1 s 200

+ + 600 -;
' e 1Xs s Xs " Xs ,b i 1 ..

It IS interesting to vote that x1 - x4. Of course that cou ld have been o btained. by merely sub-
Itracting the last equation from the first in the original equations. . ..

A typical use of the solution set could be. as follows. Suppose road CD was scheduled for repair
or widening or some other work. Then it would be desirable to minimize -the flow x, of traffic
along CD. Assmme flows along other branches can be controlled or lat4red in some way to handle
the effect of lessaaffic on CD; e.g., through traffic light patterns at other junctions pr through use
of fewei avillabie lanes on CD. f

4.

C :' .

In order to consider how to minimize the flow x, examine x, 0. x, - -200. Since all flows must
be greater than or equal to zero the equation implies that the minimum flow for x, is,200, for
otherwise x, cb.dlikbecome negative if x, < 200. (A'negative flow can be interpreted as traffic
"Moving in the don opposite to the one allowed on the one-way met.) Thus road work must__
permit a flow ota0east 200 carsper, ur on the branch DC in the peak period.

5"
What is the effect on the other branches if x, = 200?

Then xi 800,
L.

x2 700,

XS s 0,

+ 800

.2t

and. x2 la xf _=-- 200.

Thus to obtain a minimum flow x, a, 200 one must set x, u. 0, J.e., blow ED and x2 700..
The remaining flows are not uniquely determined. If we set x. '300; say, .thera feasible set of '

-flow's would be xl 500, x4 500 and 100.Aake a sketch of the road network and
determine if these values ox1, x3, . x, satisfy the conservation flow-constraint. Note that; in
this case, icy + x, + x, + x4 + x, + x.,+ 2300.cars. Is this theotiotimalnumber of cars
that cakhe handled during the peak period? As-a project, a studentlor the teacher). could give a
report on,the famous Ford and Fulkerson Max. Flow-Min Cut. Theorem whicli'treats maxttnal flows
through networks using many of the concepts presented above.

,;
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A Simplified Classroom Model of
the-Peak-Period Traffic Flow Situation

This situation is identical to the previous one only that it is simpler becausen depls with fewer
junctions, branches, flows and equations. It would be used either in the classroom or as a
homework problem.'

O

/ Using the ideas presented previoUs section, Traffic Flows During Peak Periods, construct
a mathematical model that describes the traffic network in-Figure 6.

eV

200 100

1

X3

4

150

X2

Figure 6.

Let xl, x2, xi-andic.2_denote flows as shown, in Figure 6. Applying the co
silent we,have the following systemof equations.

JunctiOn P r x +

- Junction Q

Junction R

Junction S eA,

45

X3

X2 x3

aI X3

. .

0-24
O

4%.

ation of flow con=

300 (1)

250- (2)

100 (3)

x4 150 (4)



A solution in terms of, say, xt is as.followN

x2 xt,+ 250

x, 150x3

,.*

Equation`(5) comes from equation (2) above, equation (7) from equation-(1). To obtain (6) we
merely note from (3) and (5) that

x3 100 xl 100 ( xt + 250)

What if road work wasrequired for PQ with flow xt. That is, if 'we wanted to minimize xt, equa-
tion (6) shows that the smallest possible value for Xs is 150. If x, 150, then x2 100, x3 0
(i.e., dose Rk; and x4 150. '

It we wanted to maximize xt, then xt 250 since junction Q can prily absorb that number of
cars in this model. To obtain this value for xi we would have to close QR so that, from (5), x2 -
0. Also-ifxi 250, then from (6) and (7), respectively, we have x3 100 and x4 = 50.

Thus if we assign some value to x, the other flows are determined. For example, letting xt
200, yields xl 50, x3 50 and x4 100. Note that In each.of the above three instances (i.e.,
when xt 150, x, 250, xt 200), that the total volume of traffic was 400. Examination of
equations (1) and (3) shows that xt + xl + x3 + x4 400. Can we conclude that the maximal
flow isin fact 400?

,

Numerous projects can be developed around the, idea of traffic flow. What are some traffic pro-
blems within a school, e.g., .hallway, cafetetia. Is there a street Intersection which, in your opinion,
should have a traffic light? Thip last qttestion is a golden opportuttity for students to gather data..
(A stopwatch would be helpful.) Traffic engineers can be consulted. Many factors such as safety,
costs, conirenience and legal constraints are soon encountered. Of course, air traffic continues to
be a challenging situation involving such concerns as air-traffic control, airport location and air
safety.

P-25
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An Engineering Application

Th llowing.problem illustrates how a probletn in engineering reduces to determining the solu-
tion to a sy of linear equations.

.-' In designing a structure such as a dge,.one m now the forces that will come into play
when the structure is subjected to v ous loads. Often the structure is composed of bars con-
nected together to form a rigid fram ork. The bars are usually pin-pointed at their ends.

Assume that since weights of th bars are usually insignificant when compared to those'of the
forc ey carry that they will neglected in analyzing, the distribution of forces over the bars.

Assume, also, that each bar.is in equilibrium under the forces at its two ends. Hence, these two
factors acting along the bar are equal and opposite..The bar itself exerts equal and opposite forces
at its end joints. They may both be outward or both inward. The force in the bar is called a stress.

Considerthe framework in Figure 7, %filch carries a load of, say, 20 tons at its upper joint,.
*denoted by A. How can one determine the stresses in the bars?

20 Tons

Figure 7.

4 7
P-26
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Mathematical Model

Consider the joint A. Intuitively, one can see that the forces exerted by the two bars at this joint
must be upward in order to balance the 20 tons if the framework is going to remain in equilibrium.
By the symmetry of the situation, the forces exerted by the bars are equ'al. Label these forces p.
The forces at B and C are labelled p, q and rr as shown in the figure. The student should be able
to see that these bars either push or pull at the joints. At joint A, since its in equilibrium, the 2Q
tons must be equal to the sum of the components of the ps in the vertical direction. The compo-
nent of p in the vertical direction I

p cos 45°"or*
.4

The component of a force in a certain direction is that force multiplied by the cosine of the rele-
vant angle. (If students have not studied vectors, this problem or some similar problem, provides
an opportunity to discuss analysis of forces via simple examples.) Henke, for joint A,

p + p 20.

Nrg

Now examine joint B. Pokes in the vertical ,direction give p cos 45° = r, or

P -0.

Forces in the horizontal direction give p cos 45° . q, or
V -

p q O.

42,

Hence the probleM reduces to solving tils sslstent of linear equations.

Conclusions.

The system; has the solution p 1042, r 10, q 10.

0

s'ear"'
1042

P 0-

'p 7 q 0

ei le
IN. t2egative number for, any stress had been obtained thatwould imply that the stress is actually

in-the direition opposite to the one assumed. Thus the correct initial choice.of directions is not
'cru5iai to the final analysis.

.
,_r

., j" a , _
.

_

The actual stresses in the bars themselves are necessarily equal in magnitude and in a diiection'
opposite to, the for5.es exerte &by the bars on the joints. The stresses in the bars are represented in
Figure 8. ,.. 1°' . ' '.. , .

a
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Situation

4

rFootbalEPOols and Dumb Gamblers
4

Football pools are orfe of the most popular forms of gambling. One type of pdol is the follow-
Mg. A list of football games is printed on a ticket. For each pine the team judged to be weakest is
given sufficient points to make that game a toss-up. For example, if Team A is a 15-point favorite
over Team B, then Tilim A must wiri by over 15 points to be judged a winner in the pool.

o

Problem

player is trying to decide betvieen the following two options.

Option 1. For $1, a player selects four teams he expects will win from among the ten games
printed on the ticket. Thus six of the games are ignored. If the player' four selec-
tions turn' out to be winners, $10" is returned to the player resulting in a $9 profit;
otherwise, the dollar bet is list.

Option 2. For $1, the player tries to pick all fen winners. In this case, $150 is returned if the
player succeeds in correctly choosing all winners; $20 is returned if nine of the
ten' winners are selected: In all other cases the dollar bet is 1pstl

'Which of the two options, the four game or the ten game, is better for the player?,.

Mathematical Model .
4,

e

.Assume. that for each game selectea the player has a'1/2 Chalice of Leing a winner: Also assume
that each game played is independepl of itie,other" games. For simplicity assume thatties are not

.allowed. «c -^ 10 Y.
Option A is considered better than option I3 if tlielAsera0

can expect is greater for option A than 'option B. Let E(4* gam'e)-
expectation which a player

is 40cPecticf.average
iprofit for the 4-game option.'Then, it is easyto show that E(4 gape) 911/16r4- -t,- 1)(15/16)

,0 e,-6/16 si -0.375.

"Thus the player loses an average of 37.5 cents for every dollar betfrP%-- ' , ; ;
.C.. ,,,'

r. .
For the second option one notes that the probability of picking ten winners is :(1/2)'s or' Vet all

-The probability Of picking nine winners is 101210: ..
.>, , ...,_,.. _

4 ''.
, . i , ''' p'"

( Remark. The probability of selecting one winner is Vs. Because it is asstmed than' games rire°'
independent then the probability of picking 10 winners is (1/1)10. To select exactly winner" outrof
10 games is the same,as the number of ways one can select exactly one loser, which is the auf-;
binittion of 10 games taken 1 at a time or ,10. Thuithe probability of selecting exactly 9 winna is

., 10/2'1'. The prObability of selecting exactly 8 wi.nnis is (D/V° 45/2"1$ . A

Thus, the player's expectation E(10 game), le., the second option, is

E = 149(1Lor+ 19(10/21 (-1)(1 1/21b) -
33512 -0'668'

Thus, emp the second option, the player loses an average of 65.8 cents per. . a

, .
l'-29
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Cork lusioas

Between options 1 and 2, it turns out that,option 1 is much better. Of course in both cases"--:
.. as with all gambhg situations the expectation is negative. (The house always has the edge!)

Comparison of football pools with other forms of gambling, e.g., craps or roulette, shows that,
overall, pools represent a very poor form of gambling. (Note: We ignored ties. In practice, if there--
is a tie,. the player loses. So the situation actually is worse than indicated above.)

Another popular form of gambling is the Numbers Racket where one attempts to select a 3-digit
number. If $1 is bet, then the payoff, say $700, leads to the following.

1 999
(select 3 digit number)

1000
699 ( ) + ( 1) ( ) 0.30

This is a very insidious situation which often preys on low income earners:

Good resources for classroom discussions of gambling are \the vice squad of a police department
and other enforcement agencies.

a °

The nexcollections of problems are included because they deal with tnteresting situations and
they are fun to do.
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Problems for Students

The Lion and the Unicorn Problem

In chapter three'of Lewis Carroll's Through the Looking -Gloss one finds Aliceiviandering
around the Forest of Forgetfuilness, where she is unable to remember the days of the week.
Assume she meets a Lion, who lies on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, and a Unicorn,"who
lies on Thursdiy, Friday and Saturday. All other times both animals tell the truth. The Lion states,
"Yesterday was one of my lying days." The Unicorn says, 4esterday was one of my lying days
too." How can you help Alice deducethe day of the week?

Hint: Consider what days each animal.could make their statements if they were telling the truth or
if they were lying.

Solution

The Lion can say, "I lied yesterday" only on two days: Monday (if he lied) and Thursday (if he
told the truth). Similarly, the Unicorn can make the 'same statement only on Thursday and Sun-
day. Thus Thursday is the only day on which both the Lion and the Unicorn can make the state- .

ment.

The "Shoot the Gap"-Problern

The following incident occurred in North Carolina. An automobile was traveling at a high rate of
speed on a level highway when it encountered a 25-foot wide washout. The driver tried to "shoot
the gap" but missed by one foot. (See Figure 9.) Maw enforcelitent agency ex fined this acci-
dent. One of their questions was, should the driver get a speeding ticket?

-No

,
,..-41,

.4.

-..i,
.....4.% 1,..... .. -.11,.. f...#4 -b.-, 5

14"25'
Figure 9.

4it

.

They approached a profeisor who made the following analyils:, During the period whejithe car
travelled from one edge (point A) of the washout to the other bank (point la), it fell oft foot.

determine formula fOr the distances) a freely falling

Because of this, the professor
this distanceed

the car can be treated as a freely falling body hit order to
etermine the time reqUired to

body drops in time (t) is s 1/igt2. Substituting l'foot for s and 32 feet per second per second for
g yields



$

2

fl

4

1
s 02,

1
1 (-2 ) (32)t2;

Thus
1

t2 and
16 .

1
t T.

Hence, the car was freely falling for 1/4 seconcs. But since the car travelled a distance of 25 feet

d rt

125 ft r ( --4- ) or
\

r 100 feet per'second.

To find r in terms of miles pei hour the professor did the following.

100 ft* , x 60 sec' . x 60 min' x 1
. , mile

e - 68.18 miles per hour,,
. sec. min. hour 5280 ft.

1

To check his work, he recalled that 60 mph is equivalent to 88 fps, and then sokred the following
proportion.

I 460 x
80 100

or x . 68.1 8 miles per hour o ,

Since the speed of the auto exceeded the federal speed limit of 55 mph, the professor advised
the law enforcement agency to issue a speeding ticket td the driver of the car.

Questions

1. What simplifying assumptions were made in the analysis of this problem?

2. If the washout had not occurred on 'a vel highway but through a hill, what minimum
Speed would guarantee a successful
below) were 'known?

mp" (a lit Evel Knievel) if the angle 8 (*e Figure 10

3. Conversely, if the jump was successful at a given e , what is the value of 8?

Figure 10.-
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The Impossible Problem

Can one solve the impossible problem? Two numbers (not necessarily different) are chosen from
the range of positive integers greater than one alul not greater than 20. Only the sum of the two

.. numbers is giveq to mathematician S. Only the product of the two is given to mathematician P.

On the telephone S says to P see no way you can determine my sum."
An hour later P calls back t say, "I know your sum."
Later S calls P again to r rt, "Now I know your product."
What are the two num rs?

(See Scientific American, December, 1979 for a discussion of this amazing problem.)

Knight and Knave Problem

glogician comes upon two men on an island inhabited only by knights, who always telt the
trreth, and knaves who always lie.,The logician asks one of them, "Are either of you knights?"
When the man call him'X -- responds, the logician instantly knows the answer to her ques-
tion. _

a. Is X a knight or a knave?
b. What is the other man?

r

Hint: The key to solving the above problem lies in the fact that X's answer enabled the logician to
find the solution.

Solution

If X's response had been yes, the logician would not have learned anything. (If X is a knight,
one or bOth of the men could be knights, and if X is a knave, both,of them could be knaves.)
Thus X must have said no.

a

Now if X were a knight he would have had to say yes, but because-he said n's5 he musisbe a
knave. Further, since he is a knave his no must be false, thus at least one of the two men must be
a knight. Therefore, the other manis a knight.

An Insightful Solution

Situation

.Perhaps one of the most gratifying experiences for a-teacher occurs when a student devislika
truly insightful approach to a problem which yields ah elegant solution. An example of such in-
sightful thinking was employed with the following:

Problem

The usual tic-tac-toe game Is played on a two-dynensional grid configuration. This game is won
by placing either three Xs or three Os in a row. There are eight three-in-a-row lines on the con -
f1 oration Which ;ray yield a win, i.e., three horizontal lines, three vertical lines and two diagonal
lines. Additionally, there -is a commercially available three-dimensional tic-tac-toe 'game which is
platted on a 4 x 4 x 4 cube. How many four-in-a-rytlines are there throlig,h the cube by which
this game may be won?

ik33
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\\Mathematical Solution

There a variety Of ways to attack this 'counting problem moist of which are quite Win=
plicated_and involve many cases. A brilliant approach employed by young Leo Moses was essenk,..,
bag, thaoliowirig: Consider a 6 x 6 x 6 cube which encases the given 4 x '4 x 4 cube with a

thaneis.,11 one extends in tCCo &lotions a winning fine in the Inner 4 x 4 x 4
cube to the outer shell this line pierces two Of the unit cubes in the shell. Also each unircube in

, the shell is pierced by only one winn line. Thus'each winning line corresponds to a unique pair
of unit tubes in the Outeri she11,1khd to number Of winning lines is simply one-half the number of
unit cubes in the shell, namely 4

63 43 216-
2 2

This approach,can be generalized to show the number of winning lines for a .cube of edge k in n-
dimensional space is

(k + .2) -
2

Conclusions I-

A teaching strategy which may be used to aid students in discovering the above approach is to
have themplace a border of unit squares around d 3 x 3 grid corresponding to the usuartic-tac-
toe game. If a. student determines that each 3 x 3 winning line, when extended in two directionS"
on the 5 x. S grid, correspohds to a unique pair of unit squares in the outer border, then it ,

follows that the number of winning lines% one-half the number of unit squaresJn the border, !

namely :

4
53

2
32 252 9=8:

ta

.

4

°
. , .

Such work with two-dimensional cases has led some students to examining what occurs when
one encases a three-dimensional cube with a shell of unit thickness )

It. . - ,
li,..,

A

r

?
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The Ferryi3o,ats Problem t
.4ttir

Two ferry boats travel thick and forth across a river at constant speeds. Without any, loss of
time, they turn at the river banks. When leavinsippolite sides of the river,at the same time; they
Meet for the first time 700,feet from one side of the river. They continue on their way to the
banks, return and meet a second, time 406 feet from the opposite shore. Determlhe the widtb of
the river. .

Solution .

When the boats first meet, the total distance both boats have traveled is just the width of the
river. ey the time they meet again, the total distance the boats have traveled is three times the
width of the river. Since the boats are traveling at the same speed, their second meeting occurs
after a total time that is three times as long as the times for their first meeting. The first boat, ferry

a A, traveled 700 feet toget to the first meeting. 'Ferry A would go 2100 feet sr three times as long
to get td the second meeting. When making the second meeting, A goes all the way across the
river and back 400 feet. The river must be 2100 - 400 . 1700 feet wide.,

P-34
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. Strategies for
Helping Students Learn. Mathematics \

One of the fundamental goals of all mathematics teachers should be to teach students how to
leactmathematics effectively and efficiently. 'this is a difficult task since mathematics is unique in
seveilit respects and requires approaches different from other subjects. Tip statement,, "No Gine
can-teach a student.mathematics, but the student may learn mathematics" is a meaningful insight
to keep in mind. Even tlio'-Ugh students hear, read or see The -words or symbols- of a lesson these
may remain mere words or symbols unless the students are able to internitlize them,,Students

---needicrdevelopikills-thatWill-allovrthem-to-aitivelyparticipateln-the learning process. The
discussion which follows proyides practical suggestions for helping students learn how to listen,

. read, study and communicate mathematics.

In, . il 1,
:::., LA Learning by Listening

a ". '.'.
. . .. .

.

Since classroom instruction involves a great deaf of.verbal interaction, It is important for students
° to develop good communication skills. Active participation is the key element. This requires' .:

, . students to listen to discussions, ask quintions, try to discover rel4tionships, anticipate the' next
. step, take notes (i.e., identify important idea and examples) and reflect on the topic being
, discussed. To help students improveaheir listening skills, teachers must seek to involve, students

. and encourage their participation. it is for this reason that verbal interaction and questioning are'
often considered the heart of teaching. Suggestions are provided in the following sections that
should prove helpful.

. .

Providing Motivation

4

One key ingredient to active involvement is getting students interested in the topic. Some
teachers fall into a habit of starting a discussion in the same way over and ol/er. "Yesterday we
-studied . . ." "Today we are going-to study. ,""Open your text fo.page . ." "Notice that
today's lesson involves. : ." :Teachers should use a variety of techniques to begin the discussion
such, as games, problem situations, puzzles,.applications,.dicovery situations (How could you find
how many without counting?) or a' challenge (Can.yo0 find a technique that always works?). A
card file*NornoteboOlt of ideas for introducing lessons on various tcolcs May be helpful. Sources br
these ideas may be other textbooks, resource books or professional journals such as, The

o Mathematics Teacher. (

Provoking Student Interaction

Establishing anaccePting climate will encourage Student questiOns. Opportupitiei,strould be pro-
vided for students' to react to each other's responsei. (For instance, 'John, do you think Mary's

_ approach will always work?") It is very important for teachers to exhibit.that they listen and value
t.

student responses. 7.6.......
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Developing Good Questioning Techniques

. \
Good teachers ask good questions and provideopportunities for their students to ponder and

respond to the questions. However, many leacheefall into the habit of asking questions that re-
quire merely recall or recognition and even tend to answer,hemselves, many of the questions
posed. It is important to concentrate on asking higher level qdestions that require:students to inter-
pret theinformation and explain, analyze and apply or search for solutions in both structured and'
unstructured situations. Learning to be patient is equally important. Patience revents ?ne from

ranswering the question immediately or interrupting of interpreting a student's response before any
other studenthas an opportunity to comment. It is impottant that teachers foster an atmosphere
that encourages student interaction and questions. UnfOitunattly,the emphasis In schools on ex-
trinsic rewards such as grades or praise often detract student curiosityand. interaction. Good qdes-
tioning techniques can help develop intrinsic motivation.

0.

Providing Opportunities for Summary and Reflection.

It is important for teachers.to provide or students to discuss ideas they have died. This
should aid the ,ents in integrating the previous ed ideas into the topics curren y being
studied. Summ and reviewing helps students put in p rape e the content they a e study-

ing. It helps students ., . why they are learning certain content, why it is mportant and where it
will be used. ..

Wr. .
I

Learning Throve! Reading

7.;
Since words and symbols are the essential elements of the language of mathematics, students

must learn to read and use this language. Itstudents cannot read mathematics with understanding,
they will be severely handicapped in anylurther study of mathematic and in'their. daily lives. Sim-
ple life skills involve readindandinterpreting charts and graphs in rnitkrials such as newspapers,
travel schedules (buss train and plane), recipes in cookbooks, training manuals and many others.

Every ittathematics teacher has the respansibility for teaching students to read mathematics.
Research indicates that student achievement is improved if the reading skills instruction is in-
tegrated with the mathematics instruction. The unique aspects of mathematics present several
significant pniblems that require.special attention. Mathematics text materials tend to. be written
precisely and in a compressed and concise style. The vocabulary is highly specialized and a large
number of symbols, abbreviations and notations are used. The ideas related to the study of
Mathematics are sometimes abstratt. There is oftene sequence of steps involved in a compute-\
tional procedure or problem-solving process that requirOs the student to deviate from the typical
left-to-right convention. used in other types of reading: involves reading (decoding) right-to-left
(as in some computations) and vertically (as in grap and charts). All of these factorsemphasize
the importance of helping students learn to.r emetics.

Helping Students Red. Mathematics

The way in whic h material is read depends on -the purpose for reading. At times students need
to read material rapidly (or skim) to obtain an overview. Skimming allows the reader to recognize

59
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the important ideas that are being presented and to understand the organization of these ideas . It
is important for students to flop the new terms, phrases and concepts-that are being presented.
Skimming also helps students recognize knowledges or stalls that may need to be reviewed. For
example, a student skimming a chapter in an algebra textbook that introduces algebraic expres-
sions and equations might make the following list of topics, terms and questions:

1. What are algebraic expressions?
a.( Numbers, variables and signs of operations
b. What is a variable?

What are the steps in evaluating an algebraic expression?
a. OrderoLoPerations
b. Set of replacement values
c. Powers of a variable

Exponential notation

3. How can true,. false and open equations be recognized?
a. Equations
b Open equations
c. Solution of an equation
d. Solve an equation,
e. Equivalent equations

After the strident has *mined the material and recognizes the organizational pattern and new
terms to be studied, then the student must reread the beginning section much slower. It should be
emphasized that speed is not the major concern when reading mathematics. It is important for the
student to read with comprehension. This type of reading requires concentration and attention to
detail. Overlooking a-portion of a symbolic expression or word may ,result in misunderstandings.

Thus, it is important to incorporate techniques for helping "students with their reading problems.
Many of the common techniques used by reading teachea are quite helpful. These ,techniques in-.
clude the following.

1. Hive students read the selection silently and prepare to discuss the questions.

= '2. Provide written questions that help students focus on the important ideas being
presented.

3.- Help students rlecognize the new vocabulary and symbols that they will encounter in
their reading.

-
4. Provide explanations of how the new materiel is related to previously learned material.

5. Help students with troublesome situations such as graphs, tables, figures or notations.

Developing Specific Skills 4 Jr ,

The Teadingtof mathematics requires several specific skills that are somewhat different from
those taught in typical reading or language arts pregrams. For example, the reading of charts,
diagrams, tables, graphs and measuring instruments require special instruction. The important
point is to devote explicit attentiopi.to teething reading in the mathematics classroom. Many of the
techniques thtprove helpful are extensions of the techniques used by reading teachers.

I S-3
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Developing vocabulary

It is important to make usre that words and symbols convey meaning. Most textbooks are
organized to provide help with the specialized vocabulary of mathematics. This information is
usually found in the table of contents, the glossary and the explanatory materials. Most texts also
use special techniques such as italics, underlining, additional color or other highlights to emphasize
important,ideas or new terms. Teachers should help students learn.to use these features effective-
ly. Idowever, this alone will not solve the problem because many common words take on different
meanings when used in mathematical situations. The list beloWl (taken from Mc Killip, Cooney,
Davis and Wilson, 1978, p. 190), gives examples of common words that have different
mathematical meanings.

acute
add
alternate
altitude
angle(s),
array
associate
axes
balance
*bar

base
between
borrowing
boundary
braces
cancel
cardinal
carrying
casting
check
chord
ruler
scale
second
set
sign

clock
closed
column
common
commute
compass
complement
concave
convex
correspond
count
cross
curve

degree'.

divide
element
even
exterior
face'
similar
simple closed

.' simple form
solution

factor
foot
greater
intercept
interior
intersect
intersection
invert
irrational
lateral
law
leg
less
like
lowest
major
map
mean
minor
mixed
natural
spate
square

.,terrn
twin primesir

negative
odd
opposite
origin
perfect
place
plane
plot
point
power
prime ,

property

rational
ray.
real
right
root
round
row
union

volume
yard

There is some evidence that poor readers tend .to give only the common meaning to words
even when used in a mathematical situation. Often the meaning of a word varies according to the
context in which it is used.

The movie will appear during prime time. .

Findthe prime factors.
Equivalent fractions; equivalent expressions.
Equivalent sets; logically equivalent.

It is important to emphasize the different interpretations of words when they are used in dif-
ferent contexts. Even though the words may have similar meanings in a general context, their%
meanings may be quite different in specific contexts. This can be confusing and students need help
in determining these similarities and differences.

Other helpful techniques for developing vocabulary include using root words and prefixes and
noting words or phrases that have similar meanings.

S-4
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Use root words

divi-
equi- '

Use prefixes to

4fir
in-
poly-
non-

tSanalyie meaning.
multiplication, multiplier, multiple,
division, dividend, divisors
equidistant, equiangular, equivalent.

analyze meaning.
unequal, unknown, undefined,
inequality, infinite, incenter,
polygon, polyhedron, polygonal, ,

nonintersecting, nonnegative onlinear.

Rtcotnize different forms of the word.
slactor, factorization; factoring
bisect, bisector, bisecting

9.

"Developing skill with symbols and abbreviations,
4

a

Mathematicians have developed a universal language of symbols. This language of symbols is
o en interspersed with words and abbreviations. Students need help in learning to understand and

this shorthand, Exercises that involve matching symbols or abbreviations to words or phrases
may be a 'useful technique to use in teaching. See.the followingfor exattiple.

Match he word with the symbol.

a

.9

6.

Multiply
Centimeter
Percent

,Perpendicular
Hour
Add
Equals ,

Millimeter

fat

.., ,. .

eIt should also- be emilhasized that symbols can be used variety of ways. For example,..tne
4 nuinerals1 and 3-cap have very different meanings depending on what other symbols or

r..--

organizational patterns are used 7 for Instance, 23, 32; 23, '32, tr2, 2/3,.2- x 3, 3 + 2, 3.2; 2x3
i . . . Students need help in reeogn izilig and interpreting the specialized use of symbols in

, 9 .mathematics. .
. 9

9

The discussion above suggests that mathematics teachers need to devote greater attention to the
problerri of helping students learn to read mathematics. Many mathematics teachers have had
limited training in this area. 'However, there are reading specialists and language arts teachers in
every school'system who are valuable, resources.

(
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Learning by Studying

-c.

Two of the major goals for all mathematics classes should be to help students (a) learn the
mathematics content thoroughly and (b) develop the study skills that will allow them to learn
mathematics' independently. Learning is a lifelong process and the skills developed during th'e for-

-
mal schooling process should proVide the -tools necessary for students to add to their knowledge
and understanding of mathematics after they leave the classrobm..

..
-The study of mathematics involves the development of accurate applications of skills and

manipulations in certain form4processes and an understanding of the meaning of these manipula-
tions as well as the underlying concepts so that they can be applied to problem-solving situations.

In the study of mathematics most students ter4d to rely too much .on memory. Competence In
Mathematics is not a matter of just remembering faas, formulas anti methods of manipulations.
Algebra students may memorize the quadratic formula and be able to use it to find the solutions to
quadratic equations during a course. However, several years later most students will have orgot-
ten the formula even though theyCmay remember the general a arance of the formula'sah as,
". ... it involves b ...NT- and something about 2a." Coul e studentl find the solulions to 2x2
+ 9x 5 21? Obviously they could find the formula in a textbook. Thus, memorizing the for.
mula was a convenience in the algebra class. But students could have completed thelquare or
'solved the equation by factoring if they had an understanding of the process. Most students were
exposed to the derivation of the quadratic formula by completing the square. But understanding
the process and reasons for completing the,square are much more important ideas.

In helping students learn how to study mathematics, it is important to keep in mind just what it ``

is that students should learn and what will be useful and can be transferred. Obviously, there are
certain facts, skills and processes that students should remember. Otherwise, learning is inefficient.
One task of The teacher is to help students acquire information effectively and efficiently so that
the higher goals of understanding and probleM solving.can be accomplished. The suggestions pro-
vided below should help students develop good study skills.

Motivating Interest

Psychologists agree that to learn something thoroughly, students must have an interest in the
material being studied. Students do'not remember material in which they are not interested or do
not see as important; One of the primary roles of a teacher is that of motivator. Mathematics
teachers need to be enthusiastic about the study of mathematics and they need to convey the
beauty and application of their subject.

63
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Helping Students Select What They Study 6,

, - S.. . .
there is a great-deal of detail provided in textbookiand students are not always sure what they

should learn. Students need help in seiiCting what they study.'Ou hould be 'provided that.
contain an emphasis of the major ideas, facts or processes ents- should learn. :Teachers
need to review these Major ideas frecitandy. . -

I . ) . e :. .
.

<,..

*Establishing an Intention to Remember

;

'1V,

c

I I,.. .

Sttidents need to realize that they will be required to remember certain asps of the material,
This focuses their attention. on the task and increases the probability that "theii give for
understanding or learn the ideas as they are presented. . ANto

t . ki4-,:l. .
* . .4. .,.

. Providing Review of Prerequisites
, " 4

.. I 1 '''' 0

,. 14 , / °A; ;
The understanding of new material is based on the foundation of accumidated 1-,towledges and'; -

experiences. Teachers must be sensitive to the prerequisiteiskills and concepts invovled in the new
material.. Otherwise, the new material. may not be meaningful.

P;ricing Meaningful Organization

Students need to be able to cluster facts and ideas and to put them together in Some °meaningful
fashion if they are to learn ideas efficiently. Teachers must carefully plan lessons and assignments

46, with some organizational scheme in mind.

Providing OppOrtunities for Recitation a.

s.
Recitation helps students transfer material from short-term memory to long-term memory..

Recitation involves saying (orally or mentally).the ideas to be remembered. For example, students
can coyer.words'orlihrases arid say the definition or explain the process to themselves. Some
teachers Help studAlowith this process by having them make notebooks or study sheets. An ex-
ample is shown below.

Pythagorean relation for right triangles
Theorem a' + b2 c2 .

Rhombus quadrilateral (equilateral)
all propertieg of parallelogram
diagonpls are perpendicular
diagonals bisect angles '

tl
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Providing Opportunities for Consolidation

Helping students consolidate the information and ideas that are presented is a valuable learning
activity. Consolidation can be stimulated by summary or review sessions or summary study guides.
It may, however, involve the process of recitation or writing the ideas or facts read or studied. As
studentrikecite or write they are holding each idea in their minds for four or five,seconds which
helps transfer the information into more permanent storage or memory.

Mairitaining and Distributing Practice

Research studies have indicated the importance of distributed practice. Distributed practice or
maintenance of previously covered material normally involyes short periods of cia4 or individual
study time usually not greater than 10 minutes. Students should recognize that it is important to
study material in short review sessions after it is well organized rather than try to use longer
periods of mass practice. For example, some students depend too heavily on studying the night
before a major exam rather than using distributed study periods to help them learn the material
more thoroughly.

.

.s ,

In general, students who are willing to exert a sincere effort can learn to study and use
mathematics effectively. The student who develops good study habits and a sincere interest in
mathematics will continue to learn and enjoy mathematics. Students who develop poor study
habits and never really understand mathematics or its uses will probably not retain much of what
they have been taught. Thus, the success of mathematics teachers must be jridged by the degree
to which they become less important to their students' learn lrig of mathematics.

.5,
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Strategies for
Teaching Mathematics

The teaching of mathematics is a challenging and exciting endeavor filled with delights,
discouragements, pleasures and difficulties. The real satisfaction of teaching mathematics comes
from teaching in a creative way a fascinating ibject to individuals who are important.

Most teachers of mathematics would include in,their definitions of the teaching process thipct
of transmitting knowledge, thinking skills, attitudes, underst9ndings and problem-solving skills. Ex-
plaining exactly how this transfer occuts_is_a_difficult task.

This section presents a,rnodified flow chart of the common eleinenti"of the teaching process.
The complexity of the teaching and learning processes and the variation among teachers and
students imply that teaching and learning are highly individualized and personalized endeavors.%

:'Thus, the improve nt of teacher effectiveness is'a responsibility that must be assumed by the
teacher. The willi ess to try different teaching strategies and to critically analyze the effectiveness
of these strategies ould be an integral part of the professional development of every mathematics
teacher. /

The T eaching Process

For the purpose of this discussion, teaching strategies will be broadly interpreted to mean ap-
proaches, methods or activities that might be employed in the teaching of mathematics. The flow
chart below provides an overview of the teaching process.

Mathematics
ontent

4.

r

* Identify content using sources such as local and state currieulurh guides, textbooks and
. professional references.

k Select mathematics content. This is an important step and should not be treated lightly.
Notice the differences among the objectives in collections C, P aryl E of this guide.

Have in mind the specific behaviors that students are to demonstrate or exhibit.

Formulate both cognitive and affective objectives.

Cognitive

KnoWledge (facts and skills)
Understanding (concepts and gener alizations)
Problem solving (application and proof)

(Continued Next Page)
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Affective

Beliefs
Attitudes
Appreciations
Values

y.
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1

(1Makeuse of ava e resources such as other textboo 1 , supplemental commercial mater:
ials or models,-m a (such as films, overhead protector, tape recorder), calculators,
omputer, library materials, newspaper, catalogs, professional journals, other students
nd community resources personnel.

- ,

Learning resources in the mathematics classroom have too long been limited to chalk,
chalkWoard and textbOok..-

Diagnosi.iiind

Preassessment

Determine the prerequisite skills and concepth for the new topic.

Assess students' readiness to learn the new topic through previous tests, quizzes,' honie-
work or a short written or oral quiz. Assessment may also be done through teacher obser-
vation, games or a more formal approach such as pretest or diagpostic tests which may
be available with instructional materials.

Provide review for areas of weaknesses where needed.

Teaching',
Strategies

Select teaching strategies that reflect a variety of variables such as the nature of the
mathematical ideas, expected levels of performance and the developmental levels of the -

students in the class.

*-- -Basic elements of mathematics such as facts, skills, concepts and problem-solving pro-
cedures are learned in different ways; thus, the teaching strategies for each of these

;elements should accommodate these differences.

Assess how well each has leArned the new material.

. Determine which objectives have been adequately mastered and which objectives-need------
additional reinforcement.

AOC

Evaluate the effectiveness of the teaching strategies and material's used if\ the lesson.
'

Plan for specific periods of review of important aspects such as skills, facts and concepts.

67'
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The diagram below illustrates some of the common elements of, mathematics Instruction for
which teachers must find strategies.

,

tai
Indepc,nclent,

Learning
Principles

Skills

II
Facts

Problem
Solving

Applications

sulio T" I .Pos Thi
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Identification of Strategies

If a group of educators was asked to make a list of commonly used strategies for teaching
mathematics, the list would probably include The following. Lecture, discussion, diductive, deduc-
tive, synthetic, analytic, informal, discovery, explanatory heuristic and guided discovery. The basic
components of these strategies are considered below under the two broad headings, heuristic or
discovery and expOsitory.

Heuristic or Discovery

Discovery, heuristic or inquiry strategies are among the oldest known teaching strategies and
date back fo the time of Socrates. Even though discovery or guided discovery approaches have

'been much acclaimed, there is no generally/ agreed-upon description of this method. The guided
discovery approach'requires that students Investigate some topic and formulate an hypothesis, a
conjecture or a procedure, test the reasonableness of their work or formulate a conclusion. Inquiry
is guided by teaching through questions and formulation of a model of the situation.

The most common Objective ofa guided discovery lesson or series of lessonss to direct
sffirentS:todiscover a concept, generalization, algorithm or process. However, some educators 4
and psychologists suggest that the process involved in discovery leads to a generalized way of
thinking or attacking problems.

A guided discovery lesson typically bins with a class discussioh of particular questions or a
problem situation. Thejtac er directs the discussion by asking questions and directing student
questions to other sttitiencs. rocas can be very exciting and thought-provoking; howevir, it
can also be time - consuming. This one of the major criticisms of discovery approaches. Obvious- .,'.
ly, not every topic lends° i a guided discovery' approach. However, this strategy provides ah
excellent opportunity for eliciting participation, increasing motivation and promoting learning.
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The expository strategy is the most commonly used method fOr teaching mathematics. The ex-
pository strategy involves.explanation, interpretation and demonstration. This approach often in-
cludes short lectures or explanations, demonstration of skills or procedures, teacher-student discus- ,

sion (questions), individual or small group work on problems or examples and follow -up in the
form 6f homework.' The following are hints concerning the expository strategy.

ft

Discuss the objectives o & 'the lesion with the students.

*",'Identify,and discuss prerequisites.

. Know the content .4:1f the lesson well. If the primary focus is on presenting the
mathematical ideas, it is difficult to be attentive to student reactions. x ;

Be a good observer and ash timely questiims. A teacher 'should not ask rhetorical ques-
tions such as, "Do you urerstand?"

Develop a sensitive and accepting attitude-that, encourages qUestions and pagicipation:

Anticipateproblem areas and be sensitive to mistakes or misunderstandings so that they
can'beused'ionstruCtively.

Be.sure to use a variety of examples, illustrations and nbnexamples. et,

ProVide, opportUnities for practice and application.

. <

c4

EValtinte the ,learning:

. Variations of the expository, strategy described above often involve sreater student participation.
These approadhei are typicillY more analytic and involve more learning resources. -A modified ex-
pository strategy. might involve more demonstrations and ctiscu n. For example, in a geometry
lesson on, constructions, the teacher may depend-More on demonstration, experimentation and
'disttission. .

. t, .

,Var,lations (lithe expository'strategy can alio involve the use of materials such AS demonstrative
models, manipulatives, dakulators and computers. This type of variation hp's often been referred
to aa laboratory approach. ,

Even though the expositor!) strategy has received criticism in recent years dile to its teacher-
.dominatedkgrouporieMed posture,rit still retnains one of the most useful and practical strategies
available. However, it takes a master teacher to make full use of its potential.

= : 0
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Special Considerations for Teaching for
Concept Development

'Concepts are abstract ideas which are used to classify events and objects. They are understand-
ings of what something is or is not. Some concepts are associated with names or labels: The
teaching.of concepts requires that students understand the meaning' of these tenris or labels.

Concepts'are constructed from experiences and thoughts and are formed over time, even over
years. For example, the concepts of function-or equivalenc% class take years for many students to .

understand.

Teaching for concept ditelopment requires careful, thoughtful presentation of the material. It is
not always obvious that students have grasped the essential :aspects ofa new concept..Generally,
teach* expect students to choose and recognize examples of the concept or exhibit examples of
the concept. Notions about concepts need to:be communicated. Hence, students must be able to

. interpret and use both the word and symbol for the concepts.

Why not just have 'students learn to redte the definition? General definitions can help with con-
cept formation; however, a rate recitation of a definition does not assure the presence of the
essential aspects of the idea. Also, there is a danger in over-relying on verbalizations. For, exam-
ple, students may, recite-the definition of a function or a trapezoid and yet have only a vague no-
tion of the concept.

It is essential that teachers provide a variety of opportunities for students to give or choose ex-
amples of theconcepts. This provides feedback about an individual student's, understanding of the
concept,

The Role of Examples and NOnexamples

Although it is.notelear how many examples or the variety of examples are required to teach a
new Concept, it is safe to assume that concepts involving greater levels of abstraction will require
more examples. For instance, the concept of a regular polygon yticfld require more illustration
than the concept of a triangle. AIR'''. .4

Students often focus on inelevant,properties'in examples: For instaiice,,,p student.being in-
troduced to the concept of -a trapezoid may observe that tlie- trapezoid in the example below has
fotr sides, top and bottom sides parallel; no congruent sides, no right angles; and` the base is the
largest side.

p
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Note the irrelevant properties below.

Top and bottom not
necessarily parallel

Two congrutnt sitlei

o04

Bottom not the
longest side

Two right angles

Using nonexamples helps students to focus on concept-relevant properties by noting their
absences. Nonexamples should be intorduced rafter students have experienced some examples.
Choose nonexamples which closely resemble fhe examples presented.

Which of the following is a function from ,the first set to the second set?

.
The Role of a Variety of Representations*.

..4,,, ,

. 1
visualConcepts can be represented in concrete, pictorial or visual (semiabstract), and symbol or verbal

(abstract) modes. It is very important to begin with concrete presentations. Where possible, actual
physical objects or .representations should be used. Concrete seems to be.a relative term and can
vary depending upon the student's background. Visual representations are a very powerful tool
and often are not exploited to thel maximum. 4

Concept: Polyhedra Cube

Concrete representation

71 S'14

cardboard model
, folded to make cube

I.



VisuaLrepresentation

Abstract representation

Beyond the common categories of representational modes, it is impo nt to realize thlmany
concepts can be represented in a variety of ways. Experiencing and visu ng concepts to a varie-
ty of settings increases the likelihoOd that students willdevelop a lirrnziraEof the essential aspects
of the concepts.

Consider the following representations for the same function from set x to set y (domain con-
tains specified x values only).

C

0 e

ORDERED PAIRS .

sfXfr 1)(=

r X C,

FORMULA

MAPPING DIAGRAM

a
0 3 4-1 5 (r

MAPPING,DIAORAM
LINE TO LINE
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Which representation is most obvioullya function?

Explain why you made that particular choice.
4
In which representation are the domain and range most obvious?

F,indthe: Domain
Range
Image of 3
The element which has 6 as its image

. .
The Role of Definitions

Varticular cgre needs to be given to the role of definitions in concept deitelopment. Often.em-
phasis is placai too early on formal definitions. Many students get "lost" with words and symbols,
The meaning that students actually attach to formal definitions is noi what most tetrs assume.
Teacheis need to ensure that students understand the wards and discuss their mean ngs. Studying
regular polygons several weeks ago does not guarantee that students will remember the concept. '
Teachers often fall into the trap of askthg the class, "How any of siou remember what a regular
polygon is?" and a few hands or nods are sufficient to ca,nue the lesson. It would be a relatively
simple task to' ask the students to draw three regular polygons on their papers. This type of activity
providei the feedback that teachers need to assess the students' levels of understanding and takes

J only a few minutes of class time. While walking around file room, the teacher can quickly assess
the general level dariderstanding and comment on any misconceptions that are observed.

2

Theteacher must make every effort to discuss all parts of a definiticni and to clarify any confus-
ing aspects. For elcample, the definition may include a troublesome phrase such as "at least two
paralleksides." His often this attention to details, anticipating and,larifying, that beccimes the
_crucial factin, It is helpful to present both examples and nonexamples of definitions as they are
discussed.

In recent years,-research efforts have been devoted to identifying several types of moves that
teachers use in teaching concepts (Henderson, 1970; Cooney, Davis, & Henderson, 1975). To
date, the rese,arckevidence does not suggest a best way"; however', it is important to experiment'
with various-moves thit prove to be successftil in yourclassroom.

4

SI*

D.

T eaching concepts is one of the most difficult and important aspects of,mathematics teaching.
Particular case should be given to how concepts are presented to students. ,. ,
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Spedsl Considerations for Teaching Pica and Skills

Facts and skills require that students recognize or recall specific statements, conventions or pro-
cedures and require automatic responses. Imitation followed by repetition or practice IS the key to
acquiring a skill. Howevery these conditions do not ensure that the learning is efficient. This sec-
tion presents suggestions for teaching skills more effectively:

t

s.

Developing Meaning Before Practice

Many, secondary students are somewhat vague about the meaning of certain.numbers and sym-
bols such as 2/3, 0.333 . . Nr8, 2x3, )x) with which they, come in contact because these ideas
are remote from their everyday experiences. It is difficult for students to develop skills with opera-
tions or procedures involving numbers or symbols that they only vaguely understand. Research
studies indicate that students learn skills better by spending less time on practice and more time on
developmental activities [Ship and Deer (1960), 'Zahn (1966), Shuster and Tigge (1965)]. These
developmental activities should stress meaning and understanding through work with concrete or
visual representations, laboratory activities, teacher demonstration or group discussion. In general,
material that has meaning is learned faster and retained longer than material that is learned by
rote. It is helpful for students tb realize the importance of learning the skilLor process. Teachers
need to provide meaningful examples of where theskill, fact or process will be used.

'Planning Maintenance and tkview

The students should ,become involved as soon as the algorithm or skill has been demonstrated.
The students may vocalize'Or demonstrate the steps involved. Every student should have the op-
portunity to try a problem..The answers should be provided for the first few problems so that im-
mediate feedback will be available. If the teacher walks around the class and looks for students
who need help, errors may be avoided and frustration reduced.0

Positive student behaviors should be reinforced and students should be helped to recognize
mistakes. Thii will help students assume the responsibility of evaluating their own work. Few
students make careless mistakes. Moststudent,errors are the result of an imbedded misconception,
and require in-depth analysis on the part of the teacher in order to correct.

After these initial lessons, plans for distributed periods of practice are necessary. The forms of
the practice should be varied, such as short worksheets, games, overhead projector skills and tape
recorded drills.

-
.Further review and maintenance should beprovided as new topics are introduced. l ny

teachers use review problems as warm-up activities while they are performing routine tasks such as
taking the roll or handing out papers.. Other teachers find flash cards or overhead drills involving
mental arithmetic or paper and pencil to Work effectively.

a

9
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Strategies for
Using the Hand-held Calculator in

Mathematics Instruction

These suggestions reflect use of the calculator as a tool for learning, mathematics. Although
techniques for using the calculator must be taught, these techniques are not ends in themselves,
but rather a means to an end. The objective is for the learner to comprehend mathematics suffi-
ciently to become an effective and efficient user of mathematics.

In mathematics the hand-held calculator performs the role Of efficient calculating and since it
is used by the student rather than the instructor is a learning tool. In this role as a learning tool
the results of its calculations are not the ends-for which it is used.

The calculator is an instructional aid, and as with any other aid the student must be
familiar with its capabilities. Prior to formal use of the calculator, students need to investigate their
calculators. Examples of questions that might be considered are the following.

What is the logic system of the calculator?

How many digits are capable in the display?

What are the basic functions on the calculator?

Is there addition of and multiplication by a constant capability?

How does the % key work in finding the percent of a number and in calculating a discount
of sales tax?

What are the "clear" and "clear entry" capabilities?

There are two major strategies for use of the calculator in the mathematics classroom. In one,
the student uses the calcillator as an instructor. This/iis most useful with those students for whom
the.goal is still the mastery of paper and pencil calculation, and for those students in algebra who
are having difficulty with algebraic principles and procedures. In the other strategy, the student
plays the role of instructor' to the calculator, making decisions and telling the calculator what to do.
It isin this respect that the calculator excels above all other instruments and demonstrates its
power and value in`mathematics learning. In the next two sections explanations and examples are
given of these two erategies.

There are two major strategies fOr use of the calculator in the m thematics classroom. In one,
the student uses the calculator as an instructor. This is most useful with those students for whom
the goal is still the mastery of paper and pencil calculation, and fOr those students in argebra who
are having difficulty with algebraic principles and procedures. In the other strategy, the student
plays the role of instructor to the calculator, making decisions and telling the calculator what to do.

S-18
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It is in this respect that the calculator excels above all'other instruments and demonstrates its
power and value in mathematics learning. In the next two sections explanations and examples are

3

given of these two strategies.

The Calculator as Instructor

Of course the hand calculators will not explain to students theione division proceis or any other
calculation procedure. With the exception of some specialty moidels,.the calculatOr will not even

4 generate practice problems for the student to do. But the cakutator can be used effectively for
IP verification. It is an inexpensive and ever-handy monitor of numerical calculation, one for which

the student wilt not haite to wait because it is busy h'elping a'nother.

..Mastery of Paper and Pencil Calculation

The calculator will pmvide immediate response to students whobaye_had instruction in the.operations and who may attempt tb answer questions such as the `following.

1. Was 2.973 correctly subtracted from 19.84?

2. Where does the decimal point go when multiplying 1.973 by 0.24?

3. Has 0.164 been correctly converted to rational (a/b) form? (The calculator will quickly
convert the answer back to decimal form).

4. What is 29% of $42.00? t
5. Is 8 ( 3) = or 5, of maybe 5?.

6. Is 1/v =. 1 /2 or 1/2?

Might students merely use calculators to find The solutions to the problems to begin with an
make no effort to solve the problems by paper and pencil methods'? Of course they might. t if
thesidO, then mastery of paper and pencil calculation is not thy goal, and the students are n t
likely to master those paper and pencil calculations even ikithout the calculator. With' the calculator
at least they produce the correct answers and perhaps they will rtcetve some insight into the paper
and pencil procedures they have been shown for so many years.

Acquisitiorf Elementary Number and Operation Facts

For high schobi students who dO not have elementary number and operation facts thealculatosi
will produce those facts fOr,self-paced revidtv without the need of books or tables or note sheets.
Some examples of such operation facts are

4f# .
r

1. the sums of all pairs of digits

the' multiplication table

3. the difference of all Pairs of digits.

4. the division table

5. the squares of the intbgers froin 1 through 25
,

6. the powers of 2 up through the 10th

7. the pOweis of 3 up through the 6th

81 the cubes of the integers froM-1 through 10 .

I+.
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With the calculator students will be ready to explore many mathematical ideas ana make
discoveries of patterns and relationships for which paper and pencil calculation is too tedions and
time consuming. The calCulatortan be usia to explore slumber patterns, to discover relationships,
to practice mental estimationto reinforce the inverse relationships of operations and to aid in pro-
blem solving.

Examples for Exploring Number Patterns

1. Use your calculator to find the decimalames for the fractions listed,
1 2 3

9 9 9

1 2 3

11 11 11

1 2 . .3
7 7 1 7

Use what you found to predict these.

5 7 8

9 9 9

6 9 10

11 a 11 11

4 5 't 6

7 7

Describe what pattern you.found for 9ths, llths and 7ths.

2. Use your calculator to find the smallest number that. is divisible by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.

3: Given the difference of two squares: x2 y2 = n, find what numbers n cannot be., Generalise
your answer.

Examples fin Discovering Relationships

I. Tin Can Matheinatics

Use #5 tin cans. With a metric tape find the circumference and diameter of each tin can.
Record these measurements in the chart below. Fob each tin can divide the circumference by the
diameter and record the quotient in the chart. Express each quotient to the nearest thousandth.

-20
n



Tin Can Circumference Diameter C +

1

2

3

4

5

I*"

Find the averageof the quotients that you calculated. Expreis this aner to the nearest
thofisandth.

What relationship did you discover between the circumferences and diameters of your cans?

Check with two friends about their findings.

2. Right ;triangles

Using a centimetre ruler and centimetre dot paper, draw four right triangles and measure each
side to the nearest millimeter. Record these measurements in the chart. (One is done, for you in
the chart below.)

Measure of sides

Triangle_ a b c a= b2 c 2 a2 + b2

'D
1 3.0 4.0 -. -5.0 9 16 25 25

2 ,
.

-3 .
.

.

4
.

.
,

.

Using your calduiator, complete the-chart.

What relationshipohave you discovered about the sides of a right triangle?

E;tamples for Developing EstiMation Skills

1:What is the largest number that can be written given some fixed digits such as three 9's or four
21? [For.instance, 2112 or 2222.) Check, your estimate with your calculator.

2. What is the largest product of a two-digit and a three-digit number using the digits 3, 4, 5, 7,
8? What were the two factors? Try again using 1, 2, 4, 7, 9.-Can you generalize your findings?

S-21
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3. Indicate on the number lines'below where each of the answers belong.

A

B

C

x 9 = 1.2 x 2.4 =
0.2 x 3.5 = 4 + 2.8 + 0.05 =

84.5 + 0.5 a. 0.17 + 0.003 + 0.641 =

Reinforcing Invetseltelationships and Properties of Operations

1. Find the missing number in each probm using your calculator.

236 a. 14868 What operation did you use to
find the missing cumber?

24973 + = 53741
lot

+ 235.6 4.

7.2 x a. 6.696

What relationships did you discover?'

2. ComMte the chart below.

a b a x b a + b

65 0, 1495 . -

18 41

96 20

Make up three moreproblems and give to a friend to complete.

3: Find the missing digits. Gdess and check!

a. 13w

+2
38

b. 378
x 5

1890
3024

S-22
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4. Find the total value for N. Do' you see a shorter way to chi the computation?

a. (2 x 3) + (2 x 4) N

b. 437 x 30) + (37 x 1) N

c. (1024 x 53) + (1024 x 34) -= N
;

d. (8 x 5) + (8 x 6) + (8 x 8), N

5. Supply the answers by inspection and heck with your calculator.

a. (3 x 5) + 5 =

b. (2149 x 528) + 528 a.,

c. (111 + 37) 37

d. (5332114 + 1234) x 1234 J ve

a

6. The opportunity to play with the calculator mightwhet the curiosity Or stir the imagin fon of a
student, specially if provided with one of the several paperback Booklets on unig the hand
calculator. Many of thesebooklet . have sections on number curiosities, puzzles and ga es.

7. For the.algebra student
Of course the calculator cannot do algebra (a limitation that actually enhances its value in

mathematics learning).,,But because students can quickly evaluate an algebraic expression for
most real replacements for the,varfables with the calculator they can easily determine the cor-
rectness of their resits for procedure such as the following.

a. Multiply 2x times 3x.
b. Multiply x2 times x3.
c. Simplify (x93.
d. Multiply (2x + 3) (3x2 5x + 7).
e. Simplify (4x2 18) (8x +16). .31

f. Salve equations of all types.
g. Solve ineelualities of allMipes (by iterifying'the endpoints of the solution sets).

The Student as Instructor to the Calculator

The strategy of students instructing the calculator is appropriate for all students in all courses.
For those students who have not mastered paper and pencil cakulatkin, the calculator opens up,
the world of mathematics that perhaps has heretofore been closed. With the calculator, paper and
pencil calculation is no*longer necessary in order to use mathematics. Lack of skill in paper,and
pencil calculation need not and should not bar students from learning to use mathematics. Many
students who could not do paper and pencil calculation reliably have shown remarkable insight in-
to mathematical relationships and a surprising ability to see through word problems. These
students may use the calculators to help them memorize the addition and multiplication tables and
to do the same mathematics as the students who have .mastered paper and pencil calculation.

1. Applied Mathematics and Consumer Matheniatics
With the calculator on hand, put the emphasis where it belongs in the course on problem

solving rather than computational Students will not be able to buy decision making

dl
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,machInest but they can buy inexpensive calculating machines. Here the goal for students will be to
determine what to tell the calculator to do. Lack of calculating ability need no longer be a barrier
to that goal. Real life probleins now can be investigated in class. The problems no longer need to
be carefully contrived and overly simplified to keep the length-and tedium of the calculations
within bounds. The textbook problems can still be used, and the students can concentrate on
learning what to do to solve problems such as the following.

a. What does, it really cost per mile to operate a car?

b. Can I save enough on financing costs while buying a car to make it worth while to shop
around for the financing?

c. How many miles/ktiometers does my car get to the gallon/liter?

d. How much is the APR on this easy term purchase?

e. How does tire cost of renting compare with that of owning a house?

f. What information do I need?

g. Which is a better investment, savings certificates or common stocks or bonds?

h. How much interest is paid on a 30-year mortgage at 9% above that paid on a similar mort-
gage at 81/2%?

.

,j.

)

How many cars would be involved in a one-lane traffic jam from New York to Los Angeles
if the average length of a car is approximately 5.5 meters and the distance from Nesk York
to Los Angeles is 4,972 kilometers?

Simple and compound. interest
.

P(1 + rt) represents the amount that must be paid when a principle (P) is borrowed at a
simple annual interest rate (r) for t yecirt

Evaluate P(1 + rt) when P = $6000, r = 9% and t = 3 years.

If $750 is borrowed at 101/2% interest rate for 15 months how muc be--repaid?

Mr. M borrowed $500 at 12% simple interest for one year. At the end of the year he decid-
ed to borroiv for another year the amount he owed. How much did he have to pay back at
the end of the second year?.

HINT: first year 500(1 + .12)1= 560

second year .560(1 + .12) = 627.20

Or

500(1.12) (1.12) = 500(1'4 .12)2,

Witte the general formula for computing compound interest for borrowi g P dollars atJ an an-
nual rate r at the end of t years.

Mrs. K borrowed $600 for 5 years et a'compound interest rate of 15% r year. How much
did she owe at the end of the 5 years.

81
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k. Average

Measure and record the height (in centimeters) and weight (in kilograms) of tw
students in\y4our grade.

Male/Fernat Height ,We t

5,

Compute the, average height and Weight of the males tandtfemale;
...

.' Make d' scatter diasram:showIng the relationships of height-and weight of males nd females.
Deterniine if there is a correldtion.

the height statistics far females into three categories 'short,thektti ales and the fernSeparate

,...

average, tall. ''t.4

'

Separate the Weight statistics for the miles
t
ond females into threecategories light,/ .. .average, heavy. .

F;om the result of th4 sample,' predic\e''Lnumber of students in your grade .that would fir

.1 .

''"ed41 category. \ .

2. Algebra, Geometry, Trigotiornetry and Calculus
, 'Z

For the serious high school mathernatia student, no then available tool matches the program-
mable;calculfitor as an Instrument for learning matherna I concepts and learning techniques of
mathematical manipulation, with respect to economy, capability; readis availabllity.tb students and
ease of use. At a relatively small cost: an entire class can be suOplierwith programmable40 calculators which will do all the mithernatic's the studentk will wallt done: Every student can ha
a hands-on experience whenever needed so that the calculator is 'genuinely a means to leirning
for the students. W ms for the calculator requires students to think through every step
of the process, encourage ima tion and ingenuity*to *sitape the procedures so that they fall 4.-

a
.

within the abilities and capacities. f the calculator. As, an added bonus students learn the fIlleciPles,
of programming. .

, Furthermore,- the programthable calculator and to a lesser extent, the nonprogrammable.
" scientific calculators makes possible investigations of topics that are impractical without

calCulators. For.instance

a. polar equatibns and their grap hs (beyond a bare- introduction),/
. parametric*equations,

transcendental functions and their graphs,

d. rotaZrs of axes,

e. area under a curve (in algebra classes),

3. "seeing" the converging of a- series,

g. derivation and use of series for evaluating transcendental functions.

;1/4

'

The-pfogiam.m` able calculator, opens up a new world of mathematics projects and makes possi-
bleble theinvestigation of fascinating queptions such as these. i

,(_,
.

a. What happens to the curve when the exppents in an equation °Fa circle, or in ellipse
are permitted to take on values all the way fromO to 3?, ,

r --,,,
4'

.. b. Are therettvo parabolas that intersect at exactly three points?, .

te ...
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C4 ' 'What formula could be used to determine tiow much money would have to be placed
into a savings account each at r annual interest rater' compounded K times a
-year in order to have A n the account at the end of'n years? ,

, .

d. Is therean easier and more efficient
by tegn?

In using the programniable calculator, students should first,be, taught kcoticept and the tech-
niques for using the concept. The students should use the 'techniques "by hand" in a few exer:
rises. -Following that the teacher should, rhake the assignment orteacling the calculator to carry'.
through the technitpies4s,'I.vriting a program-for:it to fdllow. The students should check, debug,

-..then make a tape of;th,program, and 'finally use it to solve a set Of prOblemsAhe students'
undarstanding will be enhaaCed since they cannOtsvirltVaiprograrp without a thoroughundersian-
ding, of the methematici nor Wilithe calculator supply any missing steps..,or take anything for.

. granted,-and their skills will be, rhore in. keeping with the demands of the-day.

evaluate a polynotunial than doing it term

-..-.: - ...

--- nTheprOcedures aboVe Can be used effectively with fopics euch'as the following.,

a.

a. Prime factorization of any positive integer .4

-b: ,- GCD- and LCM of,h.vd-Or-more infegers
. , J.'

c. Evaluating a Po lynomial of any degree for a rational x-
.. .

_ d. kiniftrifg solutions to a system, of two linear equations in two variables
-,-._ --. ,.i

Solving quadratic equations for both real acid complex solutilns .
4 " - ...

f. Summing arithmetic series

g.-
4

Summing geometric series-
;---

0

'h. Finding.perriiiititions and combinations of n elements

i. Coefficients for binomial expansions to rational poweri
,. .

I. '- Summing -up the first n terms ,of arbinomial sates

.. , k.-. Writing the trigonothetricifuhdions in terms of the sine.function. ,
,

I. . Solving triangles 4hd:finding areas of-triangles given various sets of data

tn-.-- eonvetting complex numbers from rectangular to polar form and finding powers and
.

t -. iviits-6.ftOrnptexilunters

:.n. Finding approximations to real zeros of varimis-function's
/

P. Finding,gmoximali-area-under the curve y ... 1/x
...._ _ -

. *
. ° . 44

4 : p.,1 Evaluating a 3 )5 3.diterminant .
c

. .,,
._... q.. Fincling.the return on an investmenf at variousrates and periods, and, finding the in-.;

..T,-_,sssfrnefit-----=-Wfei:asi?Igleinvestment cix periodic thvestra,nt necessary to yield a
-.- stated amount - ..0-*

. , --p., --.,- . . ,. /.. .. \ . ,. , . .
:,:, '-.:-..

. .
*-- TO develop good liabiti ot program ?vriting, thiitudents.should white out program cpm-
pleteli and-cor-fectly.-.Each student maybe giVen a program tape and use that oile tape fOr every.
prpgram. Thiteacher can *Basil!? clitea that the program works bylunning the tape through the ';' -..-"``-

I, calculator and soh:ringa problem, with the program. Thestudents should be allowed tonsolve
several problerhs usinglhe prOgrams They have written. Often problenir that are less contrived, will J

s

prOdfice simpler, solutions than thole in the textbook and a , be used for greater moWiltion.. -. .

.
`.. .

..-

44-
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if progratilmable calculators are not available but' calculators with the tsanscelental functions
are available, then everything except the recording of programs can still be carried out. Programs
consisting ofa sequence of keystrokes that must be used with the calculator cap be written and
then,-used. Time will probably not permit an extensive use of the programs as would be possible
vittikthe t'apes.
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Strategies for
Using the Computer

in the Mathematics Classroom
Inibuctional uses of the computer can be separated into two categories, those that require stu-

dent knowledge of computer programming and those that do not. In the second category is ,
computer - managed instruction including various forms of computer-assisted instruction, such as
drill, tutorial, gaming and simulation, along, with the use of canned programsto do the- computa-
tions involved in problem solving. The computer is an essential 'tool for many people who apply
mathematics to real-world situations.

c

, 2.44

Computer Applkirope

T$ computer, should serve, as an instructional aid for attaining odstingrgoals. and'ObJectives
upon which a modern mathematics program is built. The cpmputer can be used to develop the
topics 'that are normally stressed in the secondary school program. Computers can be used to
study a variety of topics in mathematics such a

-

;.. functions

. hopper function

triangulir condition

equation of a line

inverse of a function

approximation of roots

sum

trigonometry

limits of sequences

pititial sums of series

ec" area under the curve

Pakjars triangle

approximation of pi

absolute value
1

vectors

law of sines and cosines .

calculus (including upper and .

lower Riemann sun
.a

midpoint rule

.trapezoidal rule

cones
t

numerical and*Onte Carlo. et
i difference; - . .lance - .

, i . , 1 .4,

rkroduct . ,, .../ repeating decimal`' . geotnetria ands'arithiiietic means.s

methods,

a
quotiepr ofCOMplex numbers quadratic formula ' standard deviation

N., ,

ma ices .PmParti9r3 place value

solying equations variance '
.., ir

ktirobability and statistics using ,-
the !titan ,.. ' -

- Surely the corhattei is having limarlied impaCt on education inthe matherria*s clissroom.. . - .

.. 4 0 , ,s,.

46 ., ri., 1
.

t

oa

4,1

/
'Additionally, the OthIpatAKItas viat,iplAcation outside the realm.ofthe iaathernaticlkilits..\roont.

Coniputer progkitilitdill be-uied in setting up thJ calCulations heeded in chemistiy:Ph and
other same, courses. CoMputir musi6,-computer, dafice,' gomputer anfmated modes

'se l
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. . The type of program used Is the key factor iit determining the success of a strategy4 There are,
.

.

six majoetyini of programs' 7 drill, exploratory, branching drill, game, simulating and student-.
written programs. : ' s . .

4 Drill Piogr4ms are' canned programithat give students practice in areas such aSarithmetic of
whole numbers, multiplying Worth/Us °Aft/ling rt)ats.of quadratic polynomials.-The pro0ain may
iiuthmarize the student's progreis- and store it in a file or print it at the terminal.

.

lorajor
:,

Exp p programs are canned programs that perform extensive calculations for the student.
'Thai programs may be modified to suit the :needs or. desires of a particWar student 'by supplying -.. dati or changing a particular line of the program (suchaas the definitioh ot a function).. ixamples

.. Include tabulating funtitkmal values, for the purpose of gshliti, calcUlating the nth term of ii se-t quence, caaiating Rebmann sums or calculating the means of several samples from a population .to (which maybe used to construct a histogram to illustrate the distribution of the means)..
. ,.

. BramlUag.drgl proosiere drill program !! that hai the ability to determine the probable'
':!-- ., unite ,errors rnalle,by students and provide substantive remarks toward correcting these errors.

Sometimes problems related to the particular student difficulty are chosen with increased frequen-
.

;
cy by the progrihn. (For instance, lit e multiplication drill, .if students have trouble multiplying by 7, '.., . .

. ..

......

computer-ienerated.pictures are all Interesting topics for a secondaryidool arts department to
pursue.

Computers gold belated technology can be use itcrhe hoolt.with regard to the following ac-
tivities.

1. Present unfamiliarsconcepts and principles in an interactive textbook format to students
at computer terminals k

3. Provide individualized tutoring to students.

4. , Drill students on new skills

5. Diagnose learning problems and error patterns

6. Help students learn algorithms for solving problems

7. Promote learning through discovery

8.. Manage complex, multimedia learning environments

Provide studs an additionalitimeasure of motivatiog to lean mathematics

'There are many variables that govern the use -Otthe computer in the'classioom, suchas the
topic io be studied, the availability oflomputer farcilities and the PrograMming abilityof the
students. Each of these' variables may have a broad range of values:There may be occasional or
frequent access to a computer: Students may yip*, ingroupsor indpidually..,Studenti may be
able to run canned programs, make rignotmodifications in existing programs or write their own
'programs. Each of these conditioris affect and,are.affected bsi the-planned use of the Computer.

Progiaol Types,

I.. ,*
N

,:..v-;-:":. ,
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_ such probkms are chosen more often). Examples include a signed arithmetic.arill tha checks foi
proper calculation. qtr common denominator. A program on word problems could check where
appropriate formulas are-,chosen and proper values are assigned to the variables.

Game prograths provide students With amusement &well as motivation for applying
mathematical concepts, learning new, concepts and creating and writing programs for their own
games. Few schbois can provide computerized games solely for amusement purposes. However,
student who writes a program for a gaine may develop many programming skills. Games can pro-
vide more than.amusement and these are most appropriate: I/rill-programs can, easily be turned
into games by adding a reward system. Other games encourage students to use their knowledgir
of probability to ,devise strategies for playing games.

e 0 :
,

Simulation programs model some physical process or experiment and produce observations 'of
that process.For instance, students asked to flip a coin one thousand times and-record the results
are almost certain to-become bored and not complete the task. However, a computer program
could quickly simulate the process. such programs may bb canned or writterOy the students. Ex-
amples include coin flipping, genetics problems, cereal b9x prize problems and'grocery store
games. Simulation programs are particularly suited to illustrating ideasi,from prbbability and
statistics. .

Student written programs may. proiride strident with opportunities to learn a4 great deal about
topics when they write programs concerned with some aspect of the topic. The-learning occurs '
since one must have 2 precise understanding and an appreciation for details of a topic before it
can be programmed. The broadest range of.mathematical topics may be covered by this type of

...
Program.

.- . Resourceir and Topics .
Assuming that the basic objective is to use tlie computer to enhance mathematics learning at

several grade levels (and thereby attain indirectly many of the goals of computer-literacy-or--ccOnputer-programming classes), then where might one begin? 4 .
- 1 .

The most common approach is to give the students the task of writing simple computer pro-
.

jgrams which address some topic in the mathematics course. (For well over a decade pioblein solv-

.

fins with the computer has been undindeveloPed by educators). There is a lot of good material in
ence. However; two publications are so important that they aredesignated as required

reading on the,subject baCk issues of 77friqathematici Tedcher and Computer Assisted
Mathematics Program (CAMP). Tfie,serious mathematics educator is undoubtedly aware of.the -

importance of The Mathematics Teadher but may not be aware of the excellent and current
.,

coverage which this publiCation has givenfor many years to mathematics topics that can be
enhancedhrough the use of a computer (or cakulator). The CAMP series may be-less well- ,

.

, krtciwri since it Is nearly 10 years old and (though most volumes are still fo'r sale) is out ofpzint.
Bulthe CAMP series was 39 tlioroughly done that its age, even in the fast-moving computer field,
cannot fatat4ts quality as a lum reference fat mathematics educators. It provided a model

. anNmpetus (and many of geritPics) for the supplemental computer 'excises wiiicA,apPear in ,

many textbook series today. CAMP gives computer exercises which enh ce such topics as Grade'
8 - fractions, decimals and percents; squares And square roots; properti f the system of rational'
numbers; equatiOns and inequalities; Grade 9 -,absolute value; conditions with absolute 'value; °

distance between points In the plane; reducing terms of fractions.; linear dqtiatiOns; Grade 10
parallelism; quadrilaterals; area; Pythagorean theorem; similarity; coordinate systems and distance;

. Gig.* 1 -relations and function;' inear programming; the quadratic forknula; matrices; Grade 12

. bability and statistics. '
- topics in calculus Ad analytic geomstiy;.teipics in the functions and topics in pro-

, . ,. .
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Although many schools use.A Pr Mind Language (a1..) themoii Ai4dely used language is
Peginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction'Code (BASIC). Today's versions of the BASIC
language can be quickly learned by student who have never piogrammid; yet, for the aosIvanced
student, provide many of.the features oftheir more complex counterparti FORTRAN and
COBOL. ..., .

*

The Mechanics of Implementing Computer Topics

Ideally, fere would be a room containing 20 or 30 computer terminals of varying capabilities
connected toe time-sharing computer, monitored full-time by a computer -wise paraprofessional to
help studelicomplete their programming assignments. Dream on! Terminals are not yet that in-
expensive, d, in most schools, integration of computer use into the curriculum has not com far
enough for that facility to be cost - effective. What is happening is this. A school will have access to
computer terminals which are capable of communicaOg either with a large lime-sharing computer
or with an in-hbuse microcomputer system. The goal is to get the-maximum number of hours of
student connect:time from these limited facilities. Here are a few pointersaoward that end.

46-
° 1. Schedule time carefully. Sign-up sheet on a clipboard should be attached to the terminal.

(Note: Most terminals do not require: constant monitoring by faculty.)

2. Place the terminal in a room which has direct access from outside the building so that
selected students can be given access at night. (Note: They could also process paper tapes

'prepared by classmates on an off-line terminal during the day.)

3. When possible, use portable terminals which can be checked out to students for use over
phone lines it night. (Note: Mosf time-sharing arrangements offer lesi expensive computer time at
night).

4. Use the batch-method. There are achines available whiCh alloCstudents.to vatte *grams ,

by marking mark-sense cards. Though th detracts from the students' experience with using an in-
teractive computer.terminaUt is an excell t way to permit a large volume of students tb writh
programs and get computer-printed results for reinforcement.

. , .1.,
.1- , 1

0.
o - How does the educator meet tile..needs and exploit the opportunitieiof computei applications if,,

there is limplin6 computer available? Consider the following. ,' .; e .
,.. .

.. .,
.4.:

4. .

1: Beg, borrow or Otherwiscarrange. There are virtual:Pito schools so isolated that no corn-
, puter is nearby. Lo-cal businesses, banks and universities will frequently Permit accesgt o their'com-

puters for little or no cost, as long as such use does not interfere with their operations. Such är-'
1.......strarigements may mean evening. use at the company's site (stticlent yofUnteers will readily accept .,....,

0 such- tasks) or _perhaps a time-sharing line to the school. CiimPuteivendors looldryifor Possibri7
a few years hence may'also,be helpfuIVTA or otbir Community grbups have also hil fund such operationi. Basically, iris wise to rethembeithatavalliability of computerfacilities

more often a fuhc:tion of the educator's enthuslasm.than physical limitations. ;
. .

O

But What If There Is No Computer?

a

, 0

o
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2. Computer courses and topics are sometimes taught without computer access: Most tests and
outlines of mathematics topics are largely computer- independent, and, although the hands-on'ex-
perience is undeniably a valuable motivational factor for students, a certain amount of enthusiasm,
is usually retained without the machine; merely because of the different apprOach to the "same old
subject."

3. Field trips to computer installations, movies about computer applications and guest speakers
(parents and local professionals) can enhance a section of computer-related mathematics topics.
Engineering firms which use computer graphics and banks which have large data-processing
volume make excellent field-trip sites.

4 Conclusion

. Inclusion of computer-enhanced mathematics topics in the curriallum permits operating op-
timization of instructional-computer use for the largest number of students, and help matheinatics
educators respond to the growing needlor computer literacy. There are topics at all grade levels
which are well-suited for teaching with computer aid, and there are sufficient publications available
to provide educators with tried and prOvedalterials. The challenge, then, to the mathemkics
educator is to carefully research the literature, consult with colleagues already using computers and
integrate desirable topics into the mathematicscurriculum.
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Strategies for
Working with -Students

through Iildependefit. Study

There are many misconceptions aboid the nature 'of independent study: Often it is thought of as
unstructured and unevaluated work, designed to provide more freedom for the teacher. Some .,
view it as selfish and antisocial on the art, of the student, while others believe that a simple, change
in the rate of study constitutes independent study./

Independent study does not just happen. A great deal of planning and organization are required
of both the teacher and the studeht. In order to be effective, independent study must be struc-
tured. This paper will provide a number of techniques for.-structuring independent study.

Identifying Students Who will Benefit frOin Independent Study .

Independent study.is a learning mode that 'does not characterize a Particular group of students
bid describe /a way in which an individual student may most effectivelyleartra specific topic.
Because gifted students learn quiddyttnd easily, they are often considered more successful at in-
dependent study than others students. Many have been learning independently for years. Indepen-
dent study provides a viable alternative for gifted students who are not being challenged in the

; regular classroom_ However, if the gifted student is not genuinely interested in the topic of study,
then the student %CU not put forth the necessary effoit and will learn little.

kstudent, of course, need not be gifted in order to benefit from independent study. The most
successful independent study students may be those who are creative and self-motivated. A stu-
dent who is especially interested in learning about a particular subject will work diligently at it and
will requiie little prodding from the teacher.

;Interviewing is a valuable techniqUe for)determining whether a student will be successful at in-
dependent study. The teacher should ask the student what work hasNbeen done. The response
need not relate to mathematics nor need thi'response tieteesarily be school-riated. If the student
has'ever made a collection such as stamps or- coini,"intered a project in a sr ,:ce fair or studied
some aspect of history ittift as naval bittlesisethe dull war, then-the student maybe a good m-

oist for independent Study. The teacher should Itlerefor evidence that the student has spent a
(portion of ftle time working on a project reflecting the student's interest..

Helping the Student Get Started

firo he teacher beginby,sharing with the student the philosophy of the program, describing
any administra limitations and explaining exactly, what will be expected. Next, the teacher

- should work with the student to determine the topic-to be studied. Often_it is helpful to provide a
!list of alterhatiiNs. Unless the student already has a definite topic in mind, frustration miy result If
faced with d choices.

i .4,, t, .. . - , .
..

After the topic hasteen determined, the teacher 'must help the student locate resource material.
It is genitally to show the student how to 'find material rather than for theteacher to actual-....) ly gather the . , . . Research.skills mutt 12...taught to those students whO have not'Yet acquiredthem. As ,* nt locates inaterials which titay be useful, the student should list them in the

.

41) korni of a hy. ' .
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Planning and Organization'
After cbmpleting the bibliography, the student should make &contract or plan which includes a

'statement of gtials and objectives and the activities that will be performed to achieve these goals
and objectives. It is a good,idea'to have the strident set deadlines for completion 45f each activity.
This will require the student to imdgetrtime and it will provide a means for the teacher to deter:

' mine whether or not the student is on schedule. The contract should be signed by the teacher, the
student and the student's parents.

4

Students sometimessometimes objectto writing a contract on the grounds that if they knew enorfh to do
that, they would not need-to study the subject. At this pot ^ theteacher should stress the impor-
thnce of planning and explain that the first task is to find out enough about the subject so that the
student may plan effectively.

Another technigfor good planning is to have thestudent submit.a weekly.statement outlining
'plans for the coming week and describing the progress made inthe past week. This may be com-
pared with the contract to det e if the student is working on schedule or if the schedule
should be revised.

Formitive evaluation and subsequent revision should be applied to the plan for the study
inlerms of appropriateness of'the various components such as goals, objectives, activities and
schedule: . ,

..:,. #

s
Requiring A Product .

. All independent study students should be remiired to produce some tangible product as , .

citevidence of their learning. In other words, they.should ve something to show for,all the work
they have done. Products which receive recognition fr others are especially rewarding.

.6tudehts shOuld lie encquragldto enter projects in mathematics fairs, present papers at student
symposiums, submit papers to mathematical journals or present lectures to mathematics clui0
mathematics classes.

. k. t

4

Evaluating Sttident Progress -,"1"-A.

One of the most important aspects of evaluation is self-evaluation. The student shbuld frequent-
ly be asked\to State, either orally or In writing, what progress has been made toward reaching they
goals anti objectives. Thus, the,ccMtract will serve Its thebasislot evaluation.

They teacleiemust evaluate ihe qualify of the product,' keeping in mind the ability of the student. 4)
Signs of increased self - discipline and self:direction may also serve as evidence of progress.

t
.
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Conclusion

Independent study is an extremely valuable learning method for/some students. The teacher
should not limit a student's range of studies to those subjects which the teacher knows If the
student progresses beyond the level of the teacher, then the two simply exchange roles. Th
be highly rewarding for both. .

Suggested Topics For Independent Study

The following list is intended to give a general idea of the kinds of topicsThhat are suitable for in-
dependent study. It is by no means complete.

Number theory

. .. .
Sequences , Problem solving

Series Unsolved problems

Modular arithmetic Topology

t History of mathematics

Numeration systems'

Gaussian integers

Prime numbers

Finite arithmet;

Group' theory

Game theory

Graph theOry

ti
Projective geometry

Non-Euclidean geometry
..

4

P

9

Solid geometry

Braid theory

C

.

a

0

Infinity

Pascal's triangle

Decision theory

Information theory

Linear programming .

Probability

Symbolic logic

Boolean algebra.

Switching circuits

Mathematical models

Computer programming'

4
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Evaluating
Mathematics Learning.

.
In several other sections of this guide there are vicious suggestions for evaluating mathematics

learning. The purpose of this section is to provide point of view on evaluation, develop a
framework for discussing evaluation and relate this material to the rest of the guide. A fUndamen-
tal assumption is that arrying out evaluation of mathemalici:learning requires expertise in
mathemitic; teaching it' is not a tasklhat can be lefttO the outside specialist. The evaluation of
mathematics learning must follow frotp_9ur objectives and strategies for mathematics instruction.
The process must not be allowid to reverse itself and let the principles 'of evaluation dictate the
objectives of mathematics insrn.Tction.

I
c

:- ,,

Informatibn about mathematics learning% usually gathered because a decision of some sorthas
to be made. tias4the student learned a specific `'objective? Have objectives been learned to I ,
satisfactory level? Shoulka particular textboOk be used? Haia program worked? Evaluation& ,
mathematics learning, therefore,'is concerned with input into-the,v.thele-range-oflecialons'that ,.
must be made in organizing and implementing a mathematics program. ,, ' ,

. . ,.. ..
Evaluation is an integral part,of thei instructionatprocess. Assessing the mathematics perfor- .

mance helps students setpersonal goals, provideithein indications of theft' progress and can
develop motivation. It is a source of feedback and reinforcement. It can provide a ttsense of stability
and organiiation for the mathematics course as perceiv05by the student. , . ,

!MP . . . , , .
f. ,

lEvaluation also serves to provide informitiOn to'the various groups,to,whom.the schools should
be accountable. This includes parents, the general public and those who determine scliool policies
and funding. Mathematics evaluation 'provides not only the-opportunityto describe howPrograms '
are%doing, through test scores and the like, bui also if.thorougblyepotted, the chande to discuss
the nature of the,program. Unfortunately, inadequate reporting Oftert provides statements of test
scores, no discussiOn of the program and a misrepresentation of themathematic4program by the
implication that the content of the test covers the curriCulum. . . ..

, . ., ,... . ,. , . ,
Mathematics evaluation is also &ie from necessity. It is prescribed, -in some cases, by mandates.

from Oditde the school system;,
.

^, .
tti= / Given.that several answers to the' uestion "Why evaluate? ",can be given,lt is clear that

matheinatics evaltiation will be done and it should be done well/To dolt well requita..the in-
terest, involved-lent and direction of rnathimatkirjeachers at every step fromselecting objec-
tives to reporting and using the data.

Why Evaluate? t

.- . What is ,Evaluatiori?
. , ...

0 . a. .
1.A lot of evaluation activities arepart.of Operating mathematics programs: These activities include

the assessing of mathematics learning, .the selection and improvement of instructional materials,
the observation of teaching techniques and the judgment on the quality of mathematics prOgrams.,
The concern In this statement is with evaluating mathematics learning and mathematics programs,
but evaluating is much morelhan te4ting. Whit, then, it evaluation? :

, ., ,

. ""`" ,
.
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To be sure, valid mathematics tests are impo-nt for some of the evaluating of mathematics
learning and programs. But, they are instruments f the evaluation, always with certain limitations,
and the data from tests are only one element of the evaluation.

. .

An evaluation is analogous to telling story. The evaluation must weave together all of the in-
formation, of which test data may be atn important accumulation of facts. Other information may
be critical to the story, e.g., observation of the students, observations of the testing, descriptions
of the,program, the teaching or the students' background. The evaluation proces's finally, at some
point, rests on judgments, The human mind is also an evaluation instrument. Judgments-are
made in.the selection of tests, in the interpretation of the data and in making decisions based on
the evaluation. -

The evaination process, therefore, is a sequence of informaticAri gathering, interpretation and.
decision Making. In 'determining a student's grajie for a unit, the teacher gathers information from
tests, homework, 'cla.;,sroom interaction and observations; the teacher makes judgments on the
relative importance of the different kinds of information; and the teacher arrives at a grade. The
teacher is surely guided by concerns for quality of thwupthematics, fairness, validity, and reliability
of information and consistency, but the sequence of information gathering, interpretation and deci-
sion making has been followed. The letter grade is only a small part of the whole picture.
Likewise, in evaluating a mathematics program, someone gathers a lot of information (e.g.,
description of objectives, data from tests, descriptions of the program or observations), provides an
analysii of the information and'presents the result in a manner reflecting an interpretation of what
it mea6s.

gio

.

What is
Evaluated?

When mathematics evaluation is mentioned, many aspects of mathematics programs, teaching
and learning-maY be the objedt of'inquiry. The following is a partial list.

Evaluating stildents! learning of

-Jinathiematics knowledge;
mathematics skills lir

mathematics understanding
mathematics problem solving
attitmdes toward mathematics
appreciation of matheniatics
mental skills in mathematics,

a

Evaluating mathematics programs

goals
students' performance
judgments

I
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Evaluating mathematics teaching

obiervation
self-evaluatiori
microteaching.
the effective teacher

Evaluating mathematics materials

-- textbooks
tests 1,,

) es, s.,--= supplementary materials
,anprint materials

, 'computers 1-

calculators \

: teacher-made materials
l 's. , .

, ---,,,

As stated earlier, the concern here will be with the evaluation of learning and the evaluation of
i

programs: To hisure the evaluation of teaching and thi evaluation of materials (selection/pur-
chase, instructional; hdtv Well they Work) are extremely important evaluation activities. The
evaluation sequence is similarbut the techniques required are quite different. r ,.

0

,

0

4

, A

) a
A Frainework

for Thinking About
Mathematics Evaluation

a

:4

A useful technique to discuss particular evaluation tasks in'tnathematicsls io Construct a
framework or model., There arenrany examplesinathe literature, most of which have some con-
nectkon v'vlth the early work of Bloom (1956). Onebf the roc* comprehensive is the chapter on.
the aluation of studenf learning in\mathematics by Wilson (1971) in which there is a detailed,
dev ment of a model followed by extensive examples.',Othei examples are provided by Beglg,
and ilson (970), the National Assessment of Educational Progress (1978) and'by Avital and
Shettleworth (1968).

..

- The basic strategy of these models of frameworks is to discuss mathematics obje0i,yes,
.mathenlaticitest items or other'type, s of mathematics perforineince, e.g., observations in terms of
tolo dimensions -mathematics content' and cognitive proceises uted.,th doing nurthematics; Both
the content strands and the processes. categories have been stressed elsewhere in, this guide. They
are surnmefized here. = , 0,

7
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Content Strand's

S ets, Numbers and Numeration
Relations and Functions
Operations, their -Properties and Number Theory
`Geometry
Algebra
Probability and Statistics
Measurement and Estimation
tompliting and Computers
Matherriatical Reasoning and Logic

Processes

Mathematical knowledge
Mathematical skill

. Mathematical understanding,
Mathematical problem solving
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The two-dimensional grid on the preceding pa *vides four cells, or each content,strand,-,
emphasizing that for each strand there should be a concern for knowleiilge, skill, understanding
and problem salving. It is assumed that the proces1 categories tend to pe hierarchical from
knowledge to problem solving) An objective or test item that Beals with problem solving will also
require certain knowledgeskills and understanding. An understandinglitem Jnay require the use
of subordinate skills and knowledge. i i

1 .

Constructing and using such a grid should concentrate on the speed of processes for each
strand rather than where the-dividing line between processes might be, The grid is rpereiV a
framework, a heuristtic device. If there seems to be doubt as to ,..vh er an item or objectiven
measures understanding or problem soiling, use it in'eTther. The i

I
portant point is to recognize

that there is a gradation in the. complexity of objectives, tasks or test items for each strand, from
recall of facts, to skills, to understanding, to routine problem solving, all the way to creative prob-
lem solving. , 4

Examples of using the framework

The objectives in Collection C, those mathematics objectives presumed necessary for productive
citizenship, have been placed (by number) in the grid on the following page ome objectives fit in
more than one strand; some fit in more than one process column. Readers may not agree with
either placement, taut Collection P and Collection E could be examined in the same way (an exer-
cise for the reader).
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Some of the objectives ate so broadly stated that more than one process level is included;
somg objectives are "and" statements where one part is skill or knowledge and the other is prob-
lem solving. A similar exercise on test items to measure these objectives will be more specific. Ex-
cept-fir some very general objectives, however, it is clear that the bulk of Collection C deals with
mathematical skills and the associated knowledge. A reservation must be attached to this observa-
tion in that some objectives. (e.g., objective 6) deal.with a much larger chunk of the curriculum
than others (e.g., objective 35)..

When the grid is used inrogram planning, writing tests or interpreting the evaluation,
judgments must be made as to the relative emphasis assigned to each cell (that emphasis could be
zero, but it ought to tiia conscious choice). Each cell could, for some purposes, define a measure
or, for other pipposes, a strand or a process column could define a measure. Often a single test is
purported to measure the whole grid when in fact only a few cells would have items from thelest.

, More often the tesfirser has not Oven adequate thought to what the test has measured.

'An adaptation of this strategy for a particular unit or course would bp to replace the general .

content strands with the particular topics in the unit or the courset_Then the grid could-be-used to
analyze the objectives of the unit or course, decide relative .weights and -eMphases and to construct
tests. a

Program evaluation could use the grid in the discussion ofresults of. testing. The cells in the grid
could he used to highlight strepgths.and weaknetsek For example, National-Assessment uses their
grid to organize the reporting of results according to process levell (NAEP, 1978).

Another example, where a standardized test has been used, would be to classify the items from
the standardized test into a grid and use this classification;in the description of tilt results: Part of
the discussion of results must' eal with the congruence (or lack of it), of the standardized test with
the goals of the program.

. Techniqyes .

.

Given the broaderview of mathematics evaluation as information gathering, interpretation and
decision making and the grid as a heuristic device for organizing the process, what various tech-
niques could be used? There are many.

_

No technique can guarantee.good quality. The task of the mathematics teacher is to apply good
quality in any t,gchnique...Writing or asking good mathematics questions, free of error, in clear
language is a requirement that transcends all techniques. The quality of the mathematics is not a

ctfon of any particular technique. On tht other hand, certain techniques can be limiting, e.g.,
choice quest,. Mathematics teachers must monitor the quality of any technique.

f

r Clasiroorn Tests

Making and interpreting testy is a major professiOnal activity of matheinatics teachers. The grid c.`
serves the puypose of helping enhance the content validity of the test to help insure that the
test measures *hat in fact has been taught and studied. Whether a topic is specific one cell) or
comprehensive (a whole strand) the correspondence of the items to the classroom activities can be
addressawith the grid. Writlen teits are a major instructionartool.

E-8
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Homework ..

Most teachers use assignments, whe homework or seatwork, as an adjunct to instruction.
One becomes profkient in mathe4natics b doing mathematics. Variousmariagement schemes can
be used to incorporate students' performance on homeskork into an'evalualion. For example\
some teachers store each assignment, some score only selected assignments, some use student
checking, some note only the completion or noncompletion. Regardless, the homework perfor-
mance' can be one source of evaluation information. it s

-Projects

SOme courses lend themselves to independent study and extension. Assigning and gradinga
student project can be a means to assess this aspect of a students' mathematics. Several courses
outlined in'this guide suggest this evaluation technique as one part of the,evaluation strategy. The
project can lead to either a written or oral report.

Interview

A dialogue with-a still:lent, as the student solves a problem, can provide considerable insight in-
to the student's 'thinking. It can help to pinpoint strengths and weaknesses in the student's
mathematics. It cap provide the teacher information for instructional decisions.

ar.._: hi' Oral QuIzzes
I

m

A . .. ' .e.
.'? ,

Cr
AliI/ Often a short oral quiz to a studenrcan provide the teacher information to con firm whether the

student is ready tit rfsove on to a new topic. It can give.the teacher a chance to probe if g minor
. error has been committed: It can give the student a chance, jo explain. 'r

..
0 5

Atandardized Tests

Standardized tests are of limited Use because of the,epense and because they seldom fit the
course very well. The misuses of standardized tests are legend. Nevertheless, standardized tests cid:.
provide norms and therefOre a benchmark against which performance can be gauged.

-o

Criterion-Referenced.Tests .

GrIterion-refererled tests have items or sets of items associatedwith specific objectives. They
are no more apprqpriate or valid than those specified objectives insofar as application to a specific
program,school or class. Hence, if the objectives do not fit then,the test will not fit either.

e. Student Performance PrestiiptIon -

Some individpalizedcourses can m e use of studdnt-prescriptions. There are several forms and
management schemes for these, but essentially a contract is written for the student specifying the
payoff the,grade for accomplishing 'particular assignthents.

(
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Evaluating
Mathematics Affect

Attitudes toward mathematics, anxiety abrkit mathematics and appreciation of mathematics are
learned outcomes in 'mathematics programs. They are'the concern of mathematics teachers. Feel-
ings and beliefs are important. They influence students in subtle ways that are not well
under3tood. Clearly, positive attitudes are desired, undue anxiety is not wanted and every student
should appreciate mathematics.

A formal discussion of attitudes, anxiety or appreciation is not required, here. The chapter by
Wilson (1971) and the national assessment objectives booklet (NAB', 1978) devote considerable
space to these topics.

Informally, however, teachers should be alert to the affective goals of mathematics. Some
aspects of these goils are the following. 4d.

Mathematics in Schools
1 ,

How do studentsfeel about tfie mathematics they experience in school? Do they like it? Do they
think it is. important? Do they think It.js easy The national assessment has assessed these attitudes
by asking questions about specific mathematics topics, such as solving word problems and working
with fractibns.

Mathetiuktics as a Discipline
. ,

What are students' beliefs about mathematics aka field of study? What are students' beliefs ..
about mathematicians?

Mathematics and Society

What are students' beliefs about the value of mathematics to society or to the individual in the
society?

Mathematics and Self

How do students internalize feelings about themselves ilk relatio to mathematics?

These are four categories of mathematics' affect assessed Itnation assessment (NAEP, 1978).
The teacher can assess attitudes by observation, by talking with students, by listening to students
or by judgments. Self-report Instruments, such as attitude scales, are of limited value and £m not
easily Interpreted. Matheniatics appreciation can be assessed informally by observation and talking
with students, but it can also be assessed by written assignments (and corresporlding instruction)

.that deaYwith the value of a mathematics topic.

o -
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Suminary and.
'Challenge

Evaluation of mathematics programs-and learning pertneates much of what mathematics
teachers do. Yet efaluation is a tool and an adjunct to higher quality mathematics programs. The
goal is to have the best possible mathematics experience for each child. Evaluation can help ac-
complish that goal by providing information to the teacher for improving the experience. The
challenge is that our evaluations must be of the same high quality as our instruction, yet truly
serve that instruction rather than dominate it.

.,- -104
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Mathematics Content
and Objectives

. Point of. View

4110ittsIn an age arid society-characterized by change, the secondary ma curriculumcurriculum Must be
flexible enough and forward looking enough to accommodate students with diversified and chang-
ing career goa . This guide, Mathematics for Georgia Secondary Schools, is designed to help
local curriculum committees and teachers plan content that is appropriate to the needs bf their

, high school pop lations. See the section "Developing a Mathematics Secondary School Cur=
riculum" for su ns on steps for developing a curriculum.

The mathematics content of this guide is organized into strands or topics as the basis for the
core of the curriculum. The objectives are grouped into three collections. Collection C contains
those objectives which give the knowledge, skills and.processes presumed to be necessary for pro-
ductive citizenship. The objectives identified in Collection P are preiumed prerequisite for post-
secondary studies not requiring concentration in the field of mathematics. Collebtion E contains
content which should prepare students for postsscondary studies requiring extensive mathematics,

.....2$-

These collections should in no way suggest 'a tracking of students. Practically, a student might
Change educaUonal and career goals one or more times during his oeher high school yeah and
might opt to change a mathematics program of study accordingly.. Emphasis should always be on
flexibility of options.

The strands identified in 'this guide are-not discrete. As evidenced by the code-keying of the`ob-
jectives, many relate to two or more of the strands. The use of identifiable strands or topics merely
provides convenient organizational threads. Furthermore, the objectives are not all-inclusive. The
intent is to suggest the scope and depth of a given topic for a specified collection of students.

Problem solving should be the overarching goal of all mathematical study. For this reason it has
not been identified as a strand but is presumed to permeate all strands. For it is only the applica-
t ion of mathematical knovledge,.skills and processes to problems that gives validity to their inclu-
sion in the curilculum.

Problem solving is not intended to be restricted to ve rbal, textbook-type problems. Teachers
should seek realistic applications at all levels. In addition, problem-solving strategies should include
not only the routine application of algorithmic-type procedures but also should include such
strategies as the application of inductive and deductive methods; the use of pattern searching and
generalization with veiification by logical or analytical methods; the.gathering, organizing-and inter-
preting of informai)on relevant to the solution of a particular problem.

The content of this guide is intended to serve as a framework for committees or teachers in
designing &Mathematics curriculum at the system or school level. The refinement and organization
of the objectives into particular courses should be the function of the local committee. A sample of
course descriptions is provided as an existence model but is not intended to be definitive. Ideally,
each system will adapt the content of the state guide to the unique needs of its particular student
population. ,

An extensive bibliography is provided in the guide. It is intended as reference-for teachers and
committees intheir attempts to use and improve the guidelines included here.-

t-1
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Alb.

Sets, Nunibers,
Numeration

With varying levels of sophistication in treatment,notions of sets and set relations permeate the
mathematics of the high school curriculum. At the most elementary level, set ideat'form the basis
for the development of classification skills and logical language. Even if not explicitly stated, set
concepts underlie the precise andvorrectuse of lqgical terms such as some, all,inone, at least and
`al most.

Matching'sets in o one correspondence gives meaning to the cardinal and ordinal numbe, s
that are basic to ev ryda arithmetic literacy. Inform-el and intuitive' use of set relations and
language proyid a bas fornumber relations as well as a convenient language for the discussion
bf geometric id as point sets.

%-

Numeration provides the means for naming numbers that is essential to communicating number
relations. At earlylevels of learning, an understanding of base-Anumeration is essential for effec-
tive use of the computational algorithms.

. At the minimal level of competence for all students, an understanding of number is needed for
meaningful application of numbers in everyday problems. Hence Collection C objectives include
number and numeration concepts and skills. The order concepts of first, second, . last and'the
cardinal uses of as many as, more than, less than, form the basis for daily use of number. The no-
tion of grouping by tens gives meaning to a place value system of numeration. Its application to
naming rational numbers in decimal form is at the heart of numerical communications in a .
commercial-technological society. .

In Collection P objectives, number concepts are extended, to complex numbers with the primary
emphasis do real numbers and their applications in problems. Numeration includes such, exten:
sions as naming rational numbers as repeating, nonterminating decimals; using exponential fortns
in scientific notation. The inclusion of number concepts such-as betweenness and density provide
the necessary conceptual background to enable further mathematics study if later career decisions
demand it. It is important to keep doors open to changing and developing career opportunities for
students who strive to attain Collection P objectives. It is better to give tdo much than too lita.

For the E Collection, a formal treatment of sets and number is essential for the more
sophisticated classification schemes nece`ssary for, the student of pecalculus mathematics. This con-
tent include a formal treatment of the concepts and language of elementary set theo ding
the construction, and analysis of proofs. In addition, an abstract treatment of the concept of
number system is essential, with particular attention to the complex numbers to provide the
necessary background in this strand for extensive postsecondary study in mathematics.

Re
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Fun damental to using numbers in prbblem solving and in everyday application Is an understand-
ing of operations on whole numbers and on rational' numbers. Fundamental to'advanced study in
mathematics is a sound knowledge of the real numbers as a system and the ultimate extension to .
'complex numbers. The notion of a system resides in a set, operations on the elements of the set .1
ancrpioperties of those operations.

.. .

. .

Operations,.
Their Properties

and Number Theory

..,
Properties of the operations on whole numbers and rational-numbets are basic to an intelligent

use of the algorithMs for computations and the applications of operatiens in problems-olving. The
very Memorization of multiplication facts is made easier if the commutativity of multiplication is
recognized. (If o e knows 3 x 9, one also knows 9 x 3.) Similarly, it does little good fo know
the subtraction' a Orithm applied to base-ten numerals, if one is not aware of the noncommutative
nature of subtra on. It is not the word commutative that is importantat the minimal level of use,
bufit is' the realization that 24 16 is different from 16 - 24; or for addition, that 24 + '16
names the same number as 16 + 24. ,

k .

s, in the Collection C objectives, the properties of operations assume importance relative to-
....

..0., their use in applying the operation or in translating the operation into computational techniques.
For example, the multiplication algorithm snakes sense-as an application of the distributive proper-
ty of multiplication over addition. .

.

Number Properties such as odd or even are translated into everyday applications, e.g., north-
and south interstate highways are odd-numbered, east and west highways are even - numbered;
gas rationing schemes use odd-even numbired tags to'designate days for' gasoline purchases. In
addition, a knowledge of divisibility,.primes, least common multiple, greltest'common divisor
make computation with fractions meaningful.

4. .

. .,

Students aspiring to Collection P Ia'bjectiyes should extend the ideas of/this strand to'the more
abstract level of: identifying and applying the properties of operations defined over a given set. The
extension of number to the complex number system should be includedfin order to provide the
basis for the solution of quadratic as well as.. linearequations. These students will need to extend
number theory ideas' to more advanced concepts such as the fundamental theorem of arithmeticAand divisibility.

For students seeking to attain Collection E objectives, sets other than numbers with apprOpriate
operations should lead to the identification and study of abstract algebraic structure's such as
groups, field and finite systems. Proof, in the context of suchsystgms and including mathematical
induction, should be an integral 'part of the secondary mathekiatics curriculum fin those students
who expect to continue with extensive postsecondary study of mathematics.

4 ,3 .108
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Relations

leis commonplace for mathematics teachers to say that relations amimportant in mathematics.

However, this importance derives less from the general concept of relation than it does front the

fact that the concepts, of function, order and eqUivalence are subsumed under the concept of rela-
,

tion.

The notion -of 'relation is easy,to justify and to translate into objectives for Collections Pand E
1_where4a iormal treatment in the mathematical sense is appropriate. However, it, is in the search for

and identification of relations among sets of numbers, 'classification and seriatim' activities,

graphing simple functions, that students attempting to attain Collection C objectives haVe akop-

portunity to ,see mathematics as more than mere Computation and the rote application of mean-

, ingless rules.
11

Recent National Assessment of Educational Progress results indicate that the "back -to- basics"

drive inthe sense of the development of rote computational skills 'his been effective. Students at

all levels tested showed improvement in computation with whole numbers. However, on questions

that involved reasoning :rot applications, there was a significant drop in the perceptage of correct

responses. 4,

Certainly, even in'the most basic courses of the secondary curriculum, if problem-solving

abilities are a desired outcome for all students, the ability to discern,relations and to express them

in a useful form is essential. Graphs, tables, simple formulas and equations are a part of every '
consumer's daily encounter in the media. ,

Students working toward Collection C objectives must,-at minimum, be able to express and, use

simple relations in a formula form (Le., area and perimeter) Min a tabular form (i.e., taxes and

interest). In,addftion, not only should every consumer of graphic information be able to read and

interpret tables and graphs (i.e:, to extract information from a graph) but also should'be able to

make reasoned and intelligent extrapolations. Every, consumer of statistical data should know

when;and whether the extension of a graph to show trends is reasonable and appropriate.

For all capable students the objectives keyed to the relations strand in Collection P should be

achieved. This set of objectives to be achieved includes an extension o the relation concept to

.definition by rule, mapping or ordered pairs.. It includes applying prop of equality and ine-

qualities in a more formal way.

In addition sets of ordered pairs of numbers which satisfy give&conditions should be related to

sets of points in the Cartesian coordinate plane. Graphing as well as other solution techniques

should be applied to linear equations and inequalities. . ,

.
.

For those students attempting to attain Collection E objectives, a comprehensive treatment of

the relations concept should be provided. The order relation on the set of real numbers is so in-

, trinsically important that the.curriculum should'provide students not Only with the understanding of

Order as a relation but with the important cOn.sequences of order in the set of real numbers, in-

cluding open and closed intervals, the image of intervals under functions, upper and lower '
.

boundThe explicit study of equivalince including the concepts of reflexivity, symmetry and tran-

sitivity should be an integral part of the mathematics curriculum for students capable of Collection

E' objectives. f ...

4
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Geometry

' Historically, geometry is a synonym for mathematics. It is undoubtedly the oldest organized
deductive system, dating back to Euclid and the third century B.C. In spite of the introduction of
proof into high school algebra in the 1960's, many teachers still consider geometry as the primary
vehicle for introducing students to deductive methods: This belief has been substantiated by
several teacher surveys.

In recent years, controversy has raged among mathematics educatbrs'over (1) the conttrit of
high school geometry and (2) the devotion of a full year's course to geometry. There are those
who advocate the inclusion of geometry into an integrated program. Others prefer the ;'

maintenance of a year's course in geometry but with a transformational, vector or coordinate ap-
proach.

None of these controversies has been resolved, and it does not seem likely, that there will be
drastic changes in the academic content of high school geometry as stated in Collection E objec-
tives in this classification. The objectives at this level reflect a strong commitment to the role of
geometry in the development of an understanding of and appreciation of proof. There is a conces-
sion to the need for a broader, eclectic program in the extension of objectives to include transfor-
mational and coordinate proofs as well as an introduction to networks. a 4

At other levels there is even less agreement nationally on what shintld constitute, geometry con-
tent. Certainly, for all individuals, geometry shoUldprOvide the opportunity to learn about space
both in a relation context and in a metric context. Spatial perceptions and relations are 6part of
existence in a three dimensional world. To this end the objectives for Collection C are primarily
concerned with relations between and among shapes that led to identification and classification of
figures. Simple transformations are suggested as basic to the development of spatitintuitio"
about objects and their images. Geometry at this level should tie presented as a means of
understanding and communicating spatial ideas, a means of "grasping space." Objectives should
be achieved without the formality of deductive proof and should depend on generalizations de-.
rived from intuition and empirical verification.

-

Collection P provides an intermediate stage in the treatment of geometry. In addition to the
minimal, intuitive geometric concerns for productive citizenship, these students should have more

.extensive experience with classifications and formulas. They should have:some work with simple
networks. They need coordinate geometry to enable the graphing of simple equations and ine-

. qualities. The treatment for these students may include someluse of deduction in deriving relation-
ships but at `a less formal, rigorous level than that expected of Collection E students.

e
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, Algebra

High school algebra provides access to almost all'df the other more advanced mathematics
courses. Every student who is capable of achieving the abstract thinking required for success in
elementary algebra should take at leasr,bne course 'at the high. school level: Many career choices
will be dosed to the student who opts to terminate his or her mathematics without such a course.

Students who bypass high school'algebra close the door to a reconsideration of career choices
that require just a little more Mathematics or they face the handicap of having to take algebra-as a
noncredit course in postsecondary study. For many students, delaying a firitcowse in algebra un-
til the tenth or eleventh grade may allow'for the; development of the maturity necessary for the
discipline required in the more formal mathematics of an algebra course.

For students seeking to attain objeciives4in Collection P, one year of highechiiol algebra. should
provide the background for success in nonmathematical study or careers. This year of
algebra should include the solution of hear-equations and inequalities, graphing such functions
and relations, lransforming.linear equations into slope-intercept form and relating this form to the
graph.

As indicated in the objectivesein this collectiop, an even better preparation would be supplied by
two years of algebra which could extend the topics`beyond simple algebraic relations and functions
to quadratic functions. This sttoiy also would enable the relation of the algebra of matrices to
transformations of the plane.

k

For-Students striving for Collection E objectives, high.school algebra should be extended far
enough to provide the theoretical'hasis for the traditionals.alculus-analysis directed curriculum still
generally accepted the appropriate mathematics content for entry into postsecondary studies re-
quiring extensive mathematics. Even for alternatives to the calculus-directed sequence, such as
statistics or computer science, high school algebra provides a beneficial background.

0
01% .

Algebra for these students should include algebra of matrices as related to transforniations of the
plane and should have a strong analytic geometry compoient. In addition, the advanced algebra ,
topics qhould include exponential, logarithmic and trigonometric functions.

4.

or.
1.
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Measurenient

Exc?pt for the practical usefulness in application, measurement as a mathematical topic might be
included in the relations strand as a function which maps a set of numbers to a property of an ob-
ject or a set. However, the ImportAnce of measurement in the world of the consumer as well as in
a multitude of business and scientific applications demands consideration as a separate strand.

Measurement, at the simplest level of application, is such an integral part of daily life that the in-
ability to measure and make estimates of measurements is a serious handicap. Whether one is tell-
ing time, cutting and fitting a pattEm for a dress or bench, mixing a cake or cement, skills of se-
lecting and using appropriate units of measurer are basic.

At a slightly higher level are many technical careers which depend on more refined skills of
- 'measurement and estimation. Such careers include mechanics, carpenters, tailors, drafteri and

various construction workers. Beyond this technical use are those scientific and technological pro-
fessions which require sophisticated use and design of high precision tools of measurement as well
as measurement systems to meet the demands of an increasingly complex technological, space-.
oriented society.

Fundamentally, measurement should be taught as a process independent of specific units. The
concept of measurement should be developed intuitively from rough comparisons of the property
being measured (time, volume, weight, length). Initially, these comparisons (longer, greater,
heaviir) should be between two objects that have the property being measured. Then a need for
standard units should arise out of 'the use of nonstandard units.

hi the development of measurement concepts, the approximate nature of measurement should
be emphasized; A property such as length is continuous, and the assignment a numb& by

1ounting the number of times a unitMs contained in a length is deceptive bec& e of the associa-
'-of counting with the determination of the exact number of discrete objects in a set-cardinality
se. The differenOe between precision and accuracy should be emphasized at all levels and in

the context of measurement as an approximation.
..-.

Estimation in a measurement setting probably has more 'routine and daily applic.ations(for
most

people than has the use precise measuriniTools. Out of measuring experiences with common'
units, especially metric units, students striving for at leasta minimal level Of achievement should

i develop a feeling for units of length, area, volume,. time, weight and capacity to enable them not
4 only to select and .use units appropriately but also to estimate measurements with confidence. For

these students, the practical uses of measurement cannot be taught as a textbook topic. Students
Thust have experience in measuring, estimating measurements and checking their estimates at at
variety of precision levels.

An equally important use of estimation in'a nonmeasureinenisetting involves making an
estimate to judge the easonableness of an answer in the solution of a.problem or even in the
computation of esult. Certainly in any problem setting, whether it involves nieasurementr not,

-emphasis sh d be placed on always making such a judgment about reasonableness of results.

Those students who expect to continue their education in vocational areas which depend heavi-
ly on measurement, shoUld have sufficient understanding to,go beyond the routine daily applica-
tions of measurement. Extenslons of this strand for ttudents striving for attainment of Collection P
objectives should include the study of rates of change, scientific notations, significant digits as well

.111
as algebraic representations in problem applications.
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For those students workipg toward Collection E objectives, measurement should be treated

under the more general topic of function as correspondences which associate number with 1('/
theoretical point sets and subsets. This treatment should* 'theoretical, but should Rot exclude the ,,,
same kind of prictical experiencei suggested for aittainmeni of Collections C and P.

s-
, , k.
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Probability
and Statistics

Indus n of probability and tistics in the secondary curriculum has been proposed by many
mathe atics educatois and mat maticians for the past decade. The subject of the first intema-
tiona Comprehensive School Mathratics Program (CSMP) conference held in 1969 was on the
teaching, of probability and statistics atthe precollege level. The recommendations suggested that
all students would benefit from these subjects taught starting from a wealth of realistic examples

.and using practical experiments as well as simulation methods..

Problbility and statistics are two distinct but related fields. Probability is,a theoretical concept that
measures the likelihood of the occurrence of chatice events. Some of the uleof probability are
largely informal and intuitive. These involve rough estimatesof such events as rainy weather or of
passing a test.However, a precise probability estimate is considered as the proportion of times a
particular eventwill occur ifthe circumstances surrounding the event are repeated indefinitely.

Statistics, on the other hand, is concerned with the evaluation of data collected under real cir-
cumstances.,Descriptive statistics involves the organization and presentation of data-in a
manageable and interpretable form. Inferential statistics is concerned with the extent to which
knowledge of the characteristics of sample data can be used to estimate the characteristics of an
entire population. However, infe;ences about a population bised on the-Information derived from
a sample cannot be made with certainty. Thus, the conclusions of inferential statistics must be
stated as probabilities.

There seems to be little question that every person should have some experience with both*
descriptive and inferential statistics as wares probability. Everwcitizen who plans to vote, take out
insurance, read the daily paper Or watch TV needs to have some awareness of basic probabilities,
of the limitations of inferences drawn-filom data and of the ways information may be distorted
either intentionally or through ignorance.

For productive citizenship, students should have exposure toldeas beyond the limited descrip-
tiye statistics that has previously .been included in mathematics curriculum at the junior high level.
Students working toward Collection C objectives should at least experience probability and °

statistics at the minimal level recommended at the CSMP conference.

Topics approuiate for Collection C objectives can be developed in.an experimental mode using
simulation as well as practical examples with the concepts presented informally and intuitively. All
students should have enough experience with the basic ideas of probability.and statistics so that
they are not duped by commercial claims, they can interpret sitriple probability statements (such as
weather reports) and they can read, interpiet and draw valid inferences from data presented In a
table or graph.

In addition to the practical, intthtive probability and statistics appropriate for all students, those
'striving toward Collection P objectives should be introduced to a more formal treatment of such
fundamental ideas as measures of dispersion, basic counting principles, permutations and com-
binations and the notion of correlations with an emphasis on uses and abuses of these and other
statistical procedures.

Students who plan postsecondary study that requires extensive mathematics can benefit from a
more theoretics' presentation of probability and statistics. Such topics as mathematical expectation,
conditional probabilities, notions of sampling, inferential statistics and hypothesis testing ar.e-fp-
propriate for these students. A balance between theory and application should be maintained.
Certainly they should'not be deprived Of hands on and simulation experiences but should also en-
counter.more formal, theoretical treatments.

T-9
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Computing
and Computers

Recent NCTM, NCSM and ,MAA position papers on basic skill-areas in mathematics have in-
cluded statements regarding computer use and computer literacy. Computer literacy refirs to the
nontechnical or low technical aspects of the capabilities and limitation of computers as well as to
their social, vocational and educational implications. Computer literacy requires a knowledge of
how to" use a c mputer, an awareness of its products (and by-products) and a knowledge of ap-
plications of c mputers to a variety °Masks.

, .
In today's world everyone's life is touched by the computer. The reality of this fact combined

with the growing employment demand in the computer industry places an increasing responsibility
on the education community to provide students with the necessary background to be aware of
and participate in careers contingent upon various levels of computer literacy and use.

No other topic in thiS guide will serve to date it more than an attempt to address comprehen-
sively the topic of computing devices. As time passes, the state of the art,as described here will
undoubtedly be made humorous (even ridiculous) by continuing developments in the t tonic in-
dustry. There continue to be daily surprises from the industry more computer memo vailible
in smaller packages, more programming features available for hand-held calculators, gre r
availability of personal computing as well as office/bu,siness/school 'computing. All of these offer-
ings are being made available at rapidly degreasing cost.

Historically,few machines have had an impact comparable to that of the electronic computer. In-
deed, if its use continues to grow as fast as it has since its inception in the 1940's, the computer
may well earn a place in history' comparable to, or even surpassing, that of Gutenberg's press.

Clearly, there are *longer distinct definitional differences between calculators and computers.
There are hand -held calculators presently on the market that accept modular packages of com-
puting routines using the calculator only as a data entry device and plug-in 'printing
machinery so that permanent-results are available. The terms micro and mini 4eem.doomed to
fade into irrelevance as minicomputers have already taken on the attributes of large computers
and microcomputers can now do the tasks formerly possible only with minicomputers and corn,-
puters.

The state of the'teaching art in the field is even less predictable..HoweVer, Georgia's respon- -

sibility to its secondary school students goes substantially beyond the NACOME recimmerldation
of permission to use hand-held calculators in classrooms. Computer literacy is useful no and will

4 be essential in future years. Admittedly, the state of the art changes so rapidly that instruction in
literacy is difficult, but delay now will only mean much more work when such instruction is begun.

a

The mathematics curriculum is the proper place for a computer literacy program to liegin
because mathernatkand the study of.computers complement each other. The problem-solving
approach used'in) mathematics can serve as a model fa the development of computer programs
and the computer can serve as a tool to motivate and improve the study of mathematics. In this
complementary relationship, the computer should not dominate or dictate the curriculum. Rather,
the computer shoul*serve as a means of aiding thirichievement of existing objectives upon which
the mathematics program is built.

The immediate implications for the classrOom teacher are that the number of calculations, the
size of the numbers used or the tedium of computation should no longer be barriers to the solution

115 T-10
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, of interesting problinis:New technology can help teachers develop studehts who can learn on
their own, solve problems understand algorithmic processes and make significant applications of -
mathematics. The availability of computing tools..will 'give teachers thesopportunity and time to
help students learn mathematics that is either taught poorly or not at all in many classrooms to-
day. Furthermore*,,can remove the-drudgery of long computations that tend to block the solution

-practIcii problems. °

.Another significant implication of the increasing availability of computing tools will be the need
to reassess the cost-effectiveness and practicality of spending a large proportion of the elementaiy gi
mathematics curriculum time on teaching computation.

,
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. MAthematical
ReaOning
and Logic

Basic !ogle skills and frequently used logical patterns khould be identified and taught to all
students. The development and transfer of these bTics should not be left to chance and should
not be mere by-products of the sttidyof mathematics, Their realization should be one of the focal
points in a mathematics curriculum. ;

Traditionally formal logic is the bedrock On-which-mathematical proof rests. The formal'uss, of
logic in reasoning and argument has always been an essential component of classical educion.

`
In a less formal context everyone should be able to construct simple arguments-which are

basically informal proofs. The essence of these arguments is the ability to infer a statement from
other statements and to give reasons for the inference. Plausible reasoning is necessary for in-
telligent cifizenship. Collecting information, making observations, examining consequences andiar-
riving at a decision are reasoning skills necessary to such activities as serving on a jury, voting, in
vesting, buying and solving a variety of pr ,

.

Mathematics should be the setting .which reasoning of,this type is taught to every student..
Those students whoplan to continue into postsecondarE studies need a more in-depth study of
logic. Because of the difficulty and the amount of time if takes to teat reasoning, these is a temp-

,. tation to resort to cookbook methods and memorization. It is essential that the study of elementary
logic at least include tests for validity of arguments, the use of existential and universal quantifiers
and their negations. These relate directly to the notions of sets-and are graphically represinted in
Venn diagrams. In addition, for those itudenti working toward Collection P objectives, there
shou4d be some exposure to use of syllogisms in a proof setting as wels the hypjthetical form of
inference (if . . ,., then . . ). .

For those students who plan postsecondary-study that requires extensive mathematics, the'
mathematics curriculum should provide formal work in set theory and symbolic logic. These

'is-tridents should hale extended experience in the ap,Plication of logic to proof in mathematics.in-
ducting the use of quantified statements logical connectives, the role of the counter-example, the
function of an existence theorem, to, mention a" ew. Intensive study in elementary logic should be

1 .an integral part of the mathematics curriculum for talented mathematics students.

'.r
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Objectives
The objectives included in this guide are the same as those listed in EsseptIal Skills for Ge9roia
Schools (1980). The arrangement bf the objectives differ only in that in Otis guide,they are written -
In three collections to assist in using them to design co4rse plans: In grades nine through 12 the .._

. mathematics strands' or topics are intertwined; therefore, each ofcjective is keyed to one or more
strands. The strand codes are indicated, and the objectives are categorized into three collections as
described below. .

1.
Objectives for Collection C, p and E

Collection C:

Collection P

Collection E:

The knowledge, skills and processes presumed necessary for productive citizen;
ship.

The knowledge, skills and processes presumed necessary for postsec
studies such as vocational education or areas of liberal arts nit requiring concen-
tration in the field of mathematics.

The knowledge, skills and processes presumed necessary for postsecondary
studies requiring extensive mathematics.

Codes for Strands

S/N/N - Sets, Numbers and Numeration
R/F Relations and Ftiractions
0/P/N -. Operations, Their Properties and Number Theory
G ,- Geometry
A -,Algebra
P/S - Probibility and Statistics
M/E - Measurement and Estimation
ciq - Computing zihd Computers
MR/L - Mathematical Reasoning-and Logic

;Po
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COLLECTION C

$.0. ' The learner will t,
, . 4 ...

1. classify elements of 4 set according to common characteristic's. (S/N/N, R /F)
.. 2. identify one-to-one, one-to-many correspondences. (S/N/N, R/F)

3. order any g1 set of rational numbep (whole numbers, fractions, decimals, percents, nega-
tive tilnbers),. (S/N/N, R7F) i c. . .

..
4. !den* and use different representations of the same number of quantity. (including measure-

. 31' ment) and translate from-one representation to another, for example 1/4 = 0.25. (S/N/N,' --' C/C, M/E) .. .

5. determine when and how to use the four arithmetic operations. (0/P/N, C/C; 1.1/F)
6. compute efficiently both .pith and without a calculator using whole numbers, fractions,

.-.
decimals, percents and negative numbers. (C/C)

7. identify prime numbers; find'factors and'multiples of given number.a(S/N/N, 0/P/N, C/C,
R/F) . . .

8:apply the distributivse'property Of multiplication over addition without necessarily identifying
.1.he term the distributive property. (0/P/N, C/C) 'I

9. apply the associative and commutative properties of addition and multiplication without
necessarily iderdifying the terms associative and commutative. (Q/P/N, C/C)
10. select the order of arithmetic Operation necessaty to simplify a mathematical expression or to
solve a real-morld problem. (Q/P/N,C/C) ..,

11. tise estimation, i.e., calculate with rounded numbers if.the situation can be satisfied with an P
- . approximate answer-- using both mental and written calculation. (S/N/N, R/F, 0/P/N,

M/E, C/C) (% ". 1 .
12. judge reasonableness of answrs.

I
(0/P/N, A, G,`P/S, M/E, C/C; MR/L)

13. describe effects,..uses and limitations of computers in society. (C/C) -

14. find'a rule (relation) when-sate pairs of numbers are given and find pairs of numbers whey( a
rule (relation) is given. (R/F)

15.'idintify and classify sets cif points including poihts, lines,plates, three dimensional figures,
line segment, open curve, closed curves, angles, triangles, rectangles, squares and circles. (G)

16: identify shapes that are alike if stretching, shrinking or bending is allowed and cutting or join-
ing is not allowed. (G) ..

17. identify shapes that are alike under rotations; reflections ortranslations. (G)
18. identify relations between points sets or between geometric figures such as parallel, perpendi-

a

cular, similar and congruent: (S/N/N, R/F, G)
19. read and make -scale drawings. (R/F, G, M/E, C/C).
W. locate points in a Cartesian plane. (R7F7G)
21. perfOrm geometric constructions using

a. straightedge and compass (as measuring instrument) ,

b. viler and protractor. (G, WE)
22. find missing measures of sides and angles of geometric figures using relationships such as

Pythagorean Theorem and properties of similar figures. (G, M/E)
423. apply standard formulas including those for perimeter, area, volutine, circumference, time-

rate- distance, inteiest and selling price. (G, M7E, R/F, C/C)
24. select 'appropriate units of measurement to determine length, aria, volume, perimeter, circum-

ference, angle, time, mass, temperature and capacity. (R/F, M/E)
25. select and use the appropriate instruments to measure length, mass, angle, temperature,

capacity and time. (M/E)
26. estimate measurements4ith a reasonable degree of accarAcy. (M/E)
27. determine the precision of measurement required for a given situation and be able to select

the unit required for the precision. (M/E)
2fPcollect and organize data. (S/N/N, R/F.,P/S)

119 T-14
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29:construct and interpret graphical presentations such as tables, charts,,graphs, maps and his-
togram. (R/F71?/& C/C, M/E)

30. read and interpret diagrams including simple flow charts, tree diagram's, factor trees and Venn
diagrams. (S/N/N, R/F, P/S, C/C)

31. illustrate how sampling may affect interpretation of data, (P/S, C/C)
32. assign or estimate the probability or odds of a chance event. (S/N/N, P/S)
33. use observations and data to make predictions. (P /5)' .

34. translate a real world situation into problem(s) that reflect the situation and apply mathematics
to that (thoie) problerg(s) 'where appropriate. (ALL)

35. compute the probability P( A) when given anevent A and P(A). (P/S, C/C)
36. determine, the range, mean, median and mode of both collected and give data and recognize

uses and misuses of-these terms in the Interpretation of data. (P/S, C/C)
37. read and interpret materials, e.g., textbooks, forms, references, coded charts, requiring the

,use.of mathematics at the appropriate level. (ALL)
38. read, interpret and complete forms pertinent to personal financt, employment and citizenship

responsibilities, and apply mathematics to develop a plan for spending, borrowing and invest-
ing. (ALL)

39. use.mathematicil reasoning to express and support a point of view. (MR/L)
40. make anclinterpret generalized statements using all, some, none, or and and. (S/N/N, R/F,

MR /L)

41. analyze arguments critically, recogniie common errors in reasoning and exhibit critical
ing. (S(N/N, R/F, MR/L) .

42. exhibit an awareness 9f the need to acquire abroad range of mathematicaLskills in order to
enter into careers or fields sacfras techncilogy, physical sciences, behavioral sciences, biological
scienc.es, economics and commerce. (ALL)

43. exhibit an awareness of the contributighs that matheMatics has Made and is making in the
cultural.developmentpf civilization. (ALL),

0
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COLLECTION P

The learner will
c

1. give equivalent forms of rational numbers in
a. exponential form,

' b. scientific notation, .
c. decimal notation, including repeating nonterminating decimal notation. (S/N/N) is .."

Sit recognize the absolute value of a real,numbet as the distance that number is from 0 on a ,

number line and sojve simple equations and inequalities involiting absolute values. .,
AS/N/isl, R/F, ,Pi12...... /

3. give the major tions of the complex number system with emphasis on the real number
system, and idea t1"; subsystem(s) to which any given number belongs. (S/N/N) .

-..

4. illustrate the concepts of betwehness and density with the use of a correspondence of the ,-

rational numbers-and points on the-number line. (S/N/N, R/F). . -

5. determine, when given a relation defined by a rule, a mapphig, a set of ordered pairs, or a
graph
a. the dofain,
b. the range, ,

.
c. whether or not the relationis a function. (R/F) '

6. Identify and apply the following Properties of equality or inequalities ,

a. reflexive, . ,..

b: symmetric,
V. transitive,
,d. substitution, ,_
e. trichotomy. (R/F) . at.

7: graph the set of points,on a number line br the Cartesian coordinate plane which satisfy .

simple given conditions. (R/F) 4.' , .
8. compute efficiently using rational and irrational numbers. (O /P /N, C/C)
9. perform efficiently the four basic operations on algebraic expressions. (0/P/N, C/C)

10. evaluate algebraic expressions when given a value for a variable. (0/PAN, C/C)
11. Identify and apply the associative, commutative, distributive and closure properties; and .

identify the identity and inverse elements for a given operation definjul-over a given set.
1R/F, 0/P/N, C/C) , - , .

12. determine if a given number iitdivitible by 2, 3, 4; 5, 6, 9`or 10 by applying rules of
t divisibility withoutactually calculating a quotient. (R/F, 0/P/N, C/C)

13. factor any given number,into its unique product or primegnumbers (Fundamental Theorem of
Arithmetic). (R /k, 0/P/N, C/C), 2'

4. demonstrate the ability to
a. derive and apply formulas,for the area and perimeter of Parallelograms and triangles;
b. apply formulas-for area and perimeter (or circumference) or other two-dimensional figures;
c. apply formulas for surface area and volume of three-dimensiohal figures such as cones,

spheres, pyramids, cylinders and rectangular solids. (0/P/N, G, M/E) .

15. identify and classify the follOwing
a. triangles (acute, obtuse, right, scalene, isosceles, equilateral);
b. quadrilaterals (pkrallelogram;rectangle, rhombus, square, trapezoid),
c. °tiler polygons (pentagons, hexagons, octagons),
d. special polygons (equiangular, equilateral, regular).
e. polyhedra (rectangular solids, cubes, prisms, pyramids, tetrahedron), .
f. other-space figures (cones, cylinders, spheres). (S/N/N, Rif, G, M/E)

16. Use Venn diagrams to illustrate %.

alunion of sets, 4
b. intersection of sets,
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c. complement of a set,
d. disjoint sets. (S/N/N,'R/F, 0),

17. identify a netkorKas path between vertices, odd and even vertices and determine if the net-
work is traversable. (R/F, G)

O

18. compute accurately and efficiently with signed numbers. (A, C/C)
19. translate a simple real world situation into an expression, equition or inequalitylliVolving

variables. (R/F, 0/P/N, A) , .
.

20. solve linear equationsiddd inequalities using the addition; subtracti".multiplication and
division properties of equality or inequality. (R/F, 0/P/N, A) , .

21. identify a system of equations as dependedt, independent or inconsistent and solve the system.by the following media& ,.
a. substitution, . ,
b. addition and subtraction, f' ......,..

c. graphing. .(R/F, A, C/C),. 0
22. interpret slope in a'jinear equation as a rate of Change. (R/F, A) '. ' .

23. transform a given linear equation intq the slope-intercept form, determine slope and the y-
intercept and use them kr.plot the graph of the equation. (R/F, A, C/C)

24. write an,equation on a line when given .

a. its slope and y-intercept, .

b. its slope and any point on the line, .,

c. its x- and y-intercetIts,, IP 1, /
cl. any two points on the lide. (R/F, A, M4E) . .,

25. identify the type, degree and coefficients of a given polynomial and be able to add, subtract,
multiply and divide given polynomials. (A, C/C) . .

6. factor polynomials,which include one or more.of the following types
a. tIlbse having a common monomial factor,
b. difference of two squares,
c. sum or 'difference of two cubes;
d. perfect square trinbmials,
e. general trinomials.1A, C'/C) . ....-

27.(sblve simple quadratic equationAs by factoring. (A, C/C) .
28. unite an equivalent form for a given algebiaic dxPression which inclucies radicals, exponents le%s. or algebraic fractions. (A) .
29. drive a valid.conclUsion from,a set of logically related sentences (whenever possible) and ....

test the validity of a proposed conclusion to such a set of sentences. (MR/L) - ..
30. state the converse and biconditional related to a giyen conditional statement and use the terms \

. "necessary, sufficient and equivalent" in desc4inithe relationships between the conditions
involved in these statements. (MR/L), ''''''''''

yc4,/ -31. state the contrapositive of a given conditional statement. (MR/L) ..
32. form conjunctions, disjunction and negatiods of given sentences. (MR/L).
33. determine if a given distribution approximates if normal distribution. (P/S) .

34. illustrate that two sets of data may have the same range, the same spread and the same
mean, but not necessarily all three;(MR/L, P/S) a,

35. apply basic counting ideas such as fundamental counting principles, permutations and com bi-
nations, to given problem situations. (A, P/S, C/C) . -

36. find for events A and B, the P(A and B) and P(A or B) for independent events A and B.
(S/N/N, P/S)

37. illustrate events A and B which are dependent. (S/N/N, P/S)
38.4 Bandevents and B Which are mutually exclusive. (S/N/N, P/S)
39. summarize data by '

a. constructing a frequency distribution;
b. constructing a graphical representation; .

c. calculating measures of central tendency mean, median, mode;

T-17 1 22
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d. calculating measures of dispersiOn range, variance, standard deviation. (R/F, P /S, C /C)
40. interpret qnd compUte percentile scores in a set of data. (P/S, C/C)
41. illustrate correlation in.paired data, e.g., Scatter Diagrams. (R/F, P/S)
42. use observetions and data to formulate relative frequencies and compare them to given,

probabilities that apply to the data and/or use to estimate probabilities. (R/5; P/S)
43. find the mathematical expectation given probabilities and the payoffs for given events. (P15)
44. follow a flow chart or algorithm and determine the outcome. (MR/L,.C/C)
45. illustrate differences among levels of'computers from hand -held calculators to large scale.

computer; (MR/L, C/C)
4

46. use chained operations with a hand-held calculator, correctly applying the hierarchy of
arithmetic operations. (MR/L, C/C)
47. use a calCulator efficiently in applications to other disciplines. (ALL)
48. estitilate.area and capacity measurements with a reasonable degree of accuracy. (M/E)
49. perform geometric constructions using straightedge and compass. (G, M/E)
50. estimate angle measurements with a reasonable degree of accuracy. (G, M/E).
51. estimate the average of a set of five or fewer numbers. (P/S, M/E)
52, estimate time needed for completion of a task and for travel over a specified course. (M/E)
p. estimate answers to multiplication and division problems using scientific notation. (S/N/N,

M/E)
54, estima>square roots. (M/E)
55. determine largest unit of error for a given measurement instrument. (M/, C/C)
56. determine number of significant digits in a measurement. (M/E)
57. estimate equations of straight lines given a graph Of a line(s). (A, M/E)

It\
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COLLECTION E'

The learner will

1. identify characteristics of subsets of comploi numbers, e.g., real, irrational, rational, integers,
counting, in relation to such properties as closure, order, density and completeness,
(S/N/N, R/F, Q7P/N) ,

2. construct and analyze proofs in set theory. ($/N/N, MR/L)
'3. write and read numerals in different bSses including bases two, eight and ten, as well as

nonintegers. (S/N/N, 0/P/N, C/C)
4. exhibit a knowledge of the definition,. notation and pictorial representations of set theoretic

concepts including elements, subsets, universal set and null set and exhibit a knowledge of set
operations such as union, intersection and Cartesian products. (S/N/N, R/F).

5. state the characteristics of a partition and illustrate by example the variety of applications of
this concept, e.g., partitioning regions, classification schemes (counting problems, equivalence
classes). (S/N/N, R/F)

6. determine the following, given a rule for an operation and a set on which the operation is
defined
a. an operational table,
b. identity and inverse elements,
c. the existence of closure,
d. the existence of properties, such as commutative, associative and distributive. (0/P/N,
R/9
apply definitions to

a. check for algebraic constructs such as---group, field, and finite geometria given an oper-
ational table (such as a modular system), sets of numbers or sets of points,

b. construct a group, field, finite geometry or other system. (0/P/N)
8, apply definitions from number theory such as abundant, perfect or triangular to numbers in

.bases and in other operational systems such as modular systems. (0/P/N)
9. compute limits of sequences. (0/P/N, C/C)

10. write a given finite series in a sigma notation, and write the finite series given a sigma
notation: (0/P/N, A) .

11. determine convergence or divergence for infinite sediscusirig common tests and compute
infinite sums where appropriate. (0/P/N, C/C, A)

12. use mathemglcal induiffon in proving theorems. (0/P/N, MR/L)
13. use definitions or divisibility, and apply the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic in proving

theorems. (0/P/N, MR/L)
14. identify and/or define

a. relation,
GoirkiNikb. domain,

c. range,
d. function,
e. equivalence relation's,
f. composition of function,
g. inverse function. (S/N/N, R/F)

15. identify and/or define the following functions
a identity,
b. constant,

. c. absolute value,
d''Ureatest integer, -
e. piece -wipe defined, e.g., f(x) g(x) if x < a

u(x}, a sxS b,
v(x), if x < b.. (0/P/N, R/F).

1-19
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16. describe a mapping such that
a. the mapping is a function witifout an inverse,
b. the mapping is a function with an inverse. (R/F)

. 17. determine the.following for a mapping or mappings.
a. the image of a given domain,value,
b. the Pie-imag of a given range value,
c. the inverse of the mapping,
d. the composites of the mappings. (R/F)

18. solve and graph
a. linear and quadratic equaticins,.
b. linear, and quadratic inequalities,
c: absolute values (equalities and inequalities),
di. systems of equations and inequalities. (R/F, A) .

14. apply the concepts of relations and functions to the following
a. linear programming,
b. inverse and direct variation,..
c. vertical line test for f and horizontal line test for f' . (R/F, A)

20. discuss given functions-in terms of
a. symmetry,
b. continuity,
c. asymptotes, \

' d. slope,
e. rates.of change,
f. intercepts,
g. maximum,
h. minimum,
i..boundedness,

ultimate direction,
k. exclusions from the domain,
I. intervals in which zeroes occur. (R/F)

21. 'describe geometric transforinations in terms of functions. (R/F, G)
22. identify some relations in a Cartesian product A x A as partitions of A. (A)
23. transform into standana form' and sketch the graphs of equations of conics. (A)
24: derive an equatiop given its roots or derive a function giVen points of its graph. (A)
25. find the points of intersection of conics with straightlines and conics with conics such as

a. straighklines and parabolas,
b. straight lines and circles,
c. two parabolas,
d. two circles,
e. parabolas anecircles. (A, G)

26. state and use 'the following theorems,
a. Rational Zeroes.Theorem;
b. Factor Theorem
c.`Remainder Theorem,
d.' fundamental Theorem of Algebra. (0/P/N, A) -

27. demonstrate the relationship betvleen eXponential. (haw 10 and e) and logarithmic functions
through

lAranslating their equations,
c. graphing. (0/P/N, AY .

9

28. use laws of 16garithms to solve'equetions. (A) ,

29: define trigonometric functions in terms of the unit circle and right triangle, and gialth these
functions.,(R/F, A) / .
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,30. rip* trigonometric definitions, identitiesInd laws to. problem solving situations. (A, C)
31. apply the Binomial Theorem to appr6priate situations. (A)
32. perform basic operations with vectors and apply these to problem situations, e.g., geometry

and physics problems. (A, G)
33. use the algebra of matrjcAs and recognize the convenience this notation provides in modeling

and solving problems, e.g., solving systems of equations. (R/F, A)
34. perform basic computations involving complex numbers, solve eqUations having complex roots

and graph complex numbers. (A, C/C) ,

35. solve and graph equations written in polar form. (R/F, A)
36. determine probabilities of events with emphasis on the following notions

a. sample space,
b. random variable,
c: mathematical expectations,
d. dependent and independent events,
e. conditional probability and Bayes' Theorem,'(S/N/N, P/S)

37. identify probability distributions including binomial and normal and recognize the distribution as
a function whose domairkis a set of events, x, and whose range is ji set of probabilities, P(x).
(S /N /N; R/F, P/S)

38. draw inferences about population parameters from sample statistics using hypothesis testing
or estimation procedures. (P/S, MR/L)

39. use techniques to construct a representative or random sample from a given population.
(P/S, MR/L)

40. calculate and interpret a measure of correlation for paired data. (R/F, P/S, C/C, M/E)
41. recognize that an axiomatic system is characterized by undefined ter%, assumptions, defini-

tions and theorems and that theorems are derived from these assumptions through the
application of logical reasoning. (ALL)

42. apply inductive and deductive reasoning to develop and to prove the6rems from the following
approaches
a. synthetic geometry,
b. coordinate geometry,
c.lransformational geodetry. (G, MR/L)

43. solve problems and write proofs using definitions, axioms and theorems ind%ling theorems
dealing with congruency, similarity, Pythagorean relationships, geometric inequalities, parallel-
isin, perpendicularity, angles and arcs. (MPYL, A, G)

44. describe lod and perform standard geometric constructions including congruent figures,
parallel lines, perpendicUlar lines, bisectors and circumscribed and inscribed polygons. (R/F,
G)

45.. determine if a network can be traversed. (G)
46. determine the order of a given network..(G)'.
47. determine if a Hamiltonian path exists for a given network. (G, MR/L)
48, read a flow chart utilizi g iteration techniques and determine the outcome of the charted pro-

cedure. (MR/L, C/
49. prepare a flow chart using

a. iteration techniques,
b. branching from conditional statements. (MR/L, C/C)

50. apply programMing to support another branch of-mathematics or natural science. (MR/L,
C/C)

'51. simulate a common algorithm, e.g., long division or fraction reduction with a work descrip-
tion, flow chIrt and program. (MR/L, A, C/C)

52. construct indirect proof. (MR/L, A, G)
53. determine equivalence between sentences involving conjunctions, disjunction, negations and

conditionals (do'not restrict such discussion to truth tables). (MR/L)
(54. classify statements as being claims of existence, uniqueness or universality and .determine'the

'preceding objective above. (MR/L) ,

12f;
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- 55. determine the truth tablet for sentences involving the connectives of conjunctions, disjunc-
tions, negations, conditional, bicondjtionai and combinations thereof. (MR/L) l

56. use Venn diagrams to illustrate the 'relationships represented by the truth tables of the pre-
ceding obictive aboye. (S /N /N,'MR /L)

:57. represent sentences in symbolic form and use this tools of truth tables and.symbolic logic in
assessing equivalente andwalidity..(MR/L)

58. determine function errors (dy) coiresPonding to deviations in domain value.(dx).,(R/FoM/E) f
59. use inequalities and absolute values tb describe lengths, areas and volumes. (R/F, M/E)
60. apply the disfance function to describe planar areas such as c4ular discs and volumes such as

spheres. (R/F, M/E) . A.

.
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Sample Course
Descriptions

...,
A selection of-sample course descriptions is included in this section for committees or individual

teachers to use while developing courses of study for their secondary school or school system
mathematics programiThis set of sample course descriptions is not a complete set of courses to be ,
offered in A school. Some course samples may not be appropriate for a given School. Courses for
a school or school system must be identified and planned on the basis of the needs of the given
student population. -

,. The course, samples vary in length quarter, semester and year. The length indicated 'for a
given Course is not intended to be a recommendation..A course or a sei of courses can be
redesigned at the local level to accommodate' the quarter, ester or yearly organization of the .
school system. .

i

_. . . !Types of activities are suggested for each course. Tlie activities should be specified at the local
school or system level. The activities selected will depend upon the interests, abilities and needs Of
the students and the resources of the school. A few sample activities are included within each
course.description. Nonroutine problems-are provided to serve as a -starter for a growing collection
of problem-solving activities to permeate the entire mathematics,curriculum. The reference list con-
tains numerous sources foisbuilding a collection of problems in the various topics of study.

.
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Sample..Course Plan
Course title General Mathematics (year)

(This course may be organized by designing minicourses and arranging them according to need of
students.)

course description

This course includes estimation and measurement skills;, computation skills with detimals, percent
and common Tractions; informal geometry; using formulas; collecting Iata, co structing tables to
display data and eeading and interpreting tables and charts; applications of the above skills in
problem situations. "
Course objectives*

The student will

1. make reasonable esjinittekollength, area and volume.

2. make reasonable estimates of sums and products of two whole' numbers up to three digits in
length.

3. identify shapes that are alike if stretching, shrinking or bending is allowed.
,

4. make accurate measurements by using measurement deyices.

5. -cornpute effic-1 both with and without a calculator using whole numbers, fractions,
deci d negative numbers. .: , .

6. select rithmetic operations appropriate to a given situation.

7. iden is geometric shapes, including parts such as angle, vertex, diagonal.
, -...

8. su to correctly and compute the results of simple formulas, such as area formulas in
geometry.

9. solve ratio and proportion equations.. -
10. apply "ratio and proportion" techniques in practical settings. ,

11. apply rudiinentaryConcepts of coordinates in practical settings,' such as map readings.

12. decide which of two fractions is the smaller. ' . /
13. read and make scale drawings. . .,

4.14. find factors and multiples of given .numberi. .

15. use the associative and commutative properties of addition and multiplication without ,
-. necessarily identifying the terminology.

16. order a set of deci als. .

. 17; order a set of rieg ve numbiri, ..
. . ...

R.

18. Oseplace value to write and name numbers,' including decimal tractions.

19,,' use the
,--1

value of, pi in comfnon area formulas.

20. estimate measurer-Ong such as temperatures in various conditiorfs using both Celsius and
Fahrenheit scales. ,

21. collectand organize data.

22. read and' interpret tables and charts.

12:9,



Course content

Basic computation - with and without a calculator

Measurement and estimation of lengths

Estimation and calculation of areas

Measurement and estimation of time and temperatures

Measurement, estimation and calculation of volumes

Informal geometry

Ratio and proportion

Scale drawings

Map reading

Fractions, decimals and percents

Applications of basic arithmetic to, problem situations

Common formulas techniques of substitutions

Instructional activities
(The followingactivities and many others may be developed at the local level.)

Practicing computation, checking answers with calculators

Using unconventional Measurement devices such as micrometer, vernier caliper, decibel meter,
volt, Teter, stop watch as well as the yardStick, meterstick and tapes (See Sample Activity
Usinpifn Ohmmeter General Mathematics)

Investigation of scale models or cars, boats or airplanes (In airplane models, are horsepower
requirements reduced in the same scale as length measurements?)

Using musical timing to illustrate fractional equivalents

Using road maps, topographical maps, aeronautical Charts, weather maps, waterway charts-

Usilw protractors and graph paper to measure angles and areas in informal §eometry

Making applicationi in other fields or in the real world hi which students work in team (See
Sample Activity Physical Science Application General Mathematics. ) Written or oral reports
may be made in some content areas.

4,10 Measurement systems rhdtric and customary 4

Type.rof measuring instrument's .*
Specialized instruments music, medicine, electronics, aviation, boating, automotives

Going on field trips or having visiting speakers

a

Evaluation'

Teacher-made q.standardized tests may be used well in the followingcontent areas.
Estimation skills
Calculation skills
Use of scales in drawings and maps
Reading and interpreting charts and tables
Application of arithmetic in evteryday'problem situations '
Identification' of geometric shapes and related problems

. Interpretation of-displays on measuring instruments
Evaluation of written or oral reports
Evaluation of group brojects

-251
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General Mathematics;
Sample Activity 1

Activity title Using an Ohrnrn. eter

Activity objective

The student will make accurate measurements by using appropriate measutement devices.
14°4

Time

Two to three days will be required for these activities, and preparation of and procurement of
materials will require three to five days,depending on the availability of materials:

Materials

3 x 5 cards (1 per packet)

Ohmmeter (1 per packet)

Registers (at least 4 per packet, with resistance varying from 100 to 500,000 ohms)

Register decoding charts (1 per student)

instruction for oh'inmeter (1 per student)

Worksheets with questions and spaCes for recording answers

Method

bute the materials iri1ticli4ual paCkets or packets for groups as budgek dictate.

Students should make measurements in the sequence specified by the.worksheet suppliedipyr
the teacher. (Packets should includes instructions for operating the ohmmeter and for decipher-

.irig the code on the register)

Students should verify their ritasureinents by interpreting the codes on.the transistors.

All instructions should-be verlkdetailed according to the needs of the students some may be
unfamiliar with the equipment.

, .
on

..2
.

Questions on registe codes-or percentages of error tolerance may Y be included on tests.

T26-
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Activity Title Physical Science Application

Activity objective '

The student will

\:.

General Mathematics
Sample Activity 2

c,
1., make accurate measurements by using appropriate measurement devices.

2. compute efficiently both with and without a calculator using whble -numbers, fl'aCtibns,
decimals, percents and negative numbers. ;1,

3. apply-ratio and proportion techniques in practical settings.

Time

Three to four days will be required for these activities and related study. Preparation and procure-,
inent of materials will require two to three days (and the generosity of some teachers in, he
science department regarding the.* of-their equipment).

....1 I
Materials ,;.

Enough arm balances or pan balances`to,allow students to take turn s Weighing

1 box of table salt

1 50-m1 beaker for each group of students

1 graduated cylinder (50m1) for each group of students

to water

\Acrogheets

°Periodic atomic ch jrf (optional)

,

4

Method
,

Prdpare a worksheet and an answer* sheet for each student. Your may wish to ask a science
43 teacher to assist you. The worksheet'questions should include the following.

m, . : 1. .Pour out about a tablespoon full of salt and weigh it op the balance pan. Record theresults on...

the attached worksheet.

' The atomic ttgiiht of Sodium (Na) is 23, and the atomic weight of-Chlorine (CI) is 35. Salt is
sodium chloride NaCl. A.mOlecull of NaC1 has weight 58 (23 + 35). What percent of this
weight is sodium? .

What percent of.NaC1 is chlorine?

hryour amount.of salt, how much is sodium andhow much chlorine?

If you double your amount, then how much would, be sodium? -,.

In 100 grams of NaC1, how much is sodium?

Measure 30 ml of water in the graduated cylinder.

Weigh the 30 ml of water in the beaker on the balance scale. How mach does the water weigh?

132
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I
Using the same technique, weigh15 ml of Water in the lieaketr on the balance scale.

COmpute the weight of 478 ml of water.

Evaluation

/

Questions concerning percentage composition, ratio and proportion and metric weights and
volumes of water may be included on subsequent tests. At thetime of the activity, peer evaluation
is appropriate. Also, a science teacher might be invited to submit test items. Performance evalua-
tion of students' use of armbalarice is appropriate.f

o

O
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General Mathematics
Problems for Students

t
A Temi,it Tournament

There are N.players in an elimination-typ singles tennis tournament. How many matches must
be played (or defaulted) to determine the winner?

Solution

-Each match has one loser, each loser loses only once, so there are4 - 1 loseis, hence N - 1
matchei.

ThHandshalters

Every person on earth has shaken a certain number of hands. Prove that the number of persons
who have shaken an odd number of hands is even. .

SOludon

Before any handshakes have occurred, the-number of persons Who have shaken hands an odd
number of times is zero. The first handshake will produce two "odd persons". From then on hand'
shakes will-occur between either two even persons, two odd persons, or one odd and one even
person. Each even-even shake inthases the number of odd persons by two. Each odd-odd shak't
decreases the-number of odd persons by two. Each odd-even shake changes an odd person to
even and an even person. to odd, leaving the number of odd persons unchanged. Therefore,
there is no way that the even number of odd persons can shift its Parity; it must always be an
even number.

k.
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Sample Course Plan

Course title. Personal Finance (year)
(This symbbl denotes objectives tobe included for a required quarter course.)

Course description

This course includes the basic concepts and skills necessary for being a wise consumer; personal
financial planning; aspects of earning and spending money, consumer rights and responsibilities;
:discussion of credit, insurance, cQntracts and taxes.

Course objectives The student will

1. clarify 'values indicating awareness of how evolving values, goals and,resources influence
financial decision making.

'2. balance a checking account, given a sample bank statement and returned checks or check
stubs, with and without the aid of a calculator.

3. calculate hourly, dailu, weekly, monthly and annual wages given the rate of pay for any
one of these and interpret standard payroll deduction terms.

4. demonstrate a systeni of Stsnaging personaliecords of each andsredit transactions.

5. interpret rights and responsibilities outlined in credit contracts, warranties and guarantees,
sales contracts, rental aeements and lease. 1

6, identify appropriate resources and consumer procedures in the event of personal financial
difficulty.

7. explain the importance of preparingtiwill.

t
8. discuss legal aspects involved in writing a will anti list the items usually included in a will.

9. estimate costs related to wills and estates.

10. identify financial services available to consumers from four types of financial institutions.

11. compute interest, simple and compound, for a savingi account with and without the aid of
a calculator'

12. identify and compare various bank services, such as travelers and cashierg checks, overdraft
coverage.

13. describe methods of opening a checking and savings account, making deposits and
withdrawals from the account.

'14. prepare a realistic budget for\a\,given income, both annually and monthly.

15. complete an application form for'a major credit card and explain the advantagmand disad-
vantages of credit card purchasing. p

Ns. 16. solve problems related to installment plans, credit cards and loans by computing interest,
. finance charges, down.payinents, installment payments and total

17. explain how individual credit ratings are determined and identify legal rights of consumer
for rating information, .

18. compare sources, types, service and costs of consumer credit from four different lending in-
. stitutions.

19. discuss different types of loans and compute the interest and service charges for any given
one. -

O
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'20. identify which size of an item is more economical by comparing weights and prices of each.

"21. identify instances of deceptive advertising; packaging, tales persuasion techniquesnd
credit practices. 0 .

22." identify various means used to sell goods and services, i.e., advertising, promotions, buying
incentives.

23. identify advantages anti disa dvantages of property ownership; lease agreementand rental"
cbntracts.

24. describe or explain' a given contract such as rentil or sales agreement.

25. calculate costs of maintaining a house or apartmeht, inclikling monthly costs, such as utility
bills as well as maintenance costs such as painting and plumbing.

26. list different types of taxes and state where the funds are used.

'27. solve problems related to taxes by computing income, property and F.I.C.A. taxes.

28. complete federal and state income tax forms based on, given information.

29. define terms associated with insurance (liabilities, exemptions, premium, deducjions, net in:
come, disability).

'30. determine the benefits from various types-of insurance and describe differences among
types of insurance such as term and whole lif5Onsurance, property and hospitalization.

31. compute annual and quarterly insurance premiums and compare costs of group and in-
dividual plans.

'32. define vocabulary related to investments,-such as compound interest, Dow Jones average, .
common and preferred stocks and bonds:

'33. list types of investments other than stocks and bonds and their advntages and disadvan-
tages:

34. explain methods of purchasffig stocks, bonds and mutitaNs.

3.5.-discuss the stock broker, his job and fees.

36. compute interest gamed for given stocks or bonds and calculate the brokerage fees.

'37. identify sources of retirement income and prepare a sample program for retirement income.

38. discuss tax shelters, pension funds, social security and real estate investments.
,

'39. identify some agencies dealing with specific' consumer problems and cite possible con-
sumer's legal recourse for a given situation.

40. interpret consumer rights and responsibilities involving transactions between indrviduals and
financial institutions.

400'

Course content

° Personal considerations
Values, goals, lifestyles
Career plans

, Earning money
° Employment possibilities and ptobabillties

Op lying for a job

T-31
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.," EitIdgeting incotne
I

Allocating available income. (long range and short range) ,..,..

Estimating monthly expenses ) I
Dedding on saving and investments
Adjusting a budget for emergehcy situations- .f)

Consumer information and counseling services and agencies, including independent and

O

government federal, state and local

...Consumer rights and responsibilities

Personal banking
Checking accounts
Savings accounts (computation of interest)
Loans (agencies, payments, computing charges)
Credit cards (pros and cons of credit purchasing)

Purchasing goods
' Credit'rating

Credit,cards
Cash versus credit
Costs of credit
Charge accounts
Installment buying

Comparison shopping
Unetnices
Quality anegrades
Guarantees and warranties

Understanding chnfraFts
Rental agreements
Sales agreements
Insurance policies
Wills, including writing wills

Renting an an apartment or house

$eePritY deposits
Signing a lease 4..t

Landlord rights and responsibilities
Tenant righti and responsibilities
Cancellation and eviction

PurchaSing a house
Alternatives, the pros.and tons of owning condominiums and mobile homes
Buying to rent or: lease
Obtaining a rnortgige*,

AINDown peyments, monthly payments, taxes, insurance, closing costs
Maintenance,

at

Taxes
Comptigdokof variOuttypes 'of taxes
Filinrearious types of forms

' Serificetiprovided by tax monies

Insurance . -.

Perional,, nag.; life, hoSpItalizatiOn \
Property, e.g,, homeowners, renters, auto
"Job-related, e.g., disability, unemployment, workmen's compensation

.
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Investments
Stocks (common and preferred), bonds and mutual funds
Real estate
Savings such as accounts and certificate

Retirement
, Retirement income and housing

Medical considerations

Instructional activities

(The following activities and many others may be developed'at the local level.)
. Researching various agencies and services available to consumer

Reconciling sample bank statements for a specific time period in which there are checks
and deposits, some which remain outstanding

Computing interest earned on various types. of saving, e.g., accounts, certificates of deposit
including simple and compound interest

'N
Prepaling monthly budgets for various given incomes including monthly expenses, say-

-ings and recreation expenses

Comparing newspaper food advertisements. Using a calculator, figure the unit prices for
different brand items. Assuming quality is the same, show which products are more
economical

Inviting guest speakers from an insurance agency, tax department, bank or savings and
loan association, brokerage firm, law office or other pertinent organizations

Completing sample applications an" credit cards

4, Viewing films concerned wit nking, consumer information, insurance, taxes, contracts,
It, loans, investments or oth applicable topics 4 .

f .e.
From a newspaper ng year, rfiodel and price of a car; computing a discount, sales
commission, down payment, monthly payments for a loan and total cost

For, the car chosen, researching insurance costs and determine the lowest possible rate
assuming yourself as driver

Comparing term and whole life insurance ,and discuss other types of life and health in-
surance

Simulating a case study for a damage suit against a homeowner with details of.insurance
information given

Categorizing various taxes according to branch of government and state the purpose and"
use of these tax monies

Completing federal and state income tax forms, (See Sample Activity 1 Filling Odt Income
Tax Forms Personal Finance ) o

Field trip to a broker'earce to watch the electronic board or ticker tape as transactions oc-
curring on the stock exchanges are reported.

Choosing a well-known corporation and simulatthe purchase of a given amount of stock
in this particular company. Record daily the closing market price over a six week period
and determine amount earned or lost. (See Sample Actiiiity 2 Investment comparisons
Personal Finance) -

Planning a sample program for retirement income, including sources of income and hous-
ing arrangements

ite
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Invjting a lawyer to discuss legal aspects of writing and executing a will

Written or oral reports on major topics
Insurance types, differences, costs
Investments types, pros and cons
Consumer agencies and servicesices
Loans

7

Evaluation

'I

Teacher-made or standardized tests in several content areas
Computation skills, e.g., interest, taxes
Interpretation of insurance policies, contracts
Purpose and use of various taxes
Applicatio9 of consumer "rights and responsibilities to everyday situations
Identification of differences betwein certain types of insurances,taxes, loans, invest-
ments

Evaluation of written reports or oral presentations

Charts or graphs illustrating results of simulated stock market ventures

Evaluation of assignments. e.g., monthly budget prepared for,a given income of prepara-
tion of a sample contract, agreement or will

139
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Personal Finance
Saniple Activity 1

Activity title Filling out income tax forms
ti

Activity objective

The student will solve problems related to taxes by computing income taxes.
apt

Time

One week may be scheduled for student activities. Teacherpreplanning should begin at least a
month in advance in order to secure niateriali.

.
Materials

Personal income tax forms11040)

Instruction booklets available from "Understanding Yo'ur Taxes"

, Hypothetical W-2 forms for student wage earner

Method

Have students fill out_tax forms for the following situations.

Short form (no deductions other than personal exemptions)

Long form (with schedules of deductions)

Single

Married, filing separately

Mari-led, filing jointly

Evaluation

On subsequent tests, forms may be filled out for a hypothetical situation.

rc
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Personal Finance 0.
Sample Activity 2

1

Acdvity tide, -- Investment Comparisons t
, .

ActivftY obkildives' vit. i
The student will i ..

define Vocabulary related to investments, such as compound interest, Dow Jones Average,
common and preferred stocks and bonds.

hst,types of investments other than stocks and bonds.

explain methods of purchasing stocks, bonds and mutual funds.

discuss the stock broker, his job and fees.

compute interesrearned from given stocks or bonds and calculate the brOkerage f es.

Time

Approximately A minutes per week may be devoted to this activity

Materials

Poster paper

Newspapers

Hand-held calculators

Method

Assign each student a hypothetical sum of $20,000 with the instructions to invest all or part in the
stock market, mutual funds, sayings account, real estate, gold, futures or other investment. Make
certain that careful records are kept weekly charting the growth (or decay) of investments, sub-
tracting appropriate overhead costs, such as brokers fees, real estate fees and interest penalties.

Evaluation `'

Careful reports shOulci be assessed by the teacher periodically and at the end of the quarter. Profit
or losi considerations need not be part of theevaluation; success at investment is not critical in
this exerdse.. . .

/ ?
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Sample Course Plan .

Course tide History of Mathematics (quarto'

Course description

Thit course is designed to provide a descriptive history of mathematical development from the
time of early civilization until the preient time. ft includes personality sketches of mathematician:
as well as history of the development of mathematical concepts. Mathematical techniques of

, several types are described, but skill in these techniques is not an objective of the tourse.

Course objectives

The student wtll

write a ref explanation of the concept of numbers.

describe contributions of earlAcvilizations to mathematical development.

I

a

Egyptian
Babylonian
Chinese
Hindu
Greek
Arabs

40

identify members of the Greek civilization who contributed to the deVelOpment of
mathematics.

cite some ,common applications of mathematics in other fields such as the following.,
art economics
music government
social science ' military
biology . ' . business Nr ^".

. physics ' t ,, 'school administration
electronics entertainment

identify mechanical aids to computation used in the past and/at the present time.
identify so prominent 19th century mathematicians.

identify som prominent 20th century mathematicians.

identify branches'of mathematics.

Course Content

The concept of numbers

Egyptians

Babylonians .

Chinese and Hindu

The Greeks Thales, Pythagoras, Plato, Euclid

Ani"
European mathematical,development

.American mathematical development
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Applicalion of mathematics

Computing machinery

Mathematics and fine arts

Brief history of geometry .

Brief history of alTbra

Brief history of higher mathematics,

Instructional Activities

(The following types of activities and many others may be developed at the local level.)

Using multitext libraries

Viewing filmstrips, other visual media

Inviting guest speakers

'Ong trivia quizzes or bees
(Se Sample Activity Trivia Quiz History of Mathematics )

Using demonstrations of topological models such as Moebius strips

Using exercises with Greek paradoxes

Having field trips to computer installations to observe the present state of the arts

Group 'Or team projects to' develop an oral or media presentation

Role playing lives of prominent mathematicians

Imaginary journalism or "news" reports which hypothetically place students back in history
to the times of early matheinatical development. (See Sample Activity /storica/ Journalism

History of Mathematics)

Posting photographs with identification of major cultural or mathematical, contributions of
famous mathematicians at appropriate places in the scbool

Traditional teacher lecture/discussions

Evaluation f

...Scheduled teacher-made tests arapprOpriate for most content areas in this course

Evaluation of studerit written reports or oral presentations

Evaluation of participation in group projectfr is also appropriate

College Bowls or tournaments offer a pleasant variety of evaluation employing either team
or individual format

1
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History of Mathematics
Sample Activity 1

Activity title -7 Trivia Quiz (similar to College pow')

Activity objective

The student will present, state or ide;Itify facts related to history of mathematics.

Time

One or two class periods may be used for the actual quiz. One- of two weeks of preplanning
' should be allowed for students designated as resource persons.

Materials

Print and nonprint materials for researth group<,

Index cards (or equivalent material) for recording uestions

Score keeping device

Methods.

Assign a research group of two to four students to construct questions about topics included
in (or alluded to) in-class discussion. The teacher should supeivise this group checking the
questions for depth, relevance, and wording and by checkingthe answers for accill'acy.. .

- Prearrange' teams of four students to partiCipate inthe quiz.

Prearran gta suitable setting and designate a time keeper/score keeper.

Prearrange for school:publicity.

Schedule rounds for efficient and orderly use of time.
lb.

E valuation
" 7 .1include several of the most provocative questioni on subsequent tests and compare those results

with results of other questions.

s

. 2

Ths.

4

'0 61

0
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History of Mathematics
Sample Activity

At -
: .'

Activity fide --; Historical Journalism
(

'

Activity objectbm 4

Theakdent will present in writing facts related to people and events from history of mathematici.

Thne

One or two weeks should be allowed for research and writing. Qne week may be used for
classroom sharing. Several weeks after the assignments have been completed may be used for
publication of the articles.

Materials

IPrint and nonprint materials for research

Typewriter

Copying machine (if available)

Method

Make assignments of "courage" of personalities and events from the past that are related to
many areas of mathematics.

Allow students to piesentrtheir reports in class.
.

Arrange for a method of selecting the best for publication.

Publish the best jOumal articles by using.the school paper or a bulletin bOard reserved for
special items. Local newspapers might allow a series of informative articles that are.well-

, written about mathematical personalities or events.

Evaluation.

Students could set up evaluation criteria for evaluation.

1

t

S
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`- History of Mathematiis
Problems for Students

Problems from Mahavira

The nature of many of the Hindu arithmetical problems may be judged from the following,
adapted from Mahiviiiica. B50). Solve this problem.

A powerful, unvanquished, excellent black snake with 80 angulas in length enters into a hole at
the rate of 71/2 angulas in 5/14 of a day, and in the course of 1/4 of a day its tail grows 11/4 of
err angula. 0 ye ornament of arithmeticians, tell me by What time this serpent enters fully into the
hole. (Answer: 8 days) . ,
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lir
, Salmi le Course Plan'

9 , 4444;,,

Course title Geoinetty through Constructions and Applications (year)

Course description -.

The course is based more on intuitive notions and real world applications than on-a formalistic and
axiomatic approach. Proof Is included but is secdhdary to other more intuitive considerations. The
content is essentially traditional in nature, but the approach to the content is based as much on in-
ductive reasoning as on deductive reasoning. Students investigate theorems through measurement
and construction activities..The course begins with an introduction to constructions and inductive
reasoning. Problems which involve real-world situations are used to introduce and motivate the
learning of theorems whenever possible. In general,. the course is designed to prorpote the
perspectiVe that geometry provides e Means of describing our world and understanding how to
solve problems that occur in our world. 1

Coarse objectives The student will

1. identify and classify basic geometry figures.

2. use compass and straightedge to do basic geoinetric constructions:

3. use inductive reasoning to reach conclusions.

4. use deductlyleasoning to reach conclusion.

5. use conwence assumptions to prove triangles congruent. .11*

6. use basic theorems about triangles, e.g., the Pythagorean Theorem and the Isosceles
Triangle Theorem, to solve problems.

7. Ilse basic theorems about parallel and perpendicular lines to solve problems.

8. state Properties of trapezoids, Parallelograms, rectangles, rhombi and squares and use .those
proptties to solve problems.

9. find the perimeter, area and volume of basic two and three dhnensiOnal geometric figures.

10. state the ratio of the sides of a 45°,-45°,-90° triangle and of a'30°,-60°,-90° Mingle and
use the ratios to solve problems.

11. use basic theorems about inscribed.angles, angles formed by tangents, secant\and chords
to solve problems.

12. use,basie theorems about chords, secants and tangents.to solve problems.

13., use reflections,and rotations to describe properties of geometric figures.

14. find the image of )1 geometric figure given a rotationva line reflection, a translation.

15. Went* figureswith line symmetry with rotational syynnetry.
.

16. use basic similarity theorems to prove triangles similar and to solve problems,

17. use.the midpoint, slope and distance formulas to solve problems.

18: apply the relationshjps of slopes of parallel and perpendicular lines to solve Problems.

147
T-42
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Course content

Points
coplanar
rioncoplitnar

Lines
parallel
intersecting
concurrent
skew

Planes 7
parallel
intersecting

Space
sphere
cone
cylinder
polyhedra

Angles .

acute
right
obtuse ,

supplementary
complementary
vertical

Triangles
equilateral
isosceles
scalene
acute
obtuse
right
30-60-90
45-45-90

.Quadrilaterals
trapezoid
kite
parallelogram
rectangle
rhombus
square

Constructions
copy, circles .
copy, segments
copy angles
copy triangles
bisect angles

perpendicular bisectors'
perpendicular from point to a line
parallel lines

O

143

Clicks
center
radius

,diameter
) arc

chord
41 tangent.

secant
opintral angle

Polygons
convex
similar
congruent

, Transformations
reflections
rotations
translations

Perimeter
triangle
quadrilaterals
regular polygotts

Area
triangle
quadrilaterals
regular. polygons
spherY4
cube

Volume
cube
tetrahedron
right prisms
cylinders
cones
sphere

Coordinates
midpoints
slopes
distance formula

148
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Types of activities

Activities using concrete materials
1. An activity can be designid to demonstrate

that the intersection of the medians of a
triangle is the centroid or balance point of the
triangle. Each student's given a sheet of

\,.cardstock or cardboard with a triangle drawn
on it. The three medians of the triangle are
constructed. Punch small hole in the card-
stock at the point of intersection (centroid) of .

the medians. Cut out the triangular region
and place the centroid of the triangle on the
point of a sharp pencil. Observe that the
triangle balances, that is, it remains parallel to
the floor.

2. This activity is designed to show that the sum
of the measures of the angles of a triangle is
180. Cut out a triangle from a sheet of
papir. Place the "corners" of the triangle to
form a straight angle with two sides as
shown. The students can observe that m <

r 4 1:1- M < 2 4- < 3 ..,./80°

3. There are many proofs for the Pythagorean
Theorem.. Many involve the concept of area.
One approach is to direct squares A and B in
such a way to form square C, thus showing
a. + b. c (See Sample Activity The
Pythagorean Theorem Geometry through
Constructions and Applications)

Activities which emphasize inductive reasoning
1. This activity involVes making a iableof values

and trying to recognize vattem betweekthe
number of sides of a polygon and number of

diagonals. The lesson could start by posing-
the problem, "iw many diagonals does a
20-sided polygon have" Students can deter-
mine the number of diagonali for polygons
with 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.and 8 stiles. °nee a pat-
tern is obierved the number of diagonals of a
20-sided polygon comae determined.

sides diagonals

3
4 2 .1

5 5
9

7
8

149 T44
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2. A similar approach using -a table of values can be used to discov the relationship bet-
ween the number of sides of a polygon and the sum of the m of the interior
angles of the polygon. (See Satin Ple Activity Measures of Angles a Polygon
Geometry through Constructions and Applications)

sides measures of angles

180°
4 360°

.5 540°
O

Activities Involving constructions
1. Students enjoy using compasses and straightedges. Th6 activity uses a compass and

straightedge to show that the perpendicular bisector of a chord contains the center of
the circle. The activity.can begin by posing the problem offinding.the center of a circle
or the centetbf the arc of a circle. The problem could serve as a motivation for the
theorem about the perpendicular bisector of a chord. Students can draw circles and

*lords and construct the,perpendiculat bisectors of the chords. They should observe
that the constructed lines contain the center.

2.. Another construction that students enjoy is finding the nter ora triangle and
circumscribing a circle about the triangle. Similarly stud n construct the angle
bisectori of a triangle and inscribe a circle in a triangi . (See Sample Activity The Cir-
cumcenter of a Triangle Geometry thro,ugh C tructions and Applications) ,,

.
Activities involving real-world applications
1. This activity involves a problem that sometimes occurs in carpentry. Suppose two con-

Verging timbers are to be cut along a line 1 that a board can be nailed flush against the
conveying boards. At what angle should the boards' be cut? This problem can b&used
to introduce the Isosceles Triangle Theorem. Two carpenter's squares ran be placed so
that BE DE. The, Isosceles Triangle Theorem says that m s EPB in s EBD and
hence m s BDC m apBA. This allows the carpenter to solve a real problem using a
basic high school geometry theorem.

o

2. This activity involves a navigation problem and uses a basic theorem about inscribed/ *angles in a circle. In shod, the problem consists of staying outside the arc of a circle.
This can be done by keeping the MA ASS < m a APB. Note that mA=remains
!onstivet so bates P is on the arc of the circle. involves the m that
says, '"the measure of an inscribed angle of a is one half thii measure, of the in-

7 1-45 150
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41.

tercepted arc," (See Sample Activity Inscribed Angles Geometry through Con-
struction and Applications)

Evaluation ,r

Evaluation can consist of paper and pbntil test.items and whatever other means a teacher
elechlo use with emphasis on applying theorems rather than proving them. Npmerjcal ex-
ercises should be used whenever appropriate as should real-world applications. ThJi 'ap-
proach is consistent with,theIntent of thet ourse; Oir., to rely on, an intuitive and inductive
approach, rather than a predominantly proof oriented approach.

Evaluation of constructions and drawings

-EValuatiotT_OlindiVidisal add group project,

4

-4

O

5.

V
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Geometry. through Constructions
and Applications
Sample Activity

Activity title The Pythagorean The Orem

Time

One or two class periods maybe scheduled for this activity.

Activity objective

The student will discover the Pythagorean Theorem.

Materials

Graph paper with figures drawn as shown below

Scissors

Method

Distribute copies of each of the figures below to students.

Instruci students to cut up the squares A and B and rearrange the pieces to form'square C.

T-47
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. . Geometry through ConstrUctions
and Applications
Sample Activity

Activity title = Measures of Angles of a Polygon

6

One or two class periods may be scheduled.

Activfty.objective -

The Student will determine that the sum of the measures of the angles of an n-gon is (n-2) x
180°.

Materials

Worksheets with polygons &awn
Protractors

Method

Hand - out-worksheets with 'polygons drawn as
shown. (The polygons shown are not regular.
One ,could consider using regular-polygons.)

Have students determine the sum ofthe
measures df angles of a triangle, quadrilateral,
pentagon and hexagon. The sum of ie,measures,
could be detemiirfed by partitioning4the polygons
into triangles or by using protractOrs.

Have students make table to orgbeizedata.

Encourage students predict sum of measures .of
angles for seven-sided polygon. Determine the
?um and-see if prediction was correct. Repeat for
eight-sided polygon.

*
Use the data to deyelop a formtda for the sum ofi theo measures. of the 49gles of an ngon.

116
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4-triangles. Hence 4 x 180
in interior angles. ,

sides of
polygon

sum of
interior angles °

3
, 4

5
6 .

7\
8 \

180°
360°
540c,
720c,
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Evaluation ;
. -

Draw right triangits aid ask students to state the relationship among the sides.

Give the measures of two sides of a right triangle and ask students to find the measure of
the third side.

Have students use'the Pythagorean Theclrem to solve real-life applications.r
Given a right triangle, provide an area intersection of the,Pythagoretn Theorem.'
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Geometry through Conitructions
and-Applications' ..

. Sample Activity

Activity title Inscribed Angles

Time

Two class periods may be scheduled for this activity.
4

Activity oblyetives

The student will

&Cover that the measure of an inscribed angle of a circle is one half the measure of its in-
tercepted.arc.

apply theorem to a real-world problem.

Materials

Worksheet for each student

Protractor for luitkclent

Method

Distribute the work sheets MA% contain the
statement of the problem, two sets of two points
and a circle with two points marked4bn'it. Discuss
and illustrate the problem below.

Problem statement: Suppose the captain Of a ship wants
to maintain a safe distance from a shoreline. How can
the two lighthouses be used to keep a safe distance from
the shore? Indicate to students that they will lean a
theorem which will hrlp solve the problem.

Using the worksheet have students find points P
subh that M < APB 60°.

Identify the geometric figures (arcof a circle --
actually two arcs of a circle) 'which the points
describe.

e

Repeat b and c, for points. C and D.

Evaluation a.

,;7A
3.

Given a polyga, determine the sum of the measures of'the angles of the polygon.

Given the sum of the measures of the angles of a polygon; determine the number of sides
of the polygo'n.

Given an n-go ilp./ith the sum of the measures of the anglei\o -I:angles, find the
measures al th remaining angle. 3k,

Use the formula to determine the measure of an angle of a regular n'-gon.

150 t-so
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Geometry through constructions
and Applications
Sathple ActivIty

Activity title The Circumcenter of a Triangle

,\ Time

One or two cla.ss periods may be scheduled for this ty.

determine that the perpendicular bisectors of the sides of a triangle are concurrent.
,

deterWne that the point; of concurrency (called the circumcenter) is th cenler of a circle
whiclft ircumscribes the triangle.

Materials ,

Worksheets with triangles of all types as drawn (or have students draw their own triangles)
411'Compass

Straightedge '>

Method

Have -students construct the perpendicular bisec-
tor of the sides of a triangle.

Draw the Circle as shown in the diagram.

Repeat fin. all types of triangles
acute, obtuse, right, isosceles, equilateral.

Evaluation

Given a triangle, have students find the circumcenter and draw the circumscribed circle.

Ask students to draw triangles in which the circumcenter is (1) inside the. triangle, (2) on
the triangle and (3) outside the triangle.

Using the circle already drawn on the worksheet,
have students select pqints on the circle. Using
protractors have students determine that m 4,APB
. thrn (AB) for each point-P selected.

Help students formulate the theorem:
The measure of an inscribed angle of a circlegs.

one half the measure of its intercepted arc.

Return to the navigation problem. Suppose the captain wants to keep outside the arc,of the
circle. This means that the m 4 ASB must be less than m 4 APB. Why? Thus, as long as
the captain maintains an 4 ASB so that m 4 ASB < M 4 APB the ship is safe.

4

T-01.
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Comment This lesson can also lead to theorems about the measures of angles formed
by secants or tangents to a circle. Also, the problem of finding the center
of the circle which contains points A, B and P such that m4CAPB = 60°
can be considered.

Numerical exercises can be developed in' which measures of the arc of a circle are given and the
measures of the inscribed angles are to be found and vice versa.

cL
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Sample Course Plan
Course title Geometry through Transformationklyear)

Coune, depalption
..

The course begins with a study of relations.and functions. Geometry is considered as a continua-
tion of the stud of algebra. The concept of tra rrnations is introduced early in the course. -,..

r' Transformations are used throughout the cou to teach characteristics of geometric figiv4i
Thsougti the study of isometrics and dilatio , students will be provided useful applications of the
fun n concept.,However, the major purpose for.introducing transformations in the study of ,-

is to-provide-a-useful tool orrilo vih_ g geometric problems.,
_s,

The student will

examples of relations according to the properties;*.equivalence, order, function,
isometry, similarity.

2. explain why transformations in the plane 'are relations.

3.;ideittify?basie geometric figures. . - 4. r

'4. classify basic geometric figures.

0 , Nom

',Course

1.

I.

p

4,

'5. use geometric relations to compare basic geometric figures.

b.. use' compass and straightedge to construct various geometric figures.,
7, use a mira to draw various geometric figures. ,

8. use transformations to describe properties ortarious geoipetric figuies.

9. make some deductions after performing some geometric constructions accordingtO given

fe.

directions.,

1 0: solve some geometric problems which involve numerical results..

11. find the,area, volume and perimeter of.standard geometric figures.-
12. use transforinations to show hOw the formulas for area of plane figures were derived.

apply measurement concepts to solve problems.

, 18.

19.

20.

D e
theoremsuse-transformations to prove eorems about congruence.

use the theorems about congruence to analyze geometric situations.

use the theorem about corresponding parts of congruent figures to analyze geometricsitua-
tions.

apply the prOperties of similarity4ratisformiltions to mike rata
geometric cOntest.

use the distance formula.

and proportion problems in a

apply the slope condition for perpendicularity and parallelism.

use coordinate geometry to establish some of the traditional resluts of Euclidean geometry.

21. use coordinate geometry to perform some transformations in the plane.

.1*

1 5: 8
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,Course content

Let's relate
1. arrow diagrams
2. domain /range
3. ordersd pairi
4. mappings
5. functions
6. grapht
7. transformations

a. isometries
(1) translations

.(2) _rotations
(3) reflections
(4) glide reflections

b. similarities
.8.topology

Tradition
1. points
2. lines .

.
a. parallel
-b. perpendicular
c. skew
d. segments ; \.
e. intersecting
f. rays

3. angles
a. acute
'b. right
c. obtuse
d. straight
e. supplimentary
f. complementary

4.triangles .

a. eqdllateral
b. isosceles
c. scalene
d. right
e. 30-60=90
f. '45-45-90

.0

5. quadrilaterals
a. rectangles
b. squares
c. parallelograms
d. trapezoids
e. rhcimbii
f. Wes,. ..

6. circles
a. circumference
b. radii
c. diameter
d. tangents
e. chords ;15,9

- T-54
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f. inscribed angles
g. central angles
h. congruence
i. siinflarity
plij. area and rimeter

Triangles and th mss ;
\ 1. miraconstructions

2. compass and straightedge construction
3. symmetry I

4. transversatof parallel lines
3- 5. dimensiong of plane figures

0

a .

4,5

\'1. area
2. volume C.
3. perimetar . 4

44 formula0 via trabsformations . .

Congruence
.

1. congruencithrough isometries
2. corresponding partg of congruent figures

...
.

3. triangle congruence principles ,,r-,/,

Similarities .. .!
O.

1. similarity transformations N . ii a

2. ratio and proportion ,
- b,i

Coordinate systems Ci.

1. 'distance formula I
-.,2. slope

. Anidpoints of segments .
' . perpindiculir and parallel lines

,D 5. proofs using coordinates

Instructional activities

(The following, and many, other types of activities, may he developed it the local level.)

Studying, working through and discussing basic content of geometry, e.g., isosceles Triapple.
Theorem

Studying relationships among isometries, the product of two reflections of parallel lines
is atranslation

Relating geometry to the real world, e.g., identifying objects with symmetry, consider real
world problems applications. (See Sample. Activity Reflections Geometry through

°Transformations) .

Constructing and drawing gelymetric figures which require the use of various geometric tools
and methods, e.g:, paper folding, compass, straightedge and mira, thus prOviding students
opportunities for original investigations. (Problems should be posed for stuctiiits to make
deductions after having performed geometric constructions according to.specified directions.)

Evaluation

Teacher-made test items or similar means of evaluating student performance

Evaluation of problems solved which are real-world applications
1. 6 0

ita
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/ .

Evaluation of constructio'ns and/drawings and deductions based on findings' from performing
constructions

Evaluation of Mdividu#orlgroup projects
ilk

a
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Activity title ReflectiOns

Time

One or two class periods

Activity objective

The student will discover that the composition of two,reflections about parallel lines is equal to a
translation of twice the distance between the lines.,

r
4

)
Gkimetry through Transformations

Sample Activity°

Materials

,Worksheet with parallel lines, mica or tracing paper (the parallel lines should be at various
distances apart and with different orientations).

Method /
Reflect P about A then B. Have students com-
pare PP with the distance between A and B. -

Repeat using lines C and D. Reflect P about C
first then D.

Ripeat for lines E and F..

Repeat for lines G and 11 (as an alternative;
students could reflect a seijmept or a triangle
rathej than a point).

Help stLdents discover the desired theorem.

Evaluation

5

Students should be given two parallel lines and asked to discribe an equivalent transforma-
tion to the composition of the two reflections.

Students could be given a translation and be asked to represent the translation as the com-
position of two reflections.

Students can be asked to find image points, given points and two parallel lines of reflection.,
Note that a similar activity could be devised for the composition of two reflections about inter-.secting lines.

a
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Geometrij
Problem for Students

The Minimum Bisector

What is the curve of minimum length which bisects the-area/of an equilateral triangle?

Solution

Reflect the triangle and the bisecting curve repeatedly, keeping one vek e fixed, and thus produce
a regular hexagon. The clOsed cut* alp the area of a hexagon in half, so has a fixed area inside.
Consequently, if its perimeter is a mininibm the curve is circle,with center at the fixed vertex.

*
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CoUrse title Basic Principles of Geometry (quarter)

4

Sample Course Plan

Course description

This course will present the basic ideas of geometry including-the nature of angles, triangles,.
congruence, geometric inequalitieS, perpendiculars and parallels. The course will be taught using
postulates and theorems in an effort to teach the nature of direct and indirect proof.

Course objectives The student will

1. determine from a list which terms will be undefined in geometry.

2. describe points, lines, planes and spaces in set terminology. .

3. recognize and define direct and indirect proof.

4. define collinear,,and coplanar.

5. define and, illustrate convex sets.

6. define, illustrate and measure angles..

4. -define and identify complemeqtary, supplementary, right,Congruent and vertical angles.

8. worsimple problems with angles..

9. define and illustrate an angle's bisector.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

define and illustrate the various types of triangles.

state the three basic congruence postulates.

prove problem using the three basic congruence postulates.

define, illustrate.and work problems concerning medians and altitudes.

define, illustrate and work problems concerning exterior angles of a triangle.

state theorems concerning inequalities within a triangle and en two triangles.

16. identify and describe perpendicplais within planes and perpe kulars, found by planes and
lines. .

17. define and describe Parallel lines and planes.

18. prove theorems concerning the five main types of quadrilaterals.

Course content

De fined versus undefined terms

Nature of proof

-Angles

Triangles

nequalities qs

es r

Parallel lines

or

T9
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Instructional activities

(The following activities and many others may be developed at the locaf level.)

flay geometry vocabulary games.

Activities on Tessellations and Dissections. (Sed*Simple Activity Geometry Tessellation)

Illustrate cimgruencesinequalities, perpendiculars aild parallels with construction paper and
paper, dip models.

Let studentsypresent proofs to dais.

Evaluation

Teaclier-made test

Class presentation evaluation

Individual or group projectevaluation

O
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Actigti title Tesselations

. Activity objeCtive

e*

Oeometry
Sample Activity

U.

The student will demonstrate the relationship between the thangle and rhombus, trapezoid,.
parallelogram or hexagon:

4
Time One class period

tio
, Materials

, Cutouts of 'triangles LMN and XYZ

N

Patterns for the figures below.

I'4 1 .
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Method

Introduce "tessellation" as a Latin word which means tocover with tiles.

Using ALM11,.determine if the rhombus can be covered. If go, sketch the solulion.
. .

HoW do you make the trapezoid? Sketch your solution.
A

a

How do you,Make the parallelogram and hexagon? Sketch your solutiong.

Can you make .a large equilateral triangle using exactly four of the small tiles? Sketch your
results.

Talce a oser look at the hexagon. Can'you find another shape within this region? Sketch it
qn pa r:

sing tiles shaped like AX/Z, can'you make a square using exactly four tiles?Can you
make a larger square using exactly eight triangles? Sketch your results.

Can you make a larger right triangle using exactly four tiles of LXYZ?

Evaluation

-f*

Evaluate the sketches on the basis of correctness.

Creating tesselations should be encouraged; teacher or peer evaluation of the tessellations
. :could be used.

epo. t
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Geometry ,

Problem for Students

The Elusive Angle

An isosceles triangle ABC has a vertex angle C = -20°. Points M and N are so taken on AC
and BC that angle ABM = 60°, and angle BAN = 50°. Without resorting to trigonometry, prove
that angle BIN

'SoluNtion

Since the sum ol the angles of a Mangle equals a straight angle pr 18Q9,tlien 4 cBA ..
_ 4 'CAB = 80°, iCBM = 20° and ABAN = 50° = -41311A (so BN:= AB). Draw'MR parallel s,

to AB and AR intersecting BM at D. Draw ND. By symmetry, triangles ABD and MDR are
isosceles and hence equiangular. Then BD = AB = BN, so 4BND = BDN'=- 809, and

NDR = 40°. Now 44MRC = '80°, so 4 NRD = 40°- = 4 NDR and ND = NR. Thep since
DM = MR, NM is the perpendicular bisector of DR. Therefore 4BMN = 60°/?, or 30°.

F
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Sample Course Plan

Course title Computer Science I (quarter)

Course description

This'tourse is designed to introduce the student to the history of electronic computing, elementary
vocabulary and career opportuNties in computer science.

Course objectives

The student will

1. relate the general history of electronic computing.
, \ ,.........

2.. 'be converrntp the vocabulary of computer science.

3. be aware af career opportunities in the computer industry.

4. be aware of the various sizes and capabilities of computers.

5. state the names of several computkr manufacturers from large scale computers to per-
sonal computers..

6., construct' a set of instructions for others to follow In accomplishing a task.
. ..

7. follow a setof instructions developed by others.

Course content 1

History of electronic computing

O verview of current technology

Vocabulary of computers

Careers in computer science

Algorithms .construction and interpretations

Instrucdonalactivitiei

The follov.ting-activities aild many others may be developed at the local.level.

Working selected activities in a suitable textbook

Using employment advertisements in newspapers to determine nature of careers in computer
. science

Writing algorithrhs (in ordinary sentences) for other students to folr4v " .

Interpreting algorithms that others have wriThigkee Sample Activity Human Flow Chan
Computer Science I )

'
Visiting computer installation or have a snia lLsomputer brought to the sc hool for
demonstration

Evaktadon.

Teacher-constructed tests

Pea evaluation of algorithm/

oft

1-64
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Computer Science I
Sample Activity

Activity title Human Flota Chart

Activity objective

The student will follow a floW chart developed by'others.

Time

Approximately 45 - 60 minutes, including class discussion time,- may be needed for this activity.

Materials

Masking tape
Poster board
Marking pens
Open floor space (push chairs toward.the wall in a classroom)t
Method

Place flow char symbols on t4albor, with tape connecting them to show flow directions. Include
a choice branch or two. Allow Ma. al. students to be the computer, moving along the flow chart,
computing values of variables ajpng the way. At output times they may direct a printer (other
student) to display data as directed by the flow chart. At inpiit times the computer can receive
data from the operator (rest of the class). As variable vlaues change, the computer can direct an
arithmetic control unit (student at the blackboard) to record changes.

EVatuation

Similar flow charts may be included on subsequent tests with interpretatiqn required of the
students.

r
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C.

Course title Computer Science II (quarter)

Course description

This course is designed to provide students with an overview of the present date of the art`tai
computing, programthing concepts d introduction to a programming language.

Sample Course Plan
t

Coyne objectives

The student will

1. be aware of current trends in the conputer industry.

2. construct and interpret algorithms in both mathematical and nonmathematical settings.

3. . interpret number names and symbol; used in computer, related literature. 4

4. perform arithmetic operations peculiar to computer related problems.

5. illustrate algorithms with flow charts.

6. interpret flow charts constructed by others.

7. translate a flow chart into aprogram in a higher-level computer language.

8. read and follow an instruction manual for programming a computer or operating a computer
or computer terminal.

Course content

Survey of current trends and foreseeable* advances in future technology

tJse of algorithms to obtain problem solutions

Flow chaits construction and interpretation

Special uses of relational symbols: +,

Hierarchy of operations and use of parentheses

Application, of F(x) notations, functions and arguments

Numeric and alphanumeric variables

Lcigarithms and exponents

BranOhing in computer programs

Intrciduction to a higher-level computer language, e.g., Basic, APL, Fortran, PL/1 Pascal
(See Sample Activity Comparison of Languages Computer Science II)

Instructional activities

(The following activities and many others may be developed at the I

Wiskingselected activities in a suitable textbook

Constructing flow charts that model algorithms

Stating algorithms that compute solution's to problems

Writing programs to be run on a computer

171 .
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:/ .

PTeparing a short research paper on &specialized area of computer science or data process-

Preparing a lesson on.a suitable data-processing topic (such as word processing) for presen-
tation

.. - :
,

... ay. ce

tation toa business educlion class
.

Hand-checking flow chart and programs to determine ttinictriess of logic and language
elements

Evaluation

Teacher-constructed tests

Evaluation of research papers

Peer-evaluation of algorithms and flow charts

..4

t

,
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Computer SCience I
. Sample Activity

Activity title Comparison of Languages

Activity objective

The student will interpret number names and symbols used in computer-related literature.

Time

1 week (near the end of the quarter)

Method

Prepare a program in the language most common to the studerits. Give every student a copy.
Assign individuals (or groups) a new language as the medium for writing the same program.

Materials

Resource books, periodicals and other available sources*
Evaluation

Language elenients'from several languages may be included on subsequent tests. If a computer is
1 available for the languages used, successful runs may be used as evaluations.

No.

4

173 a.

.

e.
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Sample Course Plan

Course title Computer Science III (quarter)

Course description

This course is designed to provide-students-with-exposure-to-various-coulputer languages, ad-
vanced programming expertly and experience in applying Computers to assist in problem solving.

Course objectives

The student will

1. statd the names of several computer languages and the general diffeienees among them.

2. describe the nature of storage filet and illustrate theuse of files by flow-chart or program.

.3. compute in bases 2, 8, 16 and convert among bases 2, 8, 10 and 16.

4. give a brief description of an operating system and its fundfaii.
-

5. give a brief synopsis of the current statilof the art regarding peripherals such as magnetic
disks, magnetic tapes and printers.

6. write a program to solve an assigned problem and assure that the program's logic is accurate
and well-documented.

Course content

Comparison of high-level computer language

Introduction to machine-level programmirig

Introduction to microprocessors

Binary, actual, -hexadecimal arithmetic

Computer graphics

Computer peripherals

Computer operating system program

Introduction to computer file structures

Softwe;re systems analysis

Applications programining

instructional activities

(The following activities and many others may be developed at the local level.)

Work selected activities in a suitable textbook

Arranging for a demonstration (or extended loan use) of a microcomputer ilrith graphics
capability

Arranging for a visiting speAker on printers (types, costs, how they are interfaced with com-
puters) (other peripherals such as magnetic tape drives are also appiopriate)

-Assigning a class project in which different individuals or groups must produce subroutines
pragrammedofit into a larger main program; this activity is an introduction to systems ;no-

.,
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1.

, A.

gramming (See Sample Activity A Calculator Mode for the Computer Computer Science
)

Programming a system for use at the school, such as handling yearbook monies or
automating the library's overdue book reminders

Evaluation

Teacher-constructed tests

Successful runs of programs on a computer

.0

Successful operation of a computer (when availithle) from start up to shutdown

e
p

r

V
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Computer Science III

Activity title A Calculator Mode for the Computer

Activity objective ' .1 )
The student will identify and describe subroutines. *... ,

Sample Activity

Y

e

1 week

Method

On theist day, assign each stunt (or group) a portion of a calculator made for a computer,
such is square root, yx, faciorial, ordinary arithmetic operations, ttiginomeiric functions and

.logarithms. Also assign line number ranges for each subroutine to - assur meshing of all program
parts. During:the first three days present class lectureascussions in Which tiik, main body of a
calculator mode is programmed accepting input from the terminal; processing that input to
decide .which subroutine will be useful, printing 'of the answer when it is returned frciii the
subroutine. \
During the fourth and fifth days, spend some time helping students over the rough spots in their
programming. Throughout the exercise, stress documentation techniques both within the pro-
gram itself and ottemal to the program in paragraph narratives submitted by the student.
Note Your computer may already have a calculator mode; however, this activity is a produc-.
tive exercise.

Materials

Computer, hand-held calculator

Evaluation

Systematic testing of the various subroutines will provide evaluation.

A
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O Sample Courie Plan

Course title Elem4ntary Algebra bear)

(This plan may be partitioned into segments for semester or quarterly organization of
.

tn,

courses.)

.Course description- -.,..
I . .

This course is designed to introduce the student to the arithmetic -Of polynomials, solutions of
. various forms of equations, techniques of graphing on the line and in the plane, properties of ra-

tional and irrational numbers and applications of algebra to problem situations.

4
Course objectives

The student will
/

. 1. classify the real numbers Info subsets such as natural whole, integers, rational and irratiora l.

2. correctly "remove symbols of grouping from an expression containing numbers, variables or a
, mixture of both and containing a mixture of operations.

- _3. determine the correct order of operations'-to be applied in an expression having no symbols
of grouping.

4. add, subtract, multiply and divide monomials and apply laws of exponentilwith integers.

- 5. substitute and evaluate variable expressions.

6. 4translate.problem situation into mathematical symbols and translate mathematical expresskins
into words.

7. state and illustratethe axioms of the real number system.

8. identify and apply the following properties closure, commutative, associative, distributive,
Identity and inverse.

9. add and subtract combinations of signed numbers and signed variable expressions.

10. multiply and divide combinations of signed numbers and signed variable expressions.

11. raise signed numbers to powers.

12. substitute and evaluate variable expressions involving absolute value.

13. identify and apply properties of equality or inequality.

14. solve linear equations with one variable and with more'than dne variable.

15. solve linear equations with decimal fractions or coefficients.

16. use a common denominator to change an equation with common fractions as coefficients to
an equation with integral coefficients.

a.

$ solve linear inequalities.

)
s

graph solutioni of linear inequalities. .

break down a composite whole number,(of reasonable size).

Ilk find the product of a monomial, and a polynomial.

.121. factor a composite polynomial Into 4, product of a monomial and polynomial....

22. find the product of two binomials.

1:77 .T-72



23. factor a compoilte trinomial into the product of two binomials.
. ,

24. factor by inspection certain special cases such as the difference of two squares or dif-
ference of tvicubes;

.
25. construct *,gi ph of a linear function from a table or ordered pairs.. ,
26: determipe the slope aid y-intercept 6f a.linear equation.

t
27. construct a grapkof.a linear function using slope and y- Intercept.

28: transform linear eqdations'into srope-intercept form. ' 4
,

29. determirre a point olintersectiott fol.- two linear functions by graphing.
,.. - . . .

30: deterrnirie'a point of ntersection (simultaneous solution) for two linear functions by q
equations. . +t4, : . .

i",
A '31. compute approximations to irrational numberis with and without the aid of a calculator or

computei. . , ', di ;t 44

II' a

127 diSengtliSh etween rati Ina] numbers andlckonal numbers using definitions based on frac-
tions

..
?nd decimal valued ;

-*a,
:-'.--.,,

33. perform arithmetic
,
Operations on radical fdims wi like and unlike indexes.

34. change a fraction with &radical form in the denomi tor. . 1,1 o

35.

?

solve equations of the form K xa for fixed k and integer n.

36. apply rules of exponent manipulation using numbersrith.whole numbers exponents.

'37. apply rules of exponent manipulation using numbeis tvith negativeolponents.

38. apply content to real world problenisethioughPut the tourse.1,
O

-"' Course content
o

.;

4

Symbols of grouping

Order of operations

The arithmetic of polynomials ,

,Evatuation of variable expressions by substitutions
,..

N.
Translation of variable expressltpAy substitutions
1. N tirt's - variables ,

z., . 2. cubs - operatittins and relational symbols
x 3. entences - equations

$.., formal properties of the real number system
t: c

Signed number operations with variable expressions
.

The absolute value function. ..
...

Solving linear equations' a

Solving linear inequalities and graphlitg solutions
11 -. .

Factorization of composite Whole numbers
.t

Multiplic ation of polynomials usind..the distributive property
1. Product of a monomial and a polynomial ' .

2. Product of two binomials

.
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FactorizatIOn of polynomials .
.1. Common monomial factors in all to
2. Prodycts of binomials
3. Special cases

Irrational-numb(r
,

Linear equations with two variables
I.. .Graphs ,

-2. Finding intercepts :
3. Slope

z",..
4. Slope-intrcept torn;
5. Simultaneous altition of,two linear 'equations

graphing -
. computation

Linear inequalities

Numbers with square foot radicals
1. Finding equivalent forms
2. Arithmetic 'operations
3. Rationalizing denominators
4. Simple.equaticins

Radicals and polynomials

Rulei for exponents
1. Whole number exponents
2. Negative exponents

Quadratic equations

Algebraic fractions

Equations with algebraic fractions ;.

Applications in pfoblem siniations ,
,, .

Instructional activities

6

I

4-

.
.6

Q

(The,fogowing activities andmany others may be deVeloped at the 16c,allevel)

General, classroom Oresentationiand discussions '
Indhddual itssignments, .

WOrking in stnallgroups

Peer tutoring or one-to-one helriduring class sessions. -

COntraiting and other forms, of self-pkeil instruction for accelerated
. -

-Assessing prior to course and' prescribing'instiuipn

Simidation exercises WO as factoring bees,iSee Sample ACtiVity Factdring Bie Elenlen-
`tory Algebra)

Muffiteid *AP/ .

Researching topics, e.g., biographiial sketches

It

1 0,'

1.79
3 4.5

4. 4 4.
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. ..

Ev.aduatIon

"Frequent short piogress checks

it tests

= Homework checks .

`.
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Elenientary Algebra
Sample Activity

Activity title Factoring Bee

Activity objective

The student will translate an algebraic expression into a ?roduct of its factors. ,
o.

Tiine

dot*
One or two class periods maybe scheduled for this activity.

_ Materials

Chalk and chalkboard or other scorekeeping devices

, Timing device

Method

Partition the class into two teams, roughly equivalent in ability.
V55:

:Ask each stirdent to Make up a factoring problem (nd the answer).

Take turns'as
.

Player 1 on team A gives a question to player 1 on team B. If player 1-B gets it right, ,

team,B scores 1 poiRt. If player 1-B gets therroblem wrong, team A can score 4 point
,

..- if player 2-A can successfully answer the question. After thispeittern-,rplay continues.,

IIIP
. Player 1-B asks 1-A; then4layer 2-A asks 2-B.

.

Evaluation 4

StreOgths and weakness will surface in the contest itself usually. Hence the activity itself saves as
- in evaluation.

*.
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Eiemeritary Algebra
....Zroblem for Students

A Student Approach to a Rowing PrbMem

_ The problem is, "John rows up thirilter`at 6 mph and down the river at 8 mph. What would
Jdhn's rate be in still water and what is the ate of th' current of the river?" A student says, "To
solve this, I acid 6 mph and 8 mph and di by 2. TO,firyl the rate of the current, I subtract 7
from 8 or else subtract 6 from 7. They o give the same answer." Is the student correct? ,

Solution

Yes, the student is correct. Solving this problem using a standard method, one gets the follow-
ing.

#x rate of_boal in still water
r it. rate of current ,-

x r . 8
x r ri 6

2x, 14.
x it. 7

la` Thus ' 1

1,

,

. . '
4 v 4. .

t
. . ....

*
4 .6

Q. ,i4

t
4
4
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Sample teours.Plan.
. .... ,

course -title Intermediate Algebra' (year) .

(This plan maybe partitioned into segments for,semester or quarter organization of courses)

Course description .
Algebra is designed to include topics from the algebra of real numbers, the algebra of the plane,.
trigonometry, and enrichment topics that develop the student's overall mathematical maturity.

-Instructional objectives 0 . yr,:
The student,will -, .

..4.

-, - 1. manipulate exponential forms of numbers, including fractional exponents.
-..

.
2. convert an equation of the forms; = b' to a logarithm equivalent form, lq y = x and vice

vase.

3. compute products, quotients and powers using the rules of logarithms in base 10.

4. solve equations that involve exponents and logarithms.
4

5. sketch the graph of a given member of the family of curves y = b' for b > 0.

6. sketch the 'graph of a given member of y = log,x for b > 0 and x,> 0.

7., use a hand-held calculator to Compute xy, log x and lax.

8, give an explanation of, why loga = 0 for any b 0.
.

9. write equations for lines given various combinations of required information (such as slope,
points on the,line).

10: define a parabola.

11. c'give-standard form for a given .quadratic function..., . .
1 12. plot'a graph of a parabola both with axis paint"l to the y-axis" and parallel to the x-axis, with

vertex either on or off of the origin.

it find the directrix and focus for a given quadratic function.
4

. 14. plot a graph of a circle with center eithei on the origin or off. 1

15. write the equation of a circle when given sufficient information.......,.. .
16. fin the center, and radius of al circle when given the general equation x2 + ax + y2 + by

$ .. e, . I

17. sketch a hyperbola and its asymptotes. . .. . , t
18. sketch half planes when given linear inequalities.

.-/. ...

19. jetennine planar regions which are graphs of inequalities, for exa le, y < x2 4 4x' + 4.
. '

, 20. determine planar regions Which' are interiors or exteriors of circles, for xample, x2-+ y2

-
21. find regions in the plane-that-satisfy a systemof inequalities afnd equatiohs.

. - %..
22. find a fiaibIlity region for systeins of inequalities and eguatiOns that model a problerdsitna- .. .l irion. _.

. Ilk

183
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23. find zeros or roots of polynom :grapliing for lineaffunctions and,quadratic functionsoof
one variable. - .

. l
el -

e ,..
24. find roots of polynomials by factoring. . , v
25. perform division of polynomials by long division and, by synthetic division.

ce ,!.
26. solve quadratic equations by factoring, completing the square and using the quadratic for-

mula.
4

27. derive the quadratic formula.

28; graph solutions to quadratic equations.

29. apply theory of quadratic equations to problems of motion and maximization.
30. find the equation of the parabola passing through three given points when appropriate._

--7 31. find complex roots of a quadratic function whose )raph misses the x-axis.
32. decide fbr ,ggiven quadratic function whether it misses, touchesor crosses the x-axis. .

33. convert complex numbers frOm one form to angther among the forms (a,b),,a + bi.andt+
-PT2.

;

34. perform addition, subtraction, multiplication and division orr complex numbers.
35. graph I, i2, i3, 14 4

.4
36. solve systems of 2 or 3 linear equations by algebraic manipulations.
37. sole systems of 2 or 3 linear equations by use of determinants and Cramer's Rule.
38. use properties of determinant to Simplify determinant computations.

39. solve systims of linear and quadratic functions. A

40. solve systems of lines an circles. ;

41. use common trigonometric functions with both angular and.radianmeasure,,\ 42. compute domain and range values of the wrapping function.'
r

43: graph variations of sine, cosine and tangent functions with different values of frequency,
amplitude and peri,all where, appropriate.

44. describe appropriate physical situations with trigonometric functions.
; - 45. determine if an; equation involving trigonometric functions is an identity:

.046. plot inverses of trigonometric functions with appribpriate domain restrictions

8.

Course content

Rules of exponen or fractional exponents

Logarithes in base 1 't

I

Analytic geometry
1. Lines'
2. Parabolas
3. Circles,
4. Hyperbolas,

0

J. -
18'1
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F'

I.

Inequalities in the plane
1. Half-planes
2. Inequality regions
3. Interio f circles
4. Ictroduction-'fo1fnear programming

Roots of polynomials
1. Factoring
2...Synthetic division
3. Quadratic equations
4. Complex numbers

Systems of equations -4t

1. Linear systems
2. Determinants and Cramer's Rule
3. Systems of lines and parabolas
4. Systems of lines and circles

Circular functions
1. Definitions of trigonometric functions
2. Angular measure and. radian measure c'
3. The wrapping function
4. graphiiig techniques - frequency, amplitude, period
5. Trigonometric identities
6. Inverse trigonometric functions

Instructional activities

The following activities and many others may be developed at the local level.

Having general classiciom presentations and discussions

,Working(ip small groups:
Peel. tutoring or one-to-one-heti' `t

9

contracting and other forms of self-paced instruction for accelerated students

Assessing prior to course and prescribing instruction

Using multitext library

Reseazr.hinftopics, e.g.; computer applications, modeling (See Sample Activity Applications
of Pdrabpjgs Intermediate Algebra ) '

Evaluation

Frpquerit short progress checks

. Unit tests

.
'Homework checks'

1.

'

4

,
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Course title Applications of Parabolas

Activity objective

'Intermediate Algebra
Sample-Activity

.. The student will identify, site and deicribe applications of parabolas.

e,

r ."

t

Time.

One to two weeks may be allowedlor research papers and two or three days for class present&
lion.

Method

Assign research topics on applications of parabqdas, such as headlight pflectors, flash reflectors,
telescope reflectors, radar antennas, microphones, projectile motion.

,tc ,

Miterials f**

Printand nonprint materiel or research.

,Evaluation

Questions about-these reports may be included on subsequent reports.

Utt

_ -

r

s
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Intermediate Algebra
Problem for Students

' Antifreeze Problem
. . . ,

A 21-quart-capacity car radiator is filled, with an 18 percent alcohol solution. How many quarts
must be Chained and then replaced by a 90 percent alcohol solution for the resulting solution to

.
eontain 42 percent alcohol? :

ution .

One quart of the old solution differs from one quart of the new (or average) solution by 24
pertitil; while one quart of the solution tig be added differs from the new 'solution by +48 per-
cent. Hence, there must be two quarts of the old solution for each quart of the added solution. So
1/".of the originatradiator content or 7 qua is must be drained.

4

A
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Sample Course -Pi&

Course title .Algebra of Matrices (quarter)

Course description

This course is designed as a supplementary course for enrichment beyohd the usual course in the
algebra of real,numbers. Matrices provide an algebraic structure with properties different from real
number properties. The course includes operations with matrices end applications of matrices in
the algebra of real numbers.

Course objectives

The student will

1. state the definition of a matrix.

.2.

3.

4.

state the order of a

give an example of

given matrix.

matrix wit a stated order,

add two matrices which are compatible.

5. find the product of a scalar number arrd -a matrix.

6. determine if two matrices ate compatible for multiplicatidn.

7. multiply two matrices which are compatible:

8. list and illustrate the vafiou§algebraic properties of matrices.

give the additive inverse fore matrix. '41.

10. give the multiplicative inverse fora mtdrix, when appropriate.

11. determine they transpose of a given matrix.

12. find determinants for 2 x 2 and 3 x 3 "matrices.

13. find the product of a nlatrix and a column vector of variables and make application to a set
of linear equations.. .

14. apply Cramees Rule totlye systerntof linear equations in the 2 x 2 and 3 x',3 cases:

Course content
'4ir

Definition and examples of matrices

Addition of matrices

Multiplication of a matrix by a,scalar number

ft

Multiplication of two matrices

Algebraic prOperties of matrices

Additive and-Multplicative identities

Additive and multiplicative inverses

Transpose 'of a matrix :

Determinants of matrices.

Matrices and linear equations ,

z

T t 8 3 j ,

O
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a

Cramies file
Poweriof matrices -

Instructional 'activities

The following activities and many others may be developed at the local level.

. Having general class presentations and -discussions

Wofking in 'groups and as individuals. (See Sarriple Activity Matrices -and Network Thebry
```. Algebra . .

Researching mathematical topics including appll&tions

Peer tutoring .

Writing step -by -step algorithms for 1 11* calculations'

Writing computer programethat-indorporate matrices.
dr.

Evaluation
, .

Frequent progress checks throughout this course

'Unit tests throughOut the course

Evaklation of preientation of research reports

Completion of homework assignments may be monitored as,a means of checking ongoing.
progress

a
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Activity title = Matrices and Network Theory

ActivitY obiective

The student will create matrices and networks for situations pre'sented.

4.

0

Algebra of Matrices
Sample Activity

TwO or three-clasi petiods may bi, scheduled for this

Method

The teacher should give a,,bri4 introduct ion to transportation networks via.leCture/discUssion or
other suitable technique. Illustrations should includi construction'of,adjacency mahices. For a net-
work of n poiqts . . . p, construct a square n x n matrix. M defined, by M. a. 1 if point
B is adjacent to point, A and ?4,a a. 0 otherwise: Leave an unsolved problem or two for t
homework: Let students prO-sent their -solntions.cluring the next day or two and pose problems of

- their own.
.

Materials ,

k

Charts with networks and associated adjacency matrix

Example

ABCDE
A 0. 1 . 0 0 0
B 0 0. Y 0
C 4'0 0 - `0 0
D 0 0 0 0 1
E 1 0 ' 0 0

adjacen4Y-matrix

4.

6

EvaluatiOn '
tr.

On subsequent tests, students may be asked to provide adjacency matrir,erfoi given networks.
Also, sttidenti- may be asked to create both netwaks and matrices. . t

-'s)
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Coursp title Probability and Statistics (quarter)

Sample Course Kan

r
Course description

t.tz
This course is designed t6 provide an introduction to descriptive and inferential statistics/The
course includes measures of central tendency, dispersion and correlation for bivariate data,

t Elementary probability is used to explain binomial,and normal probability distributions.

'.Course Objectives

The student will

1. construct common graphical data displays dot array, scatter diagram, histogram,

2, compute mean, median, mode, range, percentiles, standard deviations and other common
descriptive statistics for -univariate data.

compute a correlation coefficient for a set of bivariate data.

4. distinguish between positive and negative correlation.

5. dittinguish between correlation and cause and effect.

6. apply a linear regression equation in a practical setting.*

7.. -compute compound probabilities for simple cases when events are independent.

8. interpret a histogram for a discrete probability distribution in which area is equated with pro-

,4.bability.

9. read and interpret a table of binomial probabilities.
.

10. talculate simple binntnial probabilities.

, 11. compute a standardized z-score for a normal distribution.

12. read and interpret a table of normal probabilities.

13. distinguish between problem situations which require binomial probability models and those
which require normal models: ",

,
14. distinguish between descriptive and inferential statistics.

-
15.' make simple inferences based on probabilities associated with binomial or normal distribu-

tions.

16.. 'distinguish between rsqimple,and a population.

Course Content

Basic terminology

Measures of central tendency

Measures of dispersions

Measures of rank

Techniques of 'sampling

Graphical displays of data

Coirelation

.4,

11,
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Linear regression

Elementary probability

Discre4 probability distributions

Binomial probability distributions

Normal probability distributions

Statistical inference\'
instructiobal activities

A

0

(The followinglactivities and many others may be developed at the local level.)

41avIng lectnie/discussioe (See Sample Activity Probability and Genetics Probability ).
Having experiments in class
1. ESP experiments
2: Product preference tests
3. Probability experiments

Working on grouvrOjects

Researching -mathematical topics including 'applications.

.44

0

I

A

Studying collections of 'media use of statistics

riting guest speakers

Evidua4iion

1

a (

Periodic teacher-made tests for mast content

Evaluating group and ifidividual projects - k

r

it

Tournaments involving teams or indivIcluals by using questions presented on overhead pro-
,

jector displays, sohat graphs may be used.

kl

rj
Nio§
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Probability
Sample Activity

Sample activity Pibbability and Genetics

Activity objective

The student will apply probability to problem situations in genetics.-
Time

'One to three days maybe scheduled for this activity.

." Method

Arrange to swap class assignments with a biology teacher so the biology teacher can instruct your
probability class in introductory. genetics. According to the level of your class, discussion may be
restricted-to the (P +'0)2 case or extended to higher levels of the binomial expansion.

Materials

Supplementary textual material

Evaluation

Problem assignments may be made at the time of instruction, or questfons about the material may '
be inc,Itgled on subsequent tests.

. 4

I .0
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Course title Introductory Analysis (year)

Course description

This course is designed to expose the advanded student to a broad range of mathematical topics
at a level which allows preparation for careers and enrollmentiltn college programs which require
mathematical maturity. Included are topics'frorn real and complek analysts, set theory, logic,
algebra, analytic geometry and trigonometry.

Course objectives

The student will

1. identify characteristics of subsets of complei x numbers in relation to such properties as
closure, order, density and completeness.

\2. construct and analyze proofs in set theory.
.

3. exhibit a knowledge of the definition, 'notation and pictorial representations of set theoretic
concepts. -

,

4. determine the following, given a rule for ,ari, operation add a set on which the operation is
defined.

Ian operational table
..

identity and inverse elements
the existence of closure

xistence of properties such as commutative, astociative, and distributive ,

. apply definitions to check for algebraic constructs such'as group, field and finite geometries
given an operational table, set of numbers or sets of points.

6. . compute limits of sequences. ,

., ,

7, write a given finite series in a sigma notation, Viand write the finite series given a sigma noti-:,tion. .
1 .

. .

I

,

8. determine convergence or divergence for infinite series using common tests and compute in-

. finite sums where appropriate.

'
.-.....

9. use mathematical induction in proving theorems..

10. use definitions or divisibility, atld apply the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic in proving
theorems.

11. identify and/or define
relation,
domain,
range,
function, ra Oft

equivalence relations,
composition of function,
inverse function.

12. identify and/or define the f011owing functions:
identity
constant
absolute value

g

Sample Course -Ian
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greatest integer' g(x),°if x < a
piece -wise defined; e.g., F(x) .. u(x), asx Sb

v(x), if x < b.

13. describe a mapping such that.
the mapping is.-a function without an inverse,
the mapping is a function with an inverse.

14. determine the following for a mapping or mappings eli

the image of a given domain value,
the preiinage of a given range value,
the inverse of the mappinger
the composites of the mappings.

15. solve and graph
linear and quadratic equaticfns,
linear and quadratic inequalities
absolute values (equalities and inequalities).

16. - apply the'concepts of relations and functions 'to the following. ,
inverse and diiect variation,
vertical lige test for f and horizontd1 line test for f' :-

17. discuss given functions in terms of
symmetry
continuity ,...
asymOtotes
slope

. rates of change
intercepts

1 1
maximum

.minimum
boundedness
ultimate direction.

,exclusions from the domain
intervals in which zeroes occur.

IL

18. ,/describe geometric transformations in terms of functions. A.
identifijsome relations in a Cartesian.product A x A as partitions of A.

20. transform into standard form and sketch the graphs of Auations of conics.

21. derive an equation given its roots or derive a functiongiiten points of its graph.

22.
N,

find the points of intersection of conics with straight lines and conics with conics such as
straight lines and parabolas, 41 eN

, straight lines and circles,
-- two parabolas,

two circles, '
parabolas and circles.

23. state and use the following theorems.
Rational Zeroes Theorem,
Factor Theorem,
Remainder Theorem, .

Fundamental Theorem of Algebra.
...

*

(

V

r

pt. demonstrate the relationship between exponential (base 10 ainde) and logarithmic functions
through -

.

defining,
translating their equations,
graphing.

25. use laws of logarithms to solve equations.

T-90
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.26. define trigonometric definitions, identities andlaws to problem solving situations.
27. apply the Binomial Theorem to appropriate situations.

28. perforn+basic opeiations with vectors and apply these to problem situations.
29. perform basic computations involving complex numbers; solve equations having complex

.rots and graph complex numbers. .

30. solve and graph ej1uations written in polar fOrm.

31. construct indirect proof:

32. determine equivalenCe between sentences involving conjunctiOns, disjunctions, negations and
conditionals.

33. determine the truth tables for sentences ini,olving the connectives of conjunctions, disjunc-
tions, negations, conditional, biconditional and combinations thereof.

34. use Venn Diagrams to illustrate the relationships represented by the truth tables of the
'preceding objective above.

35. represent sentences in symbolic form and use the tools of truth tables and symbolic logic in
assessing equivalence and validity.

Course content

Sets and symbolic logic
Sets
Union and intersection

.Subsets*
Truth tables
Methods of proof
Validity of 'argument's

; Sequences atvd series
Finite sequences and series
Iiimits

Infinite sequences end series
Writing series (sigma notatir)
Mathematical induction

Ordered fields
Field properties
Direct proof
Indirect proof
Groups ,

Rings
Ordered properties

Algebra of,vectors
..Number pairs and geometry

Algebra of number pairs
Parallel and perpendicular vectors
Application ff vectors

Analytic geometry.
Using numbers to 'describe points
Algebraic ptoperties of lines
Quadratic equations and their graphs

,
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Intersection-of graphs
Conic sections and their applications

Functions
Relations
Linear relation
Functions
The arithmetic of functions
Polynomial functions
The arithinetc of polynomials
The factor theorem
Rational roots
Descartes Rule Bourids
Irrational roots of polynomials

The field of complex numbers
Defining and representing complex numbers
Addition of complex numbers'
Multiplidation of complex numbers
Fundamental theorem of algebra
Relationships among roots and coefficients
Polynomials with real cdefficienti

Graphs.of polynomial functions
Curve sketching

\ Limits of a function
. Continuity

Tangents to a curet
_Derivatives of polynomials

/ Using derivatives in- graphing
Applications of maxima and minima

Exponential:and logarithmic function
- Exponential functions with ratipnal exponents

ExpOnential functions with real exponents
The exponential functionI,y) : y = eg
Linear interpolation
Composition of functions
Inverse of functions
Logarithmic functions
Additional theorems and application
Tangents to the graph of a log, andexpb

Circular functions
The unit circle
The sine and cosine functions
Graphinithe sine and cosine functions

8

AmplituUe and °period
The tangent and cotangent functions and their graphs
The secant and ccPlecantfunctions and their graphs
Identities

. Angles and their Measure
* The trigonometric functions.

Statements involving circular functions. Sum difference and reduction formulas ,

197 T-92
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Double and half-angle identities
Inverse values
Inverse circular fgfictions

Solving triangles
Thp right triangle
Law of cosines
Law of sines
Area of triangles ,a
Polar coordinates
Polar graphs J
Rowers and roots of complex numbers
Complex numbers in polar form ,

Multiplication of complex numbers
DeMoivre's Theorem

Instructional activities

.1

a..

(The following activities and many others may be developed at the local level.)

Holding lecture/discussions

-,Having'grOup iirojects

Researching mathematical topics including applications

Having oraLpre..ientations by students

Tnviting guest

4114.
multitext library

,
. Using nonpiint media

o Using a resource library/laboratory

Usiig, a -programmAle"calculator or Comptiter" to assist in calculations

-z Participating in math tournaments.
. ,

Evaluating

Periodic teacher-made tests for content,

Evaluation of group and individual projects

Evaluation of levels above mere Imbwiedge-and comprehension through problem - solving ex-
ercises in homeiiork and on tests . , ,_ ,,'
Evaluation of oral presentations at the time of presentaikm or imtrfediate improvement of,
deductive reasoning skills ... .

I-
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Activity title DeMorgan's Laws

Activity objective

The student will verify DeMorgan's Laws.

Time

One or two days may be scheduled loc,this activ.ity. ,

Method

Use sample sets and diagrams. to verify DeMorgan's Laws for sets
1,

AUB An1:1
and

AnI3 AUB

Analysis
Sample Activity

tuse "set equality" arguments to prove both laws.

5.
Compare these laws td their analogs in logic.

. . .
P V Q) = NP A ',(2

and
6 ,

.

,
",(P A Q) = NP V N,C2 .

......._-

Materials

Resource Texts

Evaluation

Questions and subseqtent tests may require students to illustrate or apply DeMorgan's Laws.

,2

t
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Introductory Analysis'
Problem for Students

Thg Hula Hoop

Consider a vertical girl whose waist is circular, not smooth, and temporarily at rest. Around the
waist rotates a hula hoop of twice its diameter. Show that after one revolution of the hoop, the
point originally in contact with the girl has traveled a distance equal to the perimeter of a square
circumscribing'the girl's waist.

Solution

sirs motion is relative, consider the hoop as fixed and the girl whirling, around. The original
point of contact on the girl traverses the diameter of the himp,twice, and this is the required
distance.

I

As the girl whirls, the original point of contact-C on her waist traverses the diameter BD since arc ..".4 AB = R0 = (R/2) (20) = arc AC.'

0
.

1

Apik
;:"
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Introductory Analysis
Problem for Students

The Lucky prisoners

A Jailer, can:ying out the terms of a partial amnesty, unlocked every cell in the p on row. Next
he locked every second cell. Then he turned the key in every.third cell, locking those cells which
were open and opening those,cells which were locked. He continued this way, on the nth hip,
turning the key in every nth cell. Those prisoners whose cells eventually remained open were
allowed to go free. Who were the lucky ones?

Solution

The number of times T that the key was tufted in the qth cell is equal to the number of divisors
. of q. Thus If q pr . . . pe where Thep's are distinct primes, then t (al + 1) (a2 + 1)

. . . (a,, + 1). Now If any a, is odd, T is even and the corresponding cell eventually remained
Idckdd. If all the a, are evep, qis a square number, T is odd and the lucky occupants of the
square cells found their cells eventually remained open..

291
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Sample COurse Plan

Course title "Calculus year)

(This plan may be partitioned into segments for semester and quarter organization of courses.)
,

Course description
-

This course includes a'brief review of algebra; analytic geometry; limits and*continuity; Methods 9fdifferentiae n and applications, exponential and logarithmic functions;, methods of integration ancY
application , sequences and series, mathematical inductionAolumes of revolution; area in the
plane; work arc length.

Course objectives

The student will

1. find solutions to equations and inequalities, factor and deal with exponential expressions.
2. locate points on the rectangular coordinate system'and calculate the .distance,between two

points in a plane, the atance between a point and a line and find the. slope of a line..
3. write the equation of a line using the point-slope, slope-intercept' and general forms.
4. identify families of curves.

5. evaluate limits and indicate where a function is continuous and where it is discontinuous.
, 6. find derivatives psing limits, poweerule, product rule, quotient rule and chain rule.

7. use derivative to solve for slope and to test for'maximum or minimum.

8: determine the derivative of exponential fujictions (e" and a") and logarithmic functions (lnx);
identify lnx and ex as inverse.

9. _evaluate antiderivatives (integrals) by inspection (predicting the answer and then- checking by
differentiation).

10. identify and use the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus to evaluife definite integral's.
11. use definite integrals to evaluate areas in the plane. 4

12. ,find antiderivatives by making eleinentary algebraic substitutions and using common funCtions
polynomials, exponentials, logarithms, powers of functions.

13. use sigma potation when given a sum; 'evaluate sums sitegsigma notation.

14. identify geometric sequences and find limits of sequences.

15. recognize and evatuate Riemann Sums by making partitions and summing areas of rec-
tangles.

16. apply integralsto problems involving area in the plane, volumes of revolution, Hooke's law
and work.

17.- compide arc length, approximate areas in the plane using the, trapezoidal rule.

18. find derivatives for all trigonometric functions and common combinations; evaluate inverse
trigonometric functions with the use of right triangles..

19. compute derivatives of inverse trigonometric functions; use these derivatives in integration
problems.

I
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20. use tables pf integration formulas.

21. perform integration using the parts method, trigonometric substitution; integrate p(x) /q(x)
,where pand q are polynomials.

Coursexontent

Analytic geometry

Limits and continuity as applied to functions

The derivative.
1. Formulas of differentiation
2. Graphi plications of derivatives /
3. Trigo ome c functions a
4. Inv trigonometric functions
5. E ponential and logarithmic functions
6. D erentiation using limits, power rule, product rule, quotient rule and chain rule .
7. Finding slope, maximum andoninimum ,

The integral (antiderivative)
1. Definite integrals
2. Applications
3. Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, ,

4. Computation of areas in a plane
5. Tables of forMulas
6. Integration by parts and trigonometric substitution

'igma notation

Riemann sums

Trapezoidal rule

Instructional activities

The following activities -and many others may be developed at the local level.

Assigning probleMs

Using film strips designed for a step-by-step approach to calculus

Explaining graphs, diagrams and model problems in detail using an overhead projector

Discussing weekly review sheets distributed, s an overview of material presented

Lecturing with question and discussion perio4

Identifying practical uses of the.derivative, such as in maximum and minimum problems (See
Sample Activity Calculus Applications in Physice., Calculus )

Discussing relationships between derivatives and antiderivatives

Discussing relationships, between rectangular and polar coordinates

Sketching illustrations of problems involving areas in the plane and volumes of revolution

Evaluation

Scheduled teacher-made tests for most content 'areas

Evaluation of homework assignments at specific intervals to assess the progres§ of students
between tests

Several pop quizzes between tests to determine whether or not students are keeping up with
material presented and homework assignments.

203 T-98 I
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Calculus
- Sample Activity

Activity title = Calculus Applications in Physics .

Activity objective- .

The student will apply the calculus to problenrsituations.,

Time

Two or three days may be scheduled for this activity. :-
,

Method

,

The topic" of pirabalas may 1:)..applied to projectile motion. The maximum height may be deter-
mined by techniques of differentiation and the force of gravity may be interpreted as acceleration
in order to derive equations of motion.

4. a = 32 v = 32t + vo s = + 16t2 + vot + c

Materials

Physics resource texts

Evaluation
. -.

Calculus -based physics questions may be included on subsequeit tests.

I

.

e.

. a .

11. / I.
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Instructional Resources- to Support the
Secondary School Mathematics Program

Educational media programs in Georgia public schools focus not only on the provision of in-
structional resources in all formats to support the curriculum but also on the use of those resources
in addressing teaching strategids and learning activities to meet student needs in the most effective
way. A combination of resources including print and nonprint materials, equipment essential for
their' use or production and programs, services and additional resources available through state,
community and other educational agencies are necessary for effective support of instructional pro-
grams.

Innovative teachers, media specialists, administrators, curriculum specialists, students, board
members and representatives of the community are, cooperatively evolving a media concept that
access to information in all formats and 'provision of services in production of locally designed
leamingmaterials. They can ensure effective use of appropriate materials to foster growth of listen-
ing, viewing, reading and inquiry skills. The Georgia Board of Education's Instructional Media and
Equipment policy (IFA) requires that media committees composed of the groups mentioned above
be involved in selecting materials and establishing procedures for effective use. Mathematics
department chairpersons or content area representatives should contact their media specialists to
become involved in or prOvide input into this planning process.

Ensuring access of teachers and, students to information at time of need and preventing un-
necessary duplication of resources pill-be accomplished when information about and location of all
resources that support the mathematics program in a secondary school including simulation
games, models, handheld calculators are available through the school's media center In some
systems, an additional resource service designed to augment the building media program is pro- '
vided at system level for all schools. A community resources file, developed cooperatively, by
media and instructional staff, provides valuable information about local people,' laces,'
and unique resources to 'enhance the mathematics program.

Many, professionally prepared, commercially published reviewing sources which are available in
school media centers, system media collections, public and academic libraries are listed in

"Selected Sources of Information on Educational Media", available from Media Field
Services, Division of Educational Media Services, Georgia' Department of Eelcation,
156 Trinity Avenue, S.W., Atlanta 30303.

Aids to Media Selection for Students and Teachers, available from U.S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, Bureau of Elementary and
Secondary Education, Office of Libraries and Leanfing Resources, Washington, D.C.

Reviews and bibliographies of recommended mathematics resources and innovative program
descriptions are published regularly in the Journals and periodicals. The following titles are recom-
mended.

. Arithmetic Teacher, National' Council of Teachers of Mathematics, monthly September-
April.

CompUting Teacher, The Oregon Council for Computer Education, six issues per year.

-Creative Computing, Creative Computing Association, bimonthly.

O
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Mathematics Teacher, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, monthly Septem-
ber-May.

ScienceBooks & Films, American Association for the Advancement of Science, ,quarterly.

School gtience and Mathematics, School Science and Mathematics Association,
monthly October-Nay,

the Georgia Department of Education provides resources and services which are available to
teachers and students through their media center.

Educational Media Services Division, Georgia Department of.Education, Items 1 and 2, 1066
SylOan Road; &W., Atlanta 30310; Item 3, 1540 Stewart Avenue, S.W., Atlanta 30310.

1. Georgia Tapes for Teaching: Catalog.of Classroom Teaching Tapes for Georgia Schools
(and supplements). Arranged by subject, this catalog lists the titlesof audio tapes which on'
request will be duplicated. Recommended listening audignces are indicated. A one-time
school registration is required. The requesting media center must provide the blank reel-to-
reel or cassette tape; return postage is provided by the Georgia Department of Education.

o

2. Catalog of Cla.'ssroom Teaching Films for Georgia Schools (and supplements). The 16mm
films listedand annotated are arranged by titles but indexed by subjects; recommended view-
ing audiences are indicated. Registration (annual beginning in September or semiannual
beginning in January)lequires a miniiral,fee; each registration provideS a specified weekly
film quota, but multiple registrations are accepted. Many films are broadcast over the IP

Georgia Educational.Television Network and some may be duplicated on videotapes for later
use. Information about this service' and the broadcast schedule is prbvided annually to the
system media contact person-. .

3. Instructional TelevisiOn Schedule. Copiei of the Sohedule with series descriptions and
broadcast tunes es are available on request from your system Media contact person, who also
coordinates orders for heeded teadher manuals. Although.recommended viewing audiences
are indicated, the Schedule and manuals should be examined for,potential use of a program
or series to introduce, develop; or reinforce.mathematicetoncepts.

Educational Information Center (ERIC), Georgia Department of Education, 212 State Office
Building, Atlanta 30334.

,Research service is provided to Georgia public school administrators and their central,office
staff. Computer and manual searches of Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC)
data base which includes over 325,000 references to education documents related to ex-
emplar i projects and Model teaching strategies can be requested by the media staff through
the system media contact person.

leaders Services, Public Library Services, Georgia Department of Education, Atlanta 30334.

oks, pamphlets and periodicals about the teaching of` mathematics and the various fields
of ihtlornatics are available for workshops arid inserviCe activities as wall as individual use.

"SeItcted List of Booksior Teachers" (and supplements) and "Periodical List" (and sup- .

plea enti).identifying titles in the Public Library SerVices collection can be'obtained by the
school media specialist on request. Georgia Library Information Network (GLIN), another
-riferencg-and bibliographic service, provides access to publications in the collections of ap-
proximately 150 participating public, speciatand academic libraries. Requests for these or-
vices and resources should be made through the local public libraries by the school media
staff.
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Appendix A
Organizations for the

Essentials of Education

Society must reaffirm the value of a balanced education.

Leaders of several professional organizations reached this conclusion 1111978. They circulated a
statement on the essentials of education among a number of professional associations whose
governing boards endorsed the statement and urged that it be called to the immediate attention of
the entire education community, of policy makers and of the public at large.

.
The statement that follows embodies the collectivecbncern of the endorsing associations. .It

presses their call for a renewed commitment to a more complete and More fulfilling education for
all.

The associations invite the concurrence, support and participation of everyone interested in
education.

THE ESSENTIALS OF EDUCATION .
Public concern about basic knowledge and the basic skills in education is valid. Society should

continually seek out, define and then provide for everyperson those elements of education that
are essential to a productive and meaningful life.

The basic elenients of knowledge and skill are only a part of the essentials of education. In an
era dominated by cries for going "back to the basics* ," for "minimal competencies," and foi"sur-
viva! skills," society should reject simplistic solutionS and decide a commitment to the essentials of

I -education. .

.7 .
A definition o essentials of educallen should avoid three easy tendencies: to limit the essen-

tials to "the in a society that is highly technological and complex; to define the essentials
by what istested at a time when tests are severely limited in what they can measure; and to
reduce the essentials to i few "skills" when it is okvious that people use a combination of skills,,
knowledge and feelings to come to terms with their world.By rejecting theie simplistic tendencies,
educators will avoid concentration *training in ifew skills at the expense of preparing students
for the changing world in which they must live.

b. \. .. ..., , . . .

Educators should resist pressures to concentra'tesolelyyponteasy-to-teaeh, easy-to-test bitsbf
knowledge, and must go beyond short-term objectives Oftra Ifinkg for jobs or producing citizens
who can perform rohtictetaslcs but cannot apply their knowledge or skills, cannot reason about
their society, and cannot niake'informed judgment's. ''

. . .

What, then are the essentials of education? .

Educators agree that the overarching goal of education is to develop informed, thinking citizens
capable of participating in both domestic and world affairs. Thedevelopment of such citizens
dependi not only, upon education for citizenship, but also upon other essential of education
shared by all subjects.

, f-e7
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The interdependence of skills and content is the central concept of the essentials of education.
Skills and abilities do not grow in isolation from content. In all subjects, students develop skillsin , 41111

using language and other symbol systems; they develop the ability to reason; they undergo ex-
periences that lead to emotional and social maturity. Students master these skills and abilities
through observing, listening, reading, talking, and writingabout science, mathematics, history and
the social sciences, the arts and other asPects of our intellectual, social and cultural heritage. As
they learn about their world and its heritage they necessarily deepen their skills in language and
reasoning and acquire the basii for emotiogl, aesthetic and social growth. They also become
aware of the worklaround them and deVekip an understanding and appreciation of the in-
terdependence of the many facets of that world.

. .
More specifically, the essentials of education include the ability to use language, to think, anco

communicate effectively; to use mathematical knowledge and methods,to solve problems; to

A
reason logically; to use abstractions and symbols with power and ease; to apply and to understand
scientific knowledge and methods; to make use of technology and to understand its limitations; to
express oneself through the arts and to understand the artistic expressions of others; to understand

ladeother languages and cultures; to understand spatial relationships cto apply kno edge about
health, nutrition, and physical activity; to acquire the capacity to meet unexpe hallenges; to
make informed value judgments; to recognize and to use one's full I ing potential; and to
prepare to go on learning fora lifetime.

R.

Such a definition calls for a realization that all disciplines must join together and ac wledge
their interdependence. Determining the essentials of education is a continuing process, f more
demanding and significant than listing isolated skills assumed to be basic. Putting the essenti of
education into practice requires instructional programs based on this new sense of in-
terdependence.

Educators must also join with many segments of society to specify the essentials0 education
more fully. Among these segmentsare legislators, school boards, parents, students, workers'
organizations, businesses, publishers, and other groups and individuals with an interest in educa-
tion. All must now participate in'a coordinated effort on'behalf of sociry to confront this task.
Everyone has a stake in the essentials of education.

ele

Professional Associations Endorsing This Stateinent
c.

AmericanAlliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance
1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 (202) 833-5553

I z

American Counciton the teaching of Foreign Languages
2 Park Avenue, Room 1814, New York, New York 10016 (212) 689-8021

Association for Supervision and Curriculum DeveloPment .

225 North Washington Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314 (703) 549-9110

IntAilational Reading Association
800 Barksdale Road, P.O. Box 8139, Newark, Delaware 19711 (302) 731-1600

9

Music Educators National CiInference
1902 Associationbrive, Reston, Virginia 22091

National Art EduCaticin Association'
1916 Association Drive, Reston,V01420,1

(703) 860-4000

(703) 860-8000
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National Association of Elementary School Principal.:

1801 N. Moore Street, Arington, Virginia 22209 (703) 528-6000art .- ..

National Council for the Social Studies ` /
3615 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016 (202) 966-7840

National Council of Teachers of English . .
1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, Illinois 61801 (217) 328-3870

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
1906 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia22091 (703) 620-9840

.

National Science Teachers Association
1742 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 (202) 265-4150

Speech Communication Associefin
5205 Leesburg Pike, Falls hurch, Virginia 22041 (703) 379-1888
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Appendix B
Position Paper on Basic Mathematical Skills of

the National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics

INTRODUCTION

The currently popular slogan "Back to the Basics" has become a rallying cry of many who
perceive a need for certain changes in education. The result is a trend that has gained con--

siderable momentum and has initiated demands for programs and evaluations which emphasize s...J
narrowly defined skills:.

.Mathematics educators find themselves under considerable pressure from boards of-education,
atures, and 'citizens' groups who are demanding instructional programs which will guarantee

acquisigon of computational skills. Leaders in mathematics education have expressed a need for
clarifyin'what are the basic skills needed by students who hope to participate successfully in adult
society. "

The
\

narrow definition of basic skills which equates mathematical competence with computational

9*

ability has evolved as a result of severe forces:
d

1. Declining scores on standardized achievement tests and college entrance examinations;
1

2. Reactions to the results of the NationakAssessment of Educational Progress;

3. Rising.costs of education and increasing demands for accountability;

4. Shifting emphasis in mathematics education from curriculum content to instructional
methods and alternatives.

.
5. Increased awareness of the need to provide remedial and compensatory programs;

6. The widespread publicity given to each of the above by the media.

TMs widespread publicity, in particular, has generated a call for action from governmental agen-
des, educational organizitions and community groups. In responding to these calls, the National
Institute of Education adopted the area of basic skills as a major priority. This resulted 'in a Con-

erence on Basic Mathematical Skills and Leamii-ig, held in Euclid, Ohio, in October, 1975.

The National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics (NCSM), 'during the 1976 Annual Meeting
in Atlanta, Georgia, met n a special session to discuss the Euclid Conference Report. More than -es
100 members participating in that session expressed the need for a unified position on basic
mathematical skills which would enable them to provide more effedive leadership within their
respective school systems, to give adequate rationale and direction in their tasks of implementing
basic mathematics programs, and to appropriately expand the definition of basic skills:Hence, by
an overwhelming majority, they mandated the NCSM to establish a task force to formulate a posi
Lion on basic mathematical skills. This statement is the result of that effort, .

4 '
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RATIONALE FOR THE EXPANDED DEFINITION

There are many reasons why basic skills must include more than computation. The present
technological society requires daily use of such skills as estimating, problem solving, interpreting
data, organizing data, measuring, predicting and applying mathematic& to everyday. situations. The
changing heeds of society, the explosion of, the amount of quantitative data, and the availability of .

computers and calculators demand a redefining of the priorities for basic mathematics skills. In
recognition of the inadequacy of computation alone, NCSM is going on record as providing both a
general list of basic mathematicalskills and a clarification of the need for such an expanded defini-
tion of basic skills.

Any list (4 basic skills must include computation. However, the role of computational skills in
mathematics must be seen in the light of the contributions they make to one's ability to use
mathematics in everyday living. In isolation, computational skills contribute little to one's ability to
participate in mainstream society. Combined effectively with the other skill areas, they provide the
learner with the' basic mathematical ability needed adults.

DEFINING BASIC SKILLS

The NCSM views basic mathematical skills as falling under ten vital areas. The ten skill areas are
interrelated and many overlap with each other and with other disciplines, All are basic to pupils'
development of the ability to reason effectively in varied situations.

4 This expanded list is presented with the conviction that mathematics education must not em-
phasize,computational skills to the neglect of other critical areas of mathematics. The ten com-
ponents of bakic mathematical skills are listed beloii, but the order of their listing should.ndt be in-.
terpreted as indicating either a priority of importance or a sequence for teaching arid learning.

Furthermore, as society changes our ideas about which skills are basic also change. For exam,
ple, today our students should learn to,Ineaskrze in both the customary and metric systems, but in
Are future the significance of the customary syster.a will be mostly historical. There will also be in--

preasing emphasis on when and how to 3e hand-held cakWators and other electronic devices in
mathematics.

TEN BASIC SKILL AREAS

Problem Solving
.

Learning to,solve problem is the principal reason for studying mathemtics. Problem Solving is
the process of applying previ sly acquired knowledge to new ancrunfamiliar situations.SolVing
word problems in texts is one rm of problem solving, but students also should.be faced with
non textbook problems. Problem-solving strategies involve posing'questions, analyzing situations,
translating results, illustrating results, drawing diagrams, and using trial and error. In solving prob-

. lems, studdnts need to be able to apply the rules of logic arrive at valid conclusions.
.2' They rrrust be able to determine which facts are relevant. TA ould be unfearful of arriving at'

ter4ative conclusions and,they must be willing to subject these conclusions to scrutiny.
t.

**Iyin jathemadcs to Everyday Situations ,
.

The se of mathematics istinterrelated with all computation activities. Students should be en-
couraged tctake everyday situations, translate them into mathematical expreisiOns, solve the
mathematics, and interpret the results.in light of thi initial situation.

--...
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Alertness to the Reasonableness of R alts

Due to arithmetic errors or other 'stakes, results of mathematical work are sometimes wrong.
Students should learn to inspect 1 results and to, check for reasonableness in terms 4of the origiqp1
problem. With the increase in t e use of calculating devices idsociety, this skill is essential.. 4r

Estimation and Approximation

-----students should beia le to carry out rapid approximate calculations,lw first rounding off
)1.. numbers. They should acquire some Ample techniques for estimating quantity, length, distance,

weight, etc. It is necessary to decide when a particular result is precise enough for the pur-
pose at hand.

Appropri2ti Computational Skills

Students should gain facility with addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with whole
umbers and decimals. Today it must be recognized that long, complicated computations will

411usually be done with a calculator. Knowledge of single-digit number facts is essential and mental
zUithmetic is a valuable skill. Moreover, there are everyday situations which demand recognition

//of, and simplecomputation with, common fractions.

p

Reading, Interpreting, and ConstrUCting Tables, Charts, and Graphs

Because consumers continually deal with many situations that involve percentage, the ability to
recognize and use percents-Should be developed and maintained.

Geometry

I

Students should learn thegeometric concepts they will need to function effectively in the
3-dimensional world:'They should have .knowledge of concepts such as point, line, plane, parallel,
and perpendicular. They should know basic properties of simple geometric figures, particularly
those properties which relate to measurement and problem-solving They also. must be able
to recognize similarities and differences among objects.

Measurement

As a minimum skill, students should be able to measure distance, weight, tine, capacity, and
temperature. Measurement of angles and calculations of simple areas and volumes are also essen-
tial. Studentsshould be able to perform measurement in both metric and customary_ systems using
the appropriate tools. i ,

Students should know how toread and draw conclusions from simple tables, maps, charts and
graphs. They should be able to condense numerical information into more manageable or mean-
ingful terms by setting up simple tables, charts, and graphs.

Using Mathematkps-tp Predict
a

Students should learn how elementary notion's of probability are used'to determine the
likelihood of future events. They stiouldlearn to identify situations where immediate past ex-
perience does not affect the likelihood of future events. They should become familiar with how
mathematics is used to help make predictions such as election forecasts.

A-fa 4 1



Computer Literacy

It is important for all citizens to understand what computers can and cannot do. ;Students should
be aware of the many uses of computers in society, such as their use in teaching/learning, finan-
cial transactions, and information storage and retrieval. The "mystique" surrounding computers is
disturbing and can put persons with no understanding of computers at a disadvantage. The in-, .

creasing use of computers by government, industry, and business demands an awareness of com-
puter uses and limitations.

BASIC SKILLS AND THE STUDENTS FUTURE

Anyone adopting a definition of basic skills shOuld consider the "door-opening/door-closing"
implications of the list. The following diagram illustrates expected outcomes associated with various
amounts of skill development.

Scope of Skill Development

EXPANDED SKILLS
Mathematical skills beyond those described
here plus a desire to learn more.

BASIC SKILLS
The skills desObed here.

MINIMAL SKILLS
Limited skills', primarily computatkr4Little
exposure to the other skihrreas described-
here. as

Q

. MINIMUM ESSENTIA1S'FOR HIGH-SCHOOL GRADUATION ,°

Today some school boards and state legislatures are starting to mancliite mastery of minimum
essential skills in reading and mathematics as a requirement for high-scIrciii-graduRtiorieln the:pro-
cess, they should consider the potential pitfalls of doing this withoutan appropriate definItiontif
"basic skills." If the rgatheimatics requirements are set inordinately high, then,a significant ntinter a

EXpected Outcomes

POTENTIAL LEADERS
Employment and educational oppcirtunities will
continue to increase as mathematical skills
continue to grow.

EMPLOYMENT VERY LIKELY
Employment opportunities are predictable.
Doors to further education opportunities are
open. .

LIMITED OPPORTUNITIES
. Unemployment likely.,Potentiatgenerally
limited toiow-level jobs.

01-,
4

0

of students may not be able to graduate. On the otherhand, if the mathematics requireinenis
set too low and mathematial skills are too narrowly defined, the result could te a sterile °
matherhatics program concentrating exclusively on learning of low-level mathematical skills. Thfs,

, position paper neither recommends nor condemns minimal competencies foi high-schocil grAdySe
tion. However, the ten components of basic skills stated here can serve as guidelinesfor state andi.
ltScal school systems that are considering the establihment of minimum essential graduation re- 1

. quire ments.

DEVELOPING THE BASIC SKILLS

One indivikldifference among students is style or way of learning. In offeringopportunities to
ham the bas skills, options must be provided to meettliesevarying learning styles. ThikresenP
"back -to. ba s" movement may lead to an emphasis on drill and practice as a way toIN.

24 2
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° Certainly drill and practice is a viableoption, but it is only one of Many possible waystoking
about learning-and to create interest and motivation in students. Learning centers, contracts; .

tutorial sessions, individual and small-group projects, games, simulations and-community-based ac-
tivities are some othe other options that can provide the opportunity to learn basic skills. Further-
more, to help students fully understand basic Mathematical concepts, teachers should utilize the
full range of activities and materials available, including objects the students can actually handle.

The learning of basic mathematical skills is a continuing process which extends through all of the
years a student is in school. In particular, a tendency to emphasize computation while neglecting
the other nine skill areas at the elementary Wel must be avoided.

EVALUATING AND REPORTING STUDENT PROGRESS

Any'systematic attempt to develop basic skills must necessarily be concerned with evaluating i
and reporting pupil progress.

In evaluation, test results are used to judge the effectiveness of the instructional process and to
make needed adjustments in the curriculum and instruction for the individual student. In general,
both educators and the public have accepted and emphasizedan overuse of and overconfidence
in the results of standardized tests. Standardized tests yield cornparisonsike.tween students and can
provide 'a rank ordering of individuals, schools, or districts. However;standardized tests have
several limitations including the following:

a. Items are not necessarily generated to measure a specific objective or instructional aim.

b. /The tests measure only a sample of the content that makes up a program; certain out-
comes are not measured at all.

Because they do not-supply sufficient information about how much mathematiis a student
knows, standardized tests are not the best instruments available for reporting individual pupil
growth. Other alternatives such as criterion tests o r competency tests must be considered. Ih
criterion tests, items are generated which measure the specific objectives of the program and which,
establish the student's level of mastery of-these objectives. Compkency fests are designed to
determine if the individual has mastered the skills necessary for a certain purpose such.e§ entry Ind
to the job market. There is also need for open-ended assessments such as observations, inter-
views; and manipulative tasks to assess skills,which paper and pencil tests do not measure ade-
quately.

Reports of pupil progress will surely be made. But, while standardized tests will probably con-

s., tinue to dominate thetesting scene for several years, there is an urgent need to begin reporting
pupil progress in other terms, such as criterion tests and competency measures. This will also de-,
mand an immediate and extensive program of inservice education to instruct the general public on
the meaning and interpretation of such data and to enable teachers to use testing as a vital part of
the instructional process.

o
. .

Large scale testing, whether involving all students or a random sample, can result in tnterpreta-
tions which have great influence on curriculum revisions and development. Test results can in-

, dicate, for example, that a particular mathematical topic is being taught at the wrong time in the
student's development and that it might better be introduced later or earlier in the curriculum. Or,
the results.might indicate that students are confused about some topic is a result of inappropriate
teaching procedUres. In any case, test results should be carefully examined ty educators with
special skills in the area of curriculum development.
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CONCLUSION \
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The present paper represents a preliminaryaltempt by the National Council of Supervisors of
Mathematics to clarify and communicate its position on basic mathematical skills. The NCSM posi-
tion establishes a framework within which decisions on program planning and implementation can
be made. It also sets forth the underlying rationale for identifying and developing "basic skills and
for evaluating pupils' acquisition of these compAtencies. The NCSM position underscores the fun
damental belief of the National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics that any effective program
of basic mathematical skills must be directed not "back" but forward to the essential needs of
adults in the present and future.

lo
You are encouraged to make and distribute copies of this paper.

MEMBERS OF NCSM TASK FORCE ON BASIC MATHEMATICAL SKILLS

Mildred Daniels, Detroit Public-Schools, Detroit, MI .:
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William J. Geppert, Delaware Department of Public Instruction, Dover, DE
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Peggy A. House, Uni/ersity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
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Albert P. Schulte, Oakland Public Schools, Pontiac,.MI
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Appendix C
NCTM-MAA Position Statement

Recommendations for the
Preparation of High School Students

for College Mathematics Courses

The following statement, adoptcd by the Board of Governors of the Mathematical Association of
America and the Board of DirectoRN the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, is a brief
outline of the basic ingredients of adequate preparation for collegiate-level mathematics.' The
statement does not break new ground; it reflects standards that have been generally accepted for
over a decade. It is intended to support continuing efforts of conscientious teachers
everywhere to provide students with sound and stim4jating mathematical training. It is specifically
designed to provide a benchmark for our efforts and those of others to assess and react to recent
reports of a general decline in the performance of students in mathematics.

A joint committee of the Mathematical Association of America and the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics consulted with'secondary school and college teachers in various parts of
the country to study,recent trends'in the preparation of students. The comments from these con-
sultations on which there was strongest consensus are the basis for this statement and its ten
recOnimendations.

. The Mathematical Association of America and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
wish to emphasize that the statement and recommendations, as they refer to secondary school
programs, are addressed only to those prOgrams for students planning to goto college and that
they are not intended to be more comprehensive. During the past Twenty years many important
changes have taken place in both the content and teaching of mathematics at the secondary
school level. Many excellent new programs have been adopted and taught effectively tiv teachers
in elementary and secondary schools. Nevertheless, any consideration of the relative merits of new
versus traditional school curricula has been deliberately avoided. A study of this issue would have
exceeded both the charge to the committee and its limited resources. This statement and these
recommendations incorporate many of the best features of both of these curricula and are ad- -

dressed to all mathematics programs regardless of pedagogical heritage.

Necessary Course Work

Mathematics is a highly structured subject in which various concepts and techniques are greatly
dependent on each other. The Concepts of arithmetic and algebra, however, are basic to all of
mathematics. Further work in mathematics and in all areas in which mathtmatics,is used as a tool
requires correct performance, with understanding, of basic arithmetic operations, the manipulation
of algebraic symbols, and an understanding of what the manipulations mean:-

Any student who is unable to perforni arithmetic calculation's and algebraic operations with ac-
: curacy and reasonable speed, to understand which operations to use, in a given problem, and to

determine whether the results have meaning is severely handicapped in the study and applications
Of mathematics. The prevalence of inexpensive pocket calculators makes the performance of com-
plicated calculations less tedious, but th'e use of calculators does not lessen the need for students

'Collegiate mathematics rlfers°to courses In calculus (kir calculus and analytic geometry), probability and statistics, finite
mathernaticsand higher -level mathematics courses.

24`5
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to understand which concepts and operations are needed to solv a problem, to make sensible
estimates, and to analyze their results.

For further work in mathematics, and 4n many other areas from business to psychology, from
biology to engineering, the ability to use algebra with skill and understanding is also essential. Hav-

. in4 a passing grade in algebra is not enough. Both Understanding and competence in the skills of
algebra are necesary. Neither conceptual understanding nor technical skilralone will suffice in
today's world, let alone in tomorrow's. Algebra is a useful subject which will 1?elpto.solve prob-
lems in the real world. Opportunities to apply algebraic skills should be provided whenever possi-
ble, especially to problems that show the utility of mathematics.

Algebra, courses in secondary school should include, in addition to the basic topics

(a) polynomial functions;
(b) properties of logarithms;
(c) exponential and logarithmic functions and equations;
(d) arithmetic and geoinetric sequences and series;

tir (e) the binomial theorem;
(f) infinite geometric series;
(g) linear and quadratic inequalities.

For most students, adequate coverage of the topics in algebra requires at least two years of s

Students whowill take calculus r- and this now includes many students who will take colle
work in business, premedicine, economics, biology, statistics, engineering, and physical science
may or may not need trigonometry, depending on the type of calculus course appropriate for their
particular programs. But they will need a good deal of what is often called precalculus, including
especially a sound understanding of the concept of a function, which is also fundamental for work
beyond the most elementary level in probability and computing.

These students needing trigonometry should study

(a) trigonometric functions and theifgraphs;
(b) degree and radian measureL
(c) trigonometric identities and equations;
(d) inverse trigonbmetric functions and their graphs.

For such students, the equivalent of one semester should be devoted to the study of the toliics in
trigonometry.

AR students who go on to take collegiate mathematics will find their college work easivaif they
have been introduced 4o some axiomatic system and to deductive reasoning. Traditionallskthis has
been accomplished in a geometry course. Geometry courses in secondary school should Sclude,
in addition to basic topics

(a) fundamental properties of geoimetric figures in three dimensions;
(b) applications offormulas for areas and virtimes;
(c) experience in visualizing three-dimensional figures,

Other courses (the word course refers here and elsewhere in this statement to 'a semester course
unless otherwise noted) beyond algebra, trigonometry, and geometry should be available to
students who have adequate background and time to take them. A course in coordinate (or
analytic) geometry is ideal, since it Combines algebr ith geometry and provides a useful prepara-
tion for calculus. In addition to coordinate geometryy, courses in the following topics are valuable:

24-R
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probability, statistics, elementary finite mathematics (or linear algebra), an introduction to com-
puters and computing, and applications of mathematics.

41111

If coordinate geometry is offered, it should inchide, in addition to the basic topics
- ,

(a) conic sections; , , - a
0.4 rational functions and their graphs; -- ,i
(c) polar coordinates; r.f- .
(d) parametrfc equati?nsioxl-their graphs. *40

, q
N

a

Inductive as well as deductive reasoning, techniqu of estimation and approximation, and an
awareness of problem-solvingtechniques; with° spedia hasis on the transition fromhe verbal
form to the language of mathematics, should be emphasized itwitcourses.

.
Calculus, where offered in secondary schools,should be at least a full year course andbe taken

only by those students who are strongly prepared in algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and coor-
dingte geometry.

We recognize that many secondary schools have a curricultim similar to that outlined above. We
emphasize again that, in order to be properly prepared for collegiate-level courses in mathematics,
students- need to develop skills (1) in.applying standard techniques -and (2) in understanding im-
portant' concepts. e

Recommendations

The Board of Gotremors'Of the Mathematical A'ssOciation of America and the Board of Directors
of the Natiolhal Council of Teachersof Mathematics make the following recommendations:

1. Proficiency in mathematics cannot be acquired without individual practice. We therefo're en-
dorse *e common* practice of making regular assignments to be completed outside of class.
We recommend that parents encourage their children to set aside sufficient time each day to
complete these assignments and that parents actively support the request of the teacher that .
homework be turned in. Sludents should be encouraged to develop good study habits in
mathematics courses at all levels and should develop the ability to read mathematics.

2. Homeworg'and drill are very important pedagogical tools used to help the student gain
understanding as well as proficiency in the skills of arithmetic and algebra, but students
should not be burdened with excessive oj meaningless drill. We therefore recommend that
teachers and authors of textbooks-step up their search for interesting problems that pY4de
the opportunity to apply these skills. We realiie that this is, a difficult task, but we believe that
providing probleths that'reinforce maniakttivelkills should have high pdority, especially
those that show that mathematics helps solve problems in the real world.

3. We are aware that teachers.must,struggle to maintain standards of performance in courses at
all levels from kindergarten through college and that serious grade Inflation has been ob-,
served. An apparently grduing trend to reward effort or attendance rather than achievement
has been making it increasingly difficult for mathematics teachers to maintain standards. We
recommend that mathematics departments review evaluation procedures to ensure that

r° fides reflect student achievement; Further, we urge administrators to rapport teachers in
this endeavor.

4. In light of recommendation 3, we also recognize that the advancement of students without
appropriate achievement has a detrimental effect on the individual student-and on the entire

£
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class. We therefore recommend that schOol districts make sada! provisions to assist students'
when deficiencies are first noted.

5. We recommend th4t cumulative- -evaluations be given throughout each course, as well as at
its completion, to a11 students. We believe that the absence of cumulative evaluation pro-
motes short-term learning. We strongly oppdse the practice of exempting students from
evaluations.

6. We recommend that computers and minicalculators be used in imaginative ways to reinforce
learning and t4 motivate the student as proficiency. in mathematics is gained. Calculators
should be used to supplement rather than to supplant the study of necessary computational
skills.

7. We recommend that colleges and universities administer placement examinations in
mathematics prior to final registration to aid students in selecting appropriate college courses.

8. We encourage the continuation or initiation of joint meetings of college and secondary
school mathematics instructors and counselors itforderto improve communication concern-
inq mathematics prerequisites for careers, the preparation of students for collegiate
mathematics courses, joint curriculum coordination, remedial programs in schools and col- .

leges, the exchange of successful instructional strategies, the planning of in-service programs,
and other related topics.

9. Schools should frequently review their mathematics curriculum to see that it meets the needs
of its students in preparing them for college mathematics. School districts that have not con-
ducted a curriculum analysis recently should do so now, primarily to identify topics in the
curriculum that Could be either omitted or de-emphasized, if necessary, in order to provide
sufficient time for.the topics included in this 'Statement. We suggest, for example, that the
following could be de-emphasized or omitted from the curriculum:

(a) Logarithmic calculations that can better be handled by calculators or computers

(b) The extensive solving Oftriangles in trigonometry

(c) Proofs of:superfluous or trivial theorems in geometry

10. We recommend that algebraic concepts and skills be incorporatechiherever possible into
geometry and other courses beyond algebra to help students retain these concepts and skills.

This position statement was prepared jointly by the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, 1906 Association Dr., Reston, VA 22091, and the Mathematical Association of
America, 1225 Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, pc 20036.
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_ Appendix D
Correlation of Georgia Statewide Basic Skills Test

Indicator Cliisters and Secondary School
Mathematics Collection C Objectivei

The Georgia pfelewide BasicSkills Tests for Mathematics and' Problem Solving are based upon
indicator clusters or descriptive statements. The indicator ckTsters listed here include assessment
characteristics which the item writers and content review committees used while developing the
item pool for the first edition of these-tests. The itemswere designed to measure minimal'skills
and skill application in the context of every day and real world situations. Since there will be
several test-idministrations before applying'standards and high schocil graduation based on test
performance, it is possible that further refinementor clarification of indicator clusters may occur as
the assessnient instruments are used and evaluate*

Special attention, should be given to those indica or clusters listediar the area of problem solving
since they include mathematics skills: While;astudenes competency in'problem solving will be
evaluated and described separately, the measurement appreTaCh in the statewide tests freAuently
will be in the context of both reading and mathematics problems since the skills are so interrelated.

Each indicator cluster is keyedto one or more objectives of Collection C and the strands of the
curtieulum guide, Mathematics for Georgia Secondary Schools. Collection C objectives include the
knciwledge, skills and processes presumed necessary for productiv'e citizenship. Tht strands or
topics in secondary school mathematics are coded as follows.

S/N/N Sets, Numbers-sand Numeration

R/F Relations and Functions
9.

0/P/N.OpdationsisTheir Properties acid Number theory

G Geometry , ,
A ,Algebra

P/S Probelbilitt) and- Statistics
. .

M/E- --Measurement and Eilimation

C /C,, Computing and Computers
.*

4R/L Mathematical Reasoning and Logic

- .

MATHEMATICS

S

.Indicator Clusters and - , \ . Collection C.Objective
Assessment Characteristics; j

Numbers and Strand
. Codes

NUMBER CONCEPTS x . ',"

hidicator Cluster 1 , 4(S/N/N,'CC, M/E) s-

The student translates froin words to numerals and the reverse.

Assessment Cdaracteristics' 1
..

Inthe assessment of this clustgr whole numbers and-decimals
are appropriate; however, fractions or percents should not be
included for conversion.

A-14 24 9
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Indicator Clustif 2 3(.S/N/N, R/F)

° The student orders fractions, decimals or percents.

Assessment Characteristics

Items used' for assessment are mutually exclusive, not involving
combinations of these number concepts. If fractions are included
they are limited to halves through tenths, plus twelfths and hun-
dredths, 'not sixths, sevenths or ninths. Mixed numbers can be
`used; however, improper fractions are not appropriate.

Indicator Cluster 3
,The student translates from decimals to percents and the re-

.verse.

4(S/N/N: C/C, M/E)

Assessment Characteristics

The student's understanding of the conversion process of these
number concepts in any given context is the primary considera-
tion. For this cluster, the use of decimals over one, smaller than
hundredths; percents with fractions or decimals and percents
olrer 100 are not suitable.

Indicator Cluster 4

The student translates from fractions to percents and the
11reverse.

° Assment Characteristics

In this cluster, assessment includes percents with fractions in
combination and repealing decimals. Fractions are limited to
halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, eighths, tenths and hundredths.
The use of mixed numbers and percents over 100 are not
suitable.

Indicator Cluster 5 . .

The student translates from fractions to decimals and the
reverse.

Assessment Characteristics

In measuring the student's ability this clUster, im-
proper fractions and decimals smaller than thousandths are not

. sppropriate. Suitable means include the useof mixed, numbers
and repeating decimals.

NUMBER OPERATIONS

Indicator Cluster 6

The student selects appropriate operations for a given problem
situation.

Assessment Characteristics

Money and common decimals are among the productive subject
, areas for thetmeasurement of this cluster.

A-15
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Indicator Cluster 7 6(C/C)

The student commites with whole numbers, fractions, deVmals 7(S/N/N, 0/P/N, C/C,
and percents. . R/F)

t

Assessment ,Characteristics

The assessment of this cluster may include horizontal and
vertical presentations using mixed numbers, like and unlike
denominations, simplifying fractions. Identity and inverse
properties, improper fractions, percents over 100 or lesethan
one percents of increase or decrease are to be excluded. The
use of graphics and word problems in items afenoesuitable
for this indicatin. -

Indicator Cluster 8 8(0/P/N, C/C),
The student applies properties of operations.

Assessment Characteristics

This cluster assesses a student's application of the identity, I

inverse, commutative, associative and distributive properties of
operations. The identification of a particular property is not the
objective in this case; therefore, the selection of the correct
option should not be predicated on same. 4,

.

Indicator Cluster 9 34(A11)

The student solves sing* word problems. 37(All)
38(A11)

Assessment Characteristics

Computation, purposely, is to be%ept simple. The assessment
of thiskcluster includes asking for the solution equation only
(not the answer) and problems demanding computaiio No
academic word problems or problems involving percent of
increase or dedease are to be used. Sales tax and changing
recipes are among suggested contexts for this cluster. /L.

RELATIONS AND FORMULAS .

9(0/P/N, C/C)

C,

Indicator Cluster 10

The student applies proportiont.

Assessment Characteristics

The aim of this cluster is' to determine the stu,dent's ability in
the application of proportional relationships. Assessment
includes the use of similar drawings or scale drawings as well as
unit pricing and "better buys" concept in item presentation.

Indicator Cluster 11

19(R/F, G, M/E, C/C)
22tG, M/E)

23(6, M/E, R/F, C/C)
The student applies formulas.

Assessment 47,haracteristics , \,, f--N3-,
`k.

Formulas such as simple interest, area-circumference, distance/
rate, miles per gallon and perimeter are appropriate in the

.
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assessment of a student's ability in formula application. Complex
formulas which would include the Pythagorean theorem and _

compound interest are not to be in the measurement of this
indicator. Formulas may be supplied.

STATISTICS

Indicator Cluster 12
qThistudent computes the mean and median.

Assessment Characteristics
4411

For any set of numbers, in the assessment_of this cluster,the_
mean'and the median should be different. The median is

\,deterr4ined from a set with an odd number of elements whi.Ch
may be arranged in order. The mean should be a whole
number.

36(P/S, C/C)

Indicator Cluster 13

The student determines probabilities.

Assessment Characteristics

Events with zero oripne probability are suitable assessment areas
fur this-cluster-Limitations include the presentation of
probabilities as &percent; joint (and/or), independent and -

dependent events; and the use ofsombinations of -

permutations.

Indicator Cluster 14

The student organises data into tables, charts and graphs.

Assessment Characteristics

Assessment problems in this cluster.involve the selection of the
appropriate representation of the data as will as some inter- /
pretation. Graphs, circle graphs and pictographs, which may be
incorrectly labeled orl have missing information..

Indicator Cluster 15

The student interprets data in the form of tables, charts and
graphs.

Assesiment Characteristics

The ability of a student to discover a relationship or rub from
the presented material is assessed in this cluster. Formats
wherein data can be interpreted may include circle graphs,
bar graphs, line graphs and pictographs.

MEASUREMENT AND ESTIMATION
. -

Indicator Clint& 16 24(R/F, M/E)

The student Identifies customary or metric units to measure .27(K/E)

length, area, volume, weight, time and temperature.

32(S/N/N, P/S)

28(S/N/N, R/F, P/S)

14(R/F)
29(R/F, P/S, C/C, M/E)
31(P/S, C/C)

I
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Assessment Characteristics

This cluster involves choosinghoosing the unit that applies to a specific
type of measurement such as picking the appropriate type or
size unit. It is not, suitable to use conversions from metric to cus-
tomary or the reverse in this indicator. Units appropriate
include grams, meters, liters, deliius, inches, feet, yards, miles,
ounces, pOunds, pints, quarts, galiOns, Fahrenheit, seconds,
minutes, hours, days, weeks or months. Prefixes such atmilli-,
centi- and kilo- are suitable for inclusion.

Indicator Cluster 17

Thrstuc'e, nt-appliestustortrary-ormetritaurTits of measurement-
,to determine length, area, volume, weight, time and tempera-
ture.

Assissment Characteristics

Nonstandard units of measurement n be used in the assess-
ment of. this cluster.it specifically invo ves presenting a
measurement scale and having the student identify or apply it.
Convprsion from metric to customary or the reverse is not
appropriate; however, conversion within a system of measure-
ment can be included. Units appropriate include grams, meters,
liters, Celsius, inches, feet, yards, miles, ounces, pounds,
pints, quarts, gallons, Fahrenheit, seconds, minutes, hours,
days, weeks or months. Prefixes such as milli-,- centi- and kilo-.
are suitable for inclusion.)

Indicator Cluster 18

The student estimates numbers (results) using round numbers,
with or without units of measurement.

Assessment Characteristics

The objective of this cluster-is specifically to'assess he student's
ability to estimate a result. A nonstandard unit of easument
can be used to ask the student to estimategie num of units
contained in a drawing in practicarsittings.

Indicator,Cluster 19

The student determines amounts of money.

Assessment Characteristics

'The assessment of this cluster can include making c ange by
counting or by subtracting, as well as determining the least num-
ber of coins. Computation can be involved, as well as simply
showing an amount of money. Exclude the use of half dollars,
silver dollars Or two-dollar bills. .

GEOMETRY

Indicator Cluster 20

The student identifies sets of points using standard names.

A-18
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11(S/N7N, R/F, 0/P/N,
M/E, 0/C)

12(0/P/N, A, G,
M/E,,.C/C, MR/tt

26(M/E) "

4(S/N/N, C/C, M/E)

15(6).



Asgessment Characteristics

Sets of points in the assessment of this cluster may include
identification of the circle, triangle, rectangle, point, line, plahe,
parallelogram, cone, sphere, cylinder, pyramid and cube.

4 :Indicator Cluster 21
. ,s .,. ,

The student identifies geometric relations and properties.

Assessment Characteristics\ . - .

A 6 Geohtetric relations and properties o be identified in thi% cluster
sit mayinclude: a' ipAeLpg_m_vc,sIdiular, iinilor,congruent_verticaL_____

ts.

16(e)
17(G)
18(G)

, and horizontal. The concepts -of congruent and similar aroo be ,

measured and are not to, be presented at vocabulary items.
Additionally, degrees in a right angle, triangle, circle and'
rdctangle are included.

Indicator Cluster 22

,The student identifies 'points of Cartesian coordinates.

Assessment Characteristics

The assessment of this cluster incltidei findingthe coordinates
of a point. An appropriate strategy for duster measurement
may be the use of a street map.

Inclicato:ir Cluster 1

The student distinguishess between fact and opkon.
-e

Assessment Characteristics

This duster is assessed with such Materials as editorials, books,
Movies and news reports. Stems must present a problem
context. Minimal ptior information (i.e., information other than
that presented in the stein or associated stimulus material)
should be required for cortect Desponding. Statements of values
are not considered facts.

Indicator Cluster 2

The student recognises main ideas, details, sequences of
events and cause and effect relationships.

Assessment Characteristics

Includes explicit or implicit statement of ideas, details, se-
quences and relitionshipe Correct responding may require

A-19
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Numbers'and Strand
Codes
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(39(MR/L)
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prior knowledge; however, answer must be dependent on item
stimulus material. The details of events selected for item content
must be necessary or relevant to overall comprehension of the
problem situation. Items requiring identification of appropriate
statement of a problem are included in this cluster.

Indicator Cluster 3

The student recognises appropriate reference sources.

Assessment Characteristics

This cluster assesses the student's ability to identify various
referelice_sources such as_a.card.catalng,.ailesicyrimedia._

r

types of directories and general library skills. Also included are
yellow pages, classified add, recipes/cookbooks and instrtic-
tional manuals. Some items should focus on why ortg source is
more appropriate than Another for a specific task. Items prefer-
ably should emphasize the use of non-academic reference
sources.

Indicator'Cluster 4
roo

',T0e student locates information in reference materials.

Assessment Characteristics
1

. -
This cluster assesses the student's ability to use various sources
of information, including library reference materials. Items re-
quiring use of cross-references, multiple-step search strategies,
and recognition of various classification schemes are inclu'ded in
this cluster.

Indicator Cluster 5

LThe student estimates outcomes, with or without units of
measurement.

Assessment Characteristics

The objective of this cluster is specifically io assess a student's
ability to estimate a result. Appropriate items include use of(
estimation in planning stages of problem solving as well as items
asking which of several problem-solving methods gives the best
estimate of quantity or other result. Items requiring identificatton
of alternative solution strategies and items requiring value
judgments about the appropriateness of alternative solution
strategies are included.

Indicator Cluster 6

The student draths conclusions.

Assessment Characteristics

Conclusions are considered the result of a deductive or induc-
- live reasoning process. The conclusion rnay'act as a summary'

statement, account for a synthesis of the information or bring
closure to the passage. In most cases, multiple pieces of infor-

A-20
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111
Illation on Which to base a conclusion are included in the
passage. Items requiring identification of valid conclusions are
appropriate for this cluster. Where conclusions involve predic-
tions, generalizations or comparisons, these must be ttatedin
the item stem or associated stimulus material. Also appiopriate
are items requiting the student to identify,or state a problem or
question to be resolved.,This indicatormay be assessed in the
context Of free-response items.

41

DATA FLUENCY

Indicator Cluster 7
0

he student Interprets nongraphlo Instructions, labels, forms and,
applications.

Assessmety Characteristics
s

The emphasis of this cluster is application father than ter '
ininology. Items repreasented are actual forms or oth-informa-
tion presented in practical situations. Item content may include
transportation, occupational and career information.

Indicator eluiter 8

The studenrecognises relevance of data.

Assessment Characteristics
o

Items perte,ining to this cltister must require the student tp
identify relevant or irrelevani\pieces of information,for a specific
problem situation and set of reiolution criteria. Particularly, the

4dept will identify what furtheriOece(s) of information-may be
cessary to respond to a task or question or identify unneces-

sary information which may cause confusion or be extraneous
to the situation.

r,

38(AII)

- .14,

37(A10
39(MR/L1.

q.

Indicator Cluster 9 28(S/N/N, R/F, P/S)
The student. organizes delta into tables, charts and graphs. /
Assessment Chaiacteristics

Assessment problems in this cluster involve theielectibn of the
appropriate representation of data fora specificpurpose or set
of resolution criteria. Items may also require construction of
decision tables or flow charts. Content of items may include
labeling, transportation, career and occupational information.
Items should focus On the organization Of data in order lo
facilitate problem solution. This indicatormay be assessed in the
context of free-vesponse items.

. <

Indicator Cluster 10 29(R /F, P/S, C/C, M/E)
30(S/N/N, R/F, P/S, C/C)-The student Interprets data In the form of tables, charts and

graphs

A-21
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Assessment Characteristics

Items should require a student to identify a relationship or rule
from the presented niaterial. Formats wherein data can be inter-
preted may include dfde graphs, bar graphs, line graphs and

* pictographs. Items requiring the use of decision tables and flow.,
charts are appropriate. Items may include labeling, transporta-
tion, career and'occupational information.

MODEL APPLICATION

O

IndicatorCluster 11 33(OS)

The strident makes predictions, generalizations and corn- 40(S/S/N, R/F, MR/L)

parisOns.

Asye.ssment Chgacteristics

Prediction implies a future event; a degree of probability exists.
Generalizations are the result of inductive reasoning; specifics or

/details are presented from which the general statement is-de-
rived. Deduction may be involved as well. Comparisons are,

, made based on smite defined variable which is constant for that
comparison and should be required with respect to some
specific criteria. Items may entail explicitor1mplicit problem
resolution criteria. This indicator may be assessed inffie context
of free-response Henri.'

Indlcittor Cluster 12 34(All)

The student solves simple word problems.
37(All)
38(AII)

. 7 Assessment Characteristics

Problem solutions may involve several operations performed in
a/specified or imi3lied sequence. Solutions may require
responses for which there are no readily apparent response
cues in the item stem or associated stimulus material (e.g.,
common knowledge responses). Some items may require value
judgments about the appropriateness of alternative solution
strategies. Solutions are not necessarily numerical results.

257
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, Careers
in Mathematics

A

To the teacher:

Ditto the appropriate handouts.y

Discuss the tleecategories vocational-technical, college, job.

Additional alternatives
... ...

Select (circle) each occupation if you knowcipmeone who is in the occupation ..

Talk with someone wh% is in each of the occupations in which you are interested.

Invite a representative of an occupation of interest to you to speak to your clad..

Select three occupations you might find interesting.

Work in small groups based on common interests. br work:individually to find out about the
occupations.

f.

Guidelines for students in seeking information about an occupation

What are some advantages of the job?

What are some disadvantages of the job?

What are the job opportunities? (See Occupatiorial Handbook)

What are the income opportunities associated with the job?

Describe tfteXorking conditions.

How much formal education Is needed?

Will I need to take any*rhore mathematic's?

Gp to the media center, local or regional libraries to find filmstrips describing the selected
occupation.

Check resources in the counselor's office. v.

Check resources in the cooperative program areas of your school.

Visit the state employment offices (as well as private employment agencies) to find whi!
future pos,sible4ob opportunities might be available. Visit places of employment.
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WILL MATHEMATICS BE A PART OF
,MY FUTURE? .

Yes. Our society is using mathematics
more and more. More, doors are closed,

--Without it.
0

WHAT IS THE BEST' WAY TO
PRFPARtIOR MY FUTURE WHILE I'M
IN HIGH gti )0L?
You can expect to change jobs about six
times in your, HOW. You need to be
ready. 'By your being in Seometry, you've-
already taken a positive step in broadening
the careers available to you.

:4.

. r5

CAN N I GET A JOB AFTER HIGH
SCHOOL WITHOUT TAKING ANY;
MORE MATHEMATICS? . .

Yes, howeyer, you may not'advance as
rapidly as someone Wfth more

,-G

mathematics. . '
150 I NEED MATHEMATICS TO
PREPARE, FOR COLLEGE?

Yes, fc:;r most programs in most colleges.

WHAT IF.I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'M
GOING TO, DO AI; TER. HIGH SCHOOL?

Take mathematics! Chances are you'll
Reed i o, don't set-caught without it.

1
WILL, MATHEMATICS HELP ME GET
PROMOTIONS IN MY JOB? .

Most likely, yes. In many fields 'you must
have friathematics to get prorpoted to
'higher levels.

.0*

WHAT IF I 'DON'T TAKE
MATHEMATICS NEXT YEAR?

You wilprobably lose your chance to take
all the high school mathematics you might
Reed. -

IF.I NEED MORE MATHEMATIces WILL
I BE ABLE TO TAKE IT AFTER HIGH
SCHOOL?

Yes,' but it could cause lengthy deliys and
unnecessary expense in your future educa-
tion and job opportunities.

WHAT ARE THE FASTEST GROWING
/FIELDS?

Computer Science
Health and Energy Fields

.

HOW CAN I GET MORE INFORMATION,
ABOUT. MATHEMATICS AND MY
FIXTURE?

Math4matics, Teachers
Guidance Office/\

--Media Center

0

1



Mathematic opens the doorways to effective living.
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GEOMETRY

Georgia Department of E.d cation
Atlanta, Georgia

Charles McDaniel
- State Superintendent of Schools
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WILL MATHEMATICS BE A PART OF
MY FUTURE?

Yes.. Our society is using mathematics
more and mow. More doors are closed
without it.

'40

WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO
PREPARE FOR MY FUTURE WHILE I'M
IN HIGH SCHOOL?

You can expect to change jobs about six
times in your lifetime.You need to be
.ready. By your being in analOis. or pro-
bability and statistics you've already taken
a positiVe step in broadening the careers

'available to you.

WITHOUT FURTHER FORMA,
-, STUDIES WILL ANALYSIS HELP ME

GET A JOB?

Yes. Although you may not advance as
-rapidly as bomdbne with a college degree,
you will still have the 'advantage when ap-
plicant selections or promotional con-
sideratio;i1 are -made.

.

WHAT ARE THE FASTEST GROWING
FIELDS?

.s - Computer Science
. Health and Energy Fields.s .

FOR WHAT KINDS OF COLLEGE
COURSES WOULD ANALYSIS BE
ESPECIALLY HELPFUL?

For those courses that involve topics such
as statistics, physics, economics, chemistry
and engineering higher level courses
leading, to professional careers.

CAN-MP-I-CT MY EARNINGS TO'IN-
CREASE.AS A RESULT OF STUDYING.
ANALYSIS?

While money is important when selecting a
job, the prime consideration's should

, include'
job Secu' rittj.

lob satisfaction
opportunities for advancement

-40 employee benefits

HOW CAN I GET MORE
INFORMATION? ,

Mathematics teachers
Sources in guidance office, media center
Current edition of Occupational Outlook

Handbook
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Mathethatics Opens Your Career Doots:
.

Mathematical
Analysis

and Other
Advanced

Topics
Ve
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Georgia Department of Education
Atlanta, Georgia 30334

Charles McDaniel
State Superintendent of Schools
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